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Abstract
Information Retrieval for the Digital Humanities

In ten chapters, this thesis presents information retrieval technology which
is tailored to the research activities that arise in the context of corpus-based
digital humanities projects.

The presentation is structured by a conceptual research process that is
introduced in Chapter 1. The process distinguishes a set of five research
activities: research question generation, corpus acquisition, research ques-
tion modeling, corpus annotation, and result dissemination. Each of these
research activities elicits different information retrieval tasks with special
challenges, for which algorithmic approaches are presented after an intro-
duction of the core information retrieval concepts in Chapter 2.

A vital concept in many of the presented approaches is the keyquery
paradigm introduced in Chapter 3, which represents an operation that re-
turns relevant search queries in response to a given set of input documents.
Keyqueries are proposed in Chapter 4 for the recommendation of related
work, and in Chapter 5 for improving access to aspects hidden in the long
tail of search result lists.

With pseudo-descriptions, a document expansion approach is presented
in Chapter 6. The approach improves the retrieval performance for corpora
where only bibliographic meta-data is originally available. In Chapter 7,
the keyquery paradigm is employed to generate dynamic taxonomies for
corpora in an unsupervised fashion.

Chapter 8 turns to the exploration of annotated corpora, and presents
scoped facets as a conceptual extension to faceted search systems, which is
particularly useful in exploratory search settings. For the purpose of high-
lighting the major topical differences in a sequence of sub-corpora, an algo-
rithm called topical sequence profiling is presented in Chapter 9.

The thesis concludes with two pilot studies regarding the visualization
of (re)search results for the means of successful result dissemination: a
metaphoric interpretation of the information nutrition label, as well as the
philosophical bodies, which are 3D-printed search results.
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Abstract (in German)
Information Retrieval for the Digital Humanities
In zehn Kapiteln stellt diese Arbeit Information-Retrieval-Technologien

vor, die auf die Forschungsaktivitäten korpusbasierter Digital-Humanities-
Projekte zugeschnitten sind.

Die Arbeit strukturiert sich an Hand eines konzeptionellen Forschungs-
prozess der in Kapitel 1 vorgestellt wird. Der Prozess gliedert sich in fünf
Forschungsaktivitäten: Die Generierung einer Forschungsfrage, die Korpu-
sakquise, die Modellierung der Forschungsfrage, die Annotation des Kor-
pus sowie die Verbreitung der Ergebnisse. Jede dieser Forschungsaktivitä-
ten bringt unterschiedliche Information-Retrieval-Aufgaben mit besonde-
ren Herausforderungen mit sich, für die, nach einer Einführung in die zen-
tralen Information-Retrieval-Konzepte in Kapitel 2, algorithmische Ansätze
vorgestellt werden.

Ein wesentliches Konzept der vorgestellten Ansätze ist das in Kapitel 3
eingeführte Keyquery-Paradigma. Hinter dem Paradigma steht eine Such-
operation, die als Antwort auf eine gegebeneMenge von Eingabedokumen-
ten relevante Suchanfragen zurückgibt. Keyqueries werden in Kapitel 4 für
die Empfehlung verwandter Arbeiten, in Kapitel 5 für die Verbesserung des
Zugangs zu Aspekten im Long Tail von Suchergebnislisten vorgeschlagen.

Mit Pseudo-Beschreibungen wird in Kapitel 6 ein Ansatz zur Document-
Expansion vorgestellt. Der Ansatz verbessert die Suchleistung für Korpora,
bei denen ursprünglich nur bibliografische Metadaten vorhanden sind. In
Kapitel 7 wird das Keyquery-Paradigma eingesetzt, um auf unüberwachte
Weise dynamische Taxonomien für Korpora zu generieren.

Kapitel 8 wendet sich der Exploration von annotierten Korpora zu und
stellt Scoped Facets als konzeptionelle Erweiterung von facettierten Such-
systemen vor, die besonders in explorativen Suchszenarien nützlich ist. Um
die wichtigsten thematischen Unterschiede und Entwicklungen in einer Se-
quenz von Sub-Korpora hervorzuheben, wird in Kapitel 9 ein Algorithmus
zum Topical Sequence Profiling vorgestellt.

Die Arbeit schließt mit zwei Pilotstudien zur Visualisierung von Such-
bzw. Forschungsergebnissen als Mittel für eine erfolgreiche Ergebnisver-
breitung: eine metaphorische Interpretation des Information-Nutrition-
Labels, sowie die philosophischen Körper, 3D-gedruckte Suchergebnisse.
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1
Introduction

This thesis is about information retrieval tasks that arise in digital human-
ities research. This first chapter serves as an introduction to the topic. It
presents a set of five research activities that commonly arise in digital hu-
manities projects, the information retrieval tasks these activities elicit, and
how I approached the information retrieval tasks in the publications that
are accumulated in the following chapters. My publication record and an
overview of the thesis’ structure conclude the chapter.

1.1 Information Retrieval for the Digital Humanities (IR4DH)

The digital humanities (DH) are concerned with the application of digital
infrastructure and computational methods to the disciplines of the human-
ities (cf. Berry and Fagerjord, 2017). DH projects commonly center around
the acquisition and analysis of a digital corpus, i.e., a collection of dig-
itized or born-digital cultural artifacts (like books, paintings, sculptures,
or recordings) which are related to a specific context. Among the most
prominent digital humanities projects are digitization initiatives likeGoogle
Books 1, the Europeana 2, or the Perseus project 3, as well as computational
methods applied to these resources, like cultural analytics (Michel et al.,
2011; Kozlowski et al., 2018; Manovich, 2020) and distant reading (Moretti,
2013; Underwood, 2017).

Information retrieval (IR) in turn is a research field concerned with sat-
isfying the information needs of users with the aid of computer systems (cf.

1https://books.google.com
2https://www.europeana.eu
3http://www.perseus.tufts.edu

1

https://books.google.com
https://www.europeana.eu
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu
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Research Question
Development

- Serendipity Search
- Related Work Search (CH4)

Corpus 
Analysis

- Exploratory Search (CH8)
- Search Result Profiling (CH9)

Corpus
Acquisition

- Recall-Oriented Search (CH5)
- Search in Meta-Data (CH6)

Research Question
Modeling

- Search in Knowledge Bases
- Taxonomy Composition (CH7)

Result
Dissemination

- Writing Assistance
- Result Representation (CH10)

Figure 1.1: A conceptualization of the digital humanities research process with
outlined information retrieval tasks. The chapter numbers in parenthesis in-
dicate where in the thesis research contributions concerning the respective re-
trieval task are presented.

Manning et al., 2008). In the present case of IR for DH (IR4DH), users hap-
pen to be DH researchers, and their information needs are elicited by their
research activities in DHprojects. The fiveDH research activities addressed
in this thesis are illustrated in Figure 1.1. From (1) the development of an
initial research question, the activities comprise (2) the acquisition of a re-
search corpus, (3) the development of a research model, (4) the annotation
and analysis of the corpuswith respect to themodel, and, ultimately, (5) the
synthesis and dissemination of the obtained research results. In the follow-
ing paragraphs, each research activity is discussed, with a focus on the spe-
cial IR tasks it elicits. Note that in accordance with information retrieval
terminology, which is introduced in Chapter 2 and extended in Chapter 3,
the elements of a corpus are referred to as documents in this thesis, irrespec-
tive of their specific media type.

Themost fundamental DH research activity is the development of an initial
research question, which is depicted in the leftmost box of Figure 1.1. The goal
of research question development is to find an interesting yet open research
question that can be answered with the analysis of an acquirable corpus.
An example of a potentially relevant research question may be: “Which or-
ganisms had been used in life science experiments at the end of the 19th
century?” Coming up with a relevant research question is a creative hence
elusive process, where accident and sagacity play important roles. An IR
task devoted to actively creating the conditions for unexpected discover-
ies and innovation events is called serendipity search (Carr, 2015; Reviglio,
2018). Once a potential research question has been formulated, a thorough
survey of related work is good scientific practice, in order to check whether
the question is indeed still open, but also to find related research to refer to.
Supporting the effective retrieval of related work is the goal of the second
IR task which is specific to research question development, namely related
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work search. Related work search is point of discussion in Chapter 4.
DH research questions, like the example above, contain two kinds of in-

formation: corpus-related and model-related information. Corpus-related
information pertain to the properties relevant documents must have, and
are hence leveraged for corpus acquisition, the second research activity in
Figure 1.1. The goal of corpus acquisition is to find, collect and edit a rep-
resentative corpus that allows to derive an answer to the posed research
question. E.g., the example research question above suggests to acquire
a representative corpus of life science research papers from around 1900,
from which descriptions of experiments on organisms could be mined. An
issue for corpus acquisition by the means of search in digital libraries and
archives is that often a minority of popular documents seizes the top search
results for amajority of relevant queries, making less prominent documents
hard to retrieve (Azzopardi and Vinay, 2008). Recall-oriented search is an
IR-task that aims at diminishing this retrievability issue, e.g. by provid-
ing a subject-based information access in addition to relevance-based result
lists. Recall-oriented search is point of discussion in Chapter 5. A further re-
trieval problem arises if only bibliographic meta-data about each document
is available. Due to the sparsity of linguistic features, common algorithms
for determining the relevance of a document for a search query fail to pro-
duce useful results (Efron et al., 2012). This problem arises especially for
the acquisition of historic or non-linguistic corpora. The IR task devoted to
improve retrieval performance in such cases, e.g. by adding linguistic fea-
tures from external sources, is called search in meta-data. Search inmeta-data
is point of discussion in Chapter 6.

The activity research question modeling is depicted below corpus acquisi-
tion in Figure 1.1. Research question modeling leverages the model-related
information of the research question. The goal of research question mod-
eling is to specify the concepts and relations brought up by the developed
research question, and to devise formal methods for annotating instances
of those concepts and relations in a corpus. Considering the example re-
search question from above, a respective model ought to specify the two
concepts <experiment> and <organism>, as well as the relation “organ-
ism <used in> experiment”. Respective annotation methods could be in
the form of annotation guidelines devised for consistent human annota-
tion, but increasingly, the application of computational methods becomes
the preferred practice (Berry, 2012). A valuable resource for model gener-
ation are knowledge bases, such as DBpedia oder Wikidata. Considering
again our example, a knowledge base may be applied to derive a taxonomy
of organism names and synonyms. With such an external taxonomy, the de-
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tection of organismmentions reduces, in terms of complexity, from an open
concept recognition task to a closed concept detection task. Hence, search in
knowledge bases (Bast et al., 2016; Jimmy et al., 2018) is a retrieval task worth
considering in the context of DH. Another benefit of using corpus-agnostic
models retrieved from knowledge bases is that, when applied to a corpus,
the absence of specific concepts and relations can be attested. Still, in other
occasions, research questions may ask for a taxonomy which summarizes
the concepts which are in fact present in a corpus. One possibility to com-
pose such a data-driven taxonomy is based on search engine technology.
The respective IR task has been called dynamic taxonomy composition (Sacco
and Tzitzikas, 2009). Dynamic taxonomy composition is point of discussion
in Chapter 7.

When both a corpus and amodel have been established, an answer to the
formulated research question can be obtained by corpus analysis, the fourth
research activity in Figure 1.1. Corpus analysis comprises the annotation of
the corpus according to the establishedmodel, as well as statistical analysis.
Considering the example question about organisms in life science experi-
ments, an answer could take the form of a list, which names all organisms
found in the context of experiment descriptions together with respective oc-
currence statistics. Confronted with such an answer, an obvious next step
is to explore the answer, be it for verifying the validity of the underlying
annotations, or for the generation of more specific follow-up research ques-
tions. The IR-task devoted to the exploration of annotated corpora is called
exploratory search (White and Roth, 2009). Exploratory search is point of
discussion in Chapter 8. In the specific but common case where a research
question asks for trends within a sequence of corpus subsets (e.g., whether
trends of organism-use can be observed over time), algorithms for the com-
parative IR task search result profiling can be applied. Search result profiling
is point of discussion in Chapter 9.

The last research activity in Figure 1.1 is result dissemination, which in-
cludes all efforts towards the publication of achieved research results. IR-
tasks designed to support the publication process are search technologies
for writing assistance such as Netspeak (Potthast et al., 2010), and also result
presentation, an IR-task concerned with the question of how search results
can be communicated to the user effectively. Result presentation is point of
discussion in the thesis’ conclusion.
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1.2 Research Questions and Contributions

The overall goal of my research is to invent and develop information re-
trieval technologies that respond to the research questions of humanities
scholars. This section summarizes the contributions I made towards this
goal by presenting the specific research questionsmy contributions address.
I further hope that with this thesis, I raise awareness that search technology
can do more to DH than supporting lookup searches in digital libraries:
Search engines can be the technological backbone of digital humanities
projects that ultimately delivers an answer to the research questions posed.

1.2.1 What makes IR4DH different fromWeb search (CH 3)?

A premise for the development of IR4DH technology is to develop a de-
cent understanding of the information needsDH researchers have, and how
these needs differ from the information needs supported by standard Web
search engines.

Most search engines for the Web, like DuckDuckGo 4 or Google 5, are
designed to retrieve documents which can give an explicit answer to the
user’s information need. The underlying assumption of Web search is that
the user is interested in the best existing answers that have been published,
and the task of the search engine is to point the user to these documents.
If, for example, a user enters the search query “organisms in 19th century
life science experiments”, aWeb search engine is supposed to retrieve state-
of-the-art documents where the authors elaborate on organism use in life
science experiments back in the 19th century. On the contrary, in the case
of IR4DH, the assumption is that no document exists upfront which satis-
fies the user, but it is the overall goal of the user to create one with the aid of
information retrieval technology. Hence, the essential task in IR4DH must
be to retrieve, as exclusive and comprehensively as possible, the evidence
that is needed to synthesize an answer to a given information need. In ad-
dition, means for the analysis and exploration of this potentially huge result
set must be provided.

My conceptual contribution to address this requirement is to introduce
an additional component to the traditional search engine architecture: an
exploration component, which operates conversely to the traditional lookup
component. It takes as input a set of documents, and returns, in response, a
ranked list of relevant queries called the keyqueries of the input documents.
The converse functionality of the two components is illustrated in Figure 1.2,

4https://duckduckgo.com
5https://google.com

https://duckduckgo.com
https://google.com
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Search
query

q

Relevant
documents

Dq

Documents 
D

Traditional Lookup Component

lookup
Search

documents
D

Relevant
keyqueries

QD

Queries
Q

Proposed Exploration Component

explore

Figure 1.2: Comparison of the traditional lookup component (left) and the pro-
posed complementary exploration component (right). My research contribu-
tions combine both components in differentways to solve specific retrieval prob-
lems.

and discussed in depth in Chapter 3. As will become apparent from the fol-
lowing research questions, by wiring up the exploration and the lookup
component in different ways, interactive retrieval scenarios arise which ap-
proach the IR tasks introduced in Section 1.1.

1.2.2 To which extend can keyqueries complement citation-based
related work search (CH 4)?

Identifying related work is an integral part of research question develop-
ment. Often, an initial set of related work is already at hand or can be re-
trieved by issuing a lookup query to a scholary search engine. Given such
an initial set, a practical approach to further extend the set is to exploit cita-
tion information in the documents by means of collaborative filtering. An
alternative possibility is to make use of the documents’ content. In the work
presented in Chapter 4, we present an algorithm for related work search
based on the keyqueries of the given initial document set, i.e., the search
queries which retrieve the initial document set when issued as a lookup
query. Given the keyqueries for the initial set, further related work is rec-
ommended by making a lookup search with the obtained keyqueries, and
then recommending the relevant results which are not already part of the
initial set. The conducted experiments show that the effectiveness of the
approach is on par with citation based methods, but with substantially dif-
ferent recommendation results. Most effective is a combination of both ap-
proaches, which substantiates the claim that keyquery-based related work
search complements citation-based approaches.
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1.2.3 How to improve access to information that resides solely in
the long tail of search results (CH 5)?

A further possibility to apply the keyquery paradigm is to filter the long tail
of a search result list for documents which are textually different from those
at the top of the search result list. This application is presented in Chapter 5
in the context of recall-oriented search. To remove the search results which
„shadow” potentially interesting outliers from the tail, keyqueries obtained
for the documents in the result list head are added to the base query as not
expressions. This way, only documents relevant for the base query but not
for queries addressed already in the result list head are retained. With the
aid of this long tail filtering, serendipitous discoveries in the long tail of a
search result list can be fostered and, by clustering the retained tail docu-
ments, the spectrum of available subtopics can be presented with high re-
call. The experiments conducted reveal that our keyquery-based approach
is able to significantly reduce the shadowing effect while it retains the in-
tended outliers.

1.2.4 How to exploit the prevalence of large external corpora like
the Web for search in meta-data (CH 6)?

Chapter 6 is about search in meta-data repositories with sparse linguis-
tic information. To improve retrieval performance in such collections, the
presented approach suggests to augment the meta-data of each document
with a pseudo-description. The pseudo-description is composed by exploit-
ing the search result snippets obtained from issuing the available linguis-
tic meta-data as lookup search query to a reference search engine (e.g. a
Web search engine). To prevent that irrelevant information is added to the
document representation, the decision up to which rank search results are
taken over into the pseudo-description is relevance-dependent. The exper-
iments conducted on several TREC corpora reveal that the search perfor-
mance with pseudo-descriptions achieves a significant improvement over
meta-data only search.

1.2.5 How to dynamically compute taxonomies over corpora on
the basis of search queries (CH 7)?

DH research questions sometimes ask for an overview over the contents
of a corpus. E.g., given a corpus of life science publications from the 19th
century, itmay be interesting to learn about itsmajor themes. In Chapter 7, a
keyquery-based approach that computes dynamic taxonomies over corpora
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is presented for this purpose. The algorithm takes as input a corpus and a
fan-out parameter k, which determines the maximum number of classes on
each taxonomy level. In each iteration of taxonomy composition, a set of up
to k keyqueries is determined which together retrieve as many documents
of the parent class with as little overlap as possible. Empirical evaluations
with large scientific corpora demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of
dynamic taxonomy composition with keyqueries.

1.2.6 How to design faceted search interfaces which support both
drill-down and exploration (CH 8)?

Once a corpus has been annotatedwith respect to a specificmodel, themod-
eled concepts can be made available in the user interface of a search engine
as facets. E.g., a search engine indexing a corpus of life science experiments
could feature facets for concepts like organisms, dates of publication, or a
topic taxonomy. Commonly, faceted search interfaces are designed in such
a way that users can only progressively narrow down search into smaller
result sets by selecting facet terms. In Chapter 8, we argue that for the ex-
ploration of annotated corpora, it is at least equally important to be able to
broaden a search by facet term selection in order to refocus and explore re-
lated but different result sets. To give the user the ability to decide whether
to drill-down or to explore, the concept of scoped-facets is introduced in
combination with faceted search pipes. A user study that compares a pro-
totypical implementation of scoped facets with a traditional faceted search
system as baseline reveals that for complex exploration tasks, the user ex-
perience with scoped facets is clearly superior.

1.2.7 How to convey the most important topical differences in a
sequence of document collections (CH 9)?

Facets can be used to divide a corpus into sub collections. If the values
of a facet are cardinally scaled, a sequence of sub collections is formed. A
frequently available example of such a facet is the publication date of the
documents in a corpus. Chapter 9 deals with the question of how to gener-
ate a profile for a given sequence of document collections that allows users
to quickly survey the sequence’s most characteristic topics6. The presented
algorithm is designed to compose a minimal list of topics that is represen-
tative for every individual sub-collection, and at the same time, highlights

6The publication focuses on topics but in principal, any other facet, e.g. authors, could
be chosen for the profile
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those topicswhich fluctuatemost across the sequence. The potential of topi-
cal sequence profiling for the analysis of annotated corpora is demonstrated
with a case study on a sequence of conference proceedings.

1.2.8 Does data physicalization provide added value for the dis-
semination of humanities research results (CH 10)?

In the conclusion of this thesis, the question of how to effectively dissemi-
nate the research results encoded in annotated corpora to a wider public is
raised. Besides visualization techniques like the information nutrition label,
where we propose to communicate information by means of metaphoric
symbols, the physicalization of information is an attractive possibility to
showcase humanities research in the public. With the philosophical bodies,
a pilot study devised to get first insights about data physicalization for the
dissemination of DH research results is presented. Though more research
is required to come to extensive conclusions, we learned that showcasing
data physicalizations in exhibitions is an effective means to grasp visitors’
attention.

1.3 Publication Record

The following list gives an overview over the research papers that are accu-
mulated in this thesis. The first column shows in which chapters content of
the respective publication is integrated.

Table 1.1: Overview of peer-reviewed publications this thesis is based on. For
each publication, the chapter(s) in which content is reused is given, as well as
the publication venue and type, the extend of publication reuse, and the original
number of pages.

Ch. Reference Venue Type Reuse Pages

2 Stein et al. (2017) ESNAM chapter reprint 9
Benno Stein, TimGollub, andMaik Anderka. Encyclopedia of Social Network
Analysis and Mining (ESNAM), chapter Retrieval Models.

3 Gollub et al. (2013a) SIGIR conference reprint 4
Tim Gollub and Matthias Hagen and Maximilian Michel and Benno Stein.
From Keywords to Keyqueries: Content Descriptors for the Web.
3 Fuhr et al. (2012) IR Journal journal mention 22
Norbert Fuhr, Marc Lechtenfeld, Benno Stein, and TimGollub. The Optimum
Clustering Framework: Implementing the Cluster Hypothesis.

4 Hagen et al. (2016) ECIR conference reprint 12
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MatthiasHagen, Anna Beyer, TimGollub, Kristof Komlossy, and Benno Stein.
Supporting Scholarly Search with Keyqueries.

5 Stein et al. (2011) CIKM conference reprint 4
Benno Stein, Tim Gollub, and Dennis Hoppe. Beyond Precision@10: Clus-
tering the Long Tail of Web Search Results.
5 Stein et al. (2012) CIKM conference excerpt 4
Benno Stein, Tim Gollub, and Dennis Hoppe. Search Result Presentation
Based on Faceted Clustering.
5 Gollub et al. (2016a) AIRS conference excerpt 12
Tim Gollub, Matthias Busse, Benno Stein, and Matthias Hagen. Keyqueries
for Clustering and Labeling.
5 Lipka et al. (2020) USPTO patent mention 18
Nedim Lipka, Tim Gollub, Eunyee Koh. Organizing electronically stored files
using an automatically generated storage hierarchy.

6 Gollub et al. (2018a) ICTIR conference reprint 8
TimGollub, ErdanGenc, NedimLipka, and Benno Stein. PseudoDescriptions
for Meta-Data Retrieval.

7 Gollub et al. (2014) JCDL conference reprint 10
Tim Gollub, Michael Völske, Matthias Hagen, and Benno Stein. Dynamic
Taxonomy Composition via Keyqueries.
7 Völske et al. (2014) WOSP conference excerpt 4
Michael Völske, TimGollub, Matthias Hagen, and Benno Stein. A Keyquery-
Based Classification System for CORE.
7,9 Gollub and Stein (2010) GFKL conference mention 8
Tim Gollub and Benno Stein. Unsupervised Sparsification of Similarity
Graphs.

8 Gollub et al. (2019) ICTIR conference reprint 4
Tim Gollub, Leon Hutans, Tanveer Al Jami, and Benno Stein. Exploratory
Search Pipes with Scoped Facets.

9 Gollub et al. (2016b) TIR conference reprint 5
TimGollub, Nedim Lipka, Eunyee Koh, ErdanGenc, and Benno Stein. Topical
Sequence Profiling.

10 Gollub et al. (2018b) NewsIR conference excerpt 3
Tim Gollub, Martin Potthast, and Benno Stein. Shaping the Information Nu-
trition Label.
10 Schmidgen et al. (2021) ZfDG journal excerpt 14
Henning Schmidgen, Benno Stein, Tim Gollub, Michael Braun, Jan Will-
mann. Philosophische Körper. Von digitalem Text zu greifbarenMaterial. (ger-
man)
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In addition to the publications covered in the thesis, I contributed to-
wards the issues of reproducibility and communality in the scientific prac-
tice of computer science research. The contributions pertain to our eval-
uation as a service platform called TIRA7 , as well as the organization of
various shared tasks, including most prominently the Clickbait Challenge8.

Table 1.2: Overview of peer-reviewed publications not included in the thesis.

Reference Venue Type Pages

Potthast et al. (2019) IR series chapter 41
Martin Potthast, Tim Gollub, Matti Wiegmann, and Benno Stein. TIRA In-
tegrated Research Architecture.
Potthast et al. (2018a) CoRR journal 6
Martin Potthast, Tim Gollub, Matthias Hagen, and Benno Stein. The Click-
bait Challenge 2017: Towards a Regression Model for Clickbait Strength.
Potthast et al. (2018b) COLING conference 10
Martin Potthast, Tim Gollub, Kristof Komlossy, Sebastian Schuster, Matti
Wiegmann, Erika Patricia Garces Fernandez, Matthias Hagen, and Benno
Stein. Crowdsourcing a Large Corpus of Clickbait on Twitter.
Qu et al. (2018) HComp conference 10
Jiani Qu, AnnyMarleen Hißbach, TimGollub, andMartin Potthast. Towards
Crowdsourcing Clickbait Labels for YouTube Videos.
Hopfgartner et al. (2018) JDIQ journal 32
FrankHopfgartner, AllanHanbury, HenningMüller, Ivan Eggel, Krisztian Ba-
log, Torben Brodt, Gordon V. Cormack, Jimmy Lin, Jayashree Kalpathy-Cramer,
Noriko Kando, Makoto P. Kato, Anastasia Krithara, Tim Gollub, Martin Pot-
thast, Evelyne Viegas, and SimonMercer. Evaluation-as-a-Service for the Com-
putational Sciences: Overview and Outlook.
Potthast et al. (2014) CLEF journal 32
Martin Potthast, Tim Gollub, Francisco Rangel, Paolo Rosso, Efstathios Sta-
matatos, and Benno Stein. Improving the Reproducibility of PAN’s Shared
Tasks: Plagiarism Detection, Author Identification, and Author Profiling.
Gollub et al. (2013b) CLEF journal 20
TimGollub, Martin Potthast, Anna Beyer, Matthias Busse, Francisco Rangel,
Paolo Rosso, Efstathios Stamatatos, and Benno Stein. Recent Trends in Digital
Text Forensics and its Evaluation.
Gollub et al. (2012b) TIR conference 5
Tim Gollub, Benno Stein, Steven Burrows, and Dennis Hoppe. TIRA: Con-
figuring, Executing, and Disseminating Information Retrieval Experiments.
Gollub et al. (2012a) SIGIR conference 4
Tim Gollub, Benno Stein, and Steven Burrows. Ousting Ivory Tower Re-
search: Towards a Web Framework for Providing Experiments as a Service.

7https://www.tira.io/
8https://webis.de/events/clickbait-challenge/shared-task.html

https://www.tira.io/
https://webis.de/events/clickbait-challenge/shared-task.html
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1.4 Thesis Structure

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, an in-
troduction to core information retrieval concepts is given, including the im-
portant notions of exploratory search and interactive information retrieval.
In Chapter 3, the keyquery paradigm is introduced which constitutes my
conceptual contribution for solving the special IR tasks that arise in DH re-
search projects. In Chapters 4 to 9, my algorithmic contributions towards
solving specific IR4DH tasks are presented together with empirical find-
ings. Chapter 10 concludes with a presentation of two pilot studies con-
cerning the dissemination of (re-)search results by the means of visualiza-
tion and physicalization.



2
Information Retrieval Background

In order to store and share information we produce documents. Books, im-
ages, videos, audio recordings, websites – in information retrieval research
all of these are collectively considered documents that contain information.
And there are a lot of documents. According to Völske et al. (2021), the
indexed World Wide Web on its own comprises approximately 60 billion
pages. This massive amount of documents is an invaluable resource when
it comes to solving our everyday tasks. We “only” have to find the right
ones at the right time.

The research field information retrieval (IR) is concernedwith the devel-
opment of systems that allow users to effectively find the documents that
solve their information needs, especially within large document collections
such as theWorldWideWeb (cf. Manning et al., 2008). A system approach-
ing this task is called an information retrieval system or, in short, IR system.
The most fundamental way to interact with an IR system is by the means
of the query response paradigm, which is presented in Section 2.1. Given
a user’s search query, an IR system computes the relevance of the indexed
documents and return them in a result page. How the relevance of a docu-
ment for a query can be determined is subject of Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

Though the query response paradigm is sufficient in many cases, user-
centered IR research revealed that in some important situations, the
paradigm can hardly solve the users’ information need. Section 2.4 gives an
introduction to user-centered IR research, then focuses on the limitations of
the query response paradigm. Conceptual extensions to the query response
paradigm, namely interactive and dynamic information retrieval, as well as
faceted search, are the subject in Section 2.5.

13
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examine
results
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query

search query

result page

USER IR-SYSTEM

rank
documents

generate
result page

Figure 2.1: Sequence model of the query-response paradigm. The user first for-
mulates an information need in terms of a search query. The IR-system then
ranks the indexed documents by relevance and generates a result page. The user
finally examines the result page.

2.1 The Query Response Paradigm (QRP)

IR systems can be characterized by the user interaction model they imple-
ment. User interaction models provide a protocol for the communication
between a user and an IR system. The most fundamental user interaction
model most widely applied in commercial information retrieval systems
is the query response paradigm (White and Roth, 2009) or adhoc model,
which models interaction with an IR system as two user activities and two
intermediate system activities. This interaction sequence is depicted in Fig-
ure 2.1. Given a user with an information need, the user first expresses the
information need linguistically in terms of a search query q, e.g. as a list of
keywords or as a natural language question. To respond to the query, the IR
system first ranks the documents by relevance to the query, and then assem-
bles the most relevant subsetDq to a result page. Concerning the design of
the result page, the most prevalent approach is to present Dq in terms of a
list of documents excerpts (snippets), each containing a link to the respec-
tive document. To determine the order of the snippets in the result list, the
probability ranking principle (PRP) is typically applied (Robertson, 1997):
Given a query q, the ranking of Dq according to their probabilities of being
relevant to I leads to the optimum retrieval performance. The examination
of the result page and individual documents constitutes the second user ac-
tivity, which is performed until the user finds one or multiple documents
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d ∈ Dq that satisfy I or reaches the end of the personal examination scope
(typically less than 30 results (iProspect, 2008)).

2.2 Retrieval Models

Retrieval models implement the system side of a particular user interaction
model. The core task of any retrieval model is hence to assess the relevance
of a document d for a search query q with the aid of a linguistic theory. The
historical development of well-known retrieval models is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.2. In the literature, a distinction between empirical models, probabilistic
models, and language models is often made, which is mainly rooted in the
linguistic theory they operationalize but also has historical reasons.

1. Empirical models, sometimes referred to as vector space models, fo-
cus on the document representation (Salton and McGill, 1983). Both
documents and queries are considered as high-dimensional vectors in
the Euclidean space, where a compatible representation is presumed:
a particular document term or query term is always associated with
the same dimension, whereas the term importance is specified by a
weight. Usually, the cosine of the angle between two such vectors or
simply their dot product is used to quantify their similarity; in par-
ticular, the concept of similarity is put on a level with the concept of
relevance. Empirical models can be distinguished with regard to the
dimensions that are considered (features that are chosen) and how
these dimensions (features) are weighted.

2. Probabilistic models strive for an explicit modeling of the concept of
relevance. Bayesian statistics is applied to derive an estimate of the
probability that a document is relevant for a given information need.
Most probabilistic models employ conditional probabilities to quan-
tify document relevance given the occurrence of a term.

3. Language models are based on the idea of language generation as
it is used in speech recognition systems. A language-based retrieval
model is computed specifically for each document in a collection and
is usually term-based. Given a query q, document ranking happens
according to the generation probability of q under the languagemodel
of the respective document.

From each of the three modeling paradigms selected representatives are in
the following characterized along with the respective publications.
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Figure 2.2: Historical development of retrieval models, organized according to
three paradigms: empirical models, probabilistic models, and languagemodels.

The Boolean retrieval model uses binary term weights, and a query is
a Boolean expression with terms as operands. Drawbacks of the Boolean
model include its simplistic weighting scheme, its restriction to exact
matches, and that nodocument ranking is possible. TheVector SpaceModel
(VSM) and its variants consider documents and queries as embedded in the
Euclidean space (see above). Key challenge for these kinds of models is the
term weighting. Salton et al. (1975) proposed the tf · idf -scheme, which
combines the term frequency tf (the number of term occurrences in a doc-
ument) with the inverse document frequency idf (the inverse of the num-
ber of documents that contain this term). The Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) model was developed to improve query interpretation and semantic-
based matching (Deerwester et al., 1990). E.g., a document d should match
a query even if the user specified valid synonyms that do not occur in d.
The LSImodel attempts to achieve such effects by projecting documents and
queries into a “semantic space”, which is constructed by a singular value de-
composition of the term-document-matrix. The Explicit Semantic Analysis
(ESA) model was introduced to compute the semantic relatedness of nat-
ural language texts (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007). The model repre-
sents a document d as a high-dimensional vector whose dimensions quan-
tify the pairwise similarities between d and the documents of some refer-
ence collection such as Wikipedia. Potthast et al. (2008) demonstrated how
the ESA principles are applied to develop an effective cross-language re-
trieval approach, the so-called CL-ESA model. In contrast to most retrieval
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models, the Suffix Tree Model represents a document d not as a vector of
index terms but as a compressed trie containing all suffixes (i.e., suffixes of
all lengths) of a text d. As a consequence, the collocation information of d
is preserved, which may render the model superior for particular retrieval
tasks (Meyer zu Eißen et al., 2005).

Under the Binary IndependenceModel (BIM) the documents are ranked
by decreasing probability of relevance (Robertson and Sparck-Jones, 1976).
The model is based on two assumptions which allow for a practical estima-
tion of the required probabilities: documents and queries are represented
under a Boolean model, and, the terms are modeled as occurring indepen-
dently of each other. The BestMatch (BM)model computes the relevance of
a document to a query based on the frequencies of the query terms appear-
ing in the document and their inverse document frequencies (Robertson
and Walker, 1994). Three parameters tune the influence of the document
length, the document term frequency, and the query term frequency in the
model. The BestMatchmodel belongs to themost effective retrieval models
in the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) series.

The LanguageModeling approach to information retrievalwas proposed
by Ponte and Croft (1998); the idea is to rank documents by the genera-
tion probabilities for a given query (see above). The algorithmic core of
the model is a maximum likelihood estimation of the probability of a query
term under a document’s term distribution. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) model is a sophisticated generative model in the context of proba-
bilistic topic modeling (Blei et al., 2003). Under this model it is assumed
that documents are composed as a mixture of latent topics, where each
topic is specified as a probability distribution over words. The mixture is
generated by sampling from a Dirichlet distribution. More recently, Le and
Mikolov (2014) introduced Paragraph Vector, also known as the Doc2Vec
model, which learns continuous distributed vector representations for doc-
uments using a neural network classifier.

2.3 Relevance Computation

Despite the large variety of retrievalmodels that have been developed, com-
puting the relevance ρ of a document for a query usually boils down to a
multiplication of two feature vectors: (1) a feature vector q representing
query q, and (2) a feature vector d representing document d:

ρ(q, d) = qT · d =

|q|∑
i=1

qi · di
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Figure 2.3: Basic model for relevance computation: the term frequency vector of
a query (left) is combined with the term frequency vectors of the documents dj
from a document collection D (shaded matrix on the right).

What distinguishes retrieval models from each other is the feature set
that they employ for representing queries and documents, as well as the
computation rule used to calculate the respective feature weights. In the
following, the feature sets and the computation rules for four retrieval mod-
els are outlined, starting from the basic tf -Model to the more sophisticated
models tf · idf , BM25, and ESA.

tf-Model . The tf -Model (term frequency model) is a variant of the Vector
SpaceModel that uses the vocabulary of the given document collectionD as
feature set. The dimension i of a feature vector is associated with a specific
term ti that occurs in D. As feature weight, the frequency tf by which ti
appears in a specific query or document is taken:

qtf
i = tf (ti, q)

dtf
i = tf (ti, d)

Stacking the tf feature vectors of all documents d ∈ D as columns into a
matrix gives the so called term-document-matrix, a data structure fromwhich
many retrieval models can be derived. The term-document-matrix (along
with additional statistics used later on, shown in red) is depicted in Fig-
ure 2.3 as shaded area on the right-hand side. On the left-hand side, a
canonical query vector is shown. Multiplying the query vector with the
term-document-matrix results in a vector containing the relevance scores
for all documents in D. Note that in practice, to facilitate instant search re-
sults even over trillions of documents, IR systems maintain an inverted in-
dex µ : V− > 2D that maps the vocabulary V of search terms to the subset
of documents that are relevant for a term. Given a search query, the inverted
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index allows to efficiently compute ρ(q, d) for all d ∈ D as it can be used to
exclude all documents from the computation that are not at least partially
relevant for the query. A particular property of the tf -Model is that the rel-
evance computation for a document d is independent of the collection D
from which d is taken. However, the model has certain weaknesses that the
following models try to alleviate.

tf · idf -Model . An extension of the tf -Model is the tf · idf -Model ,
where idf stands for inverse document frequency. The linguistic intuition be-
hind this extension is that the occurrence of a rare query term in a docu-
ment is a better indicator for relevance than the occurrence of a frequent
term. Considering the query “math for computer science” as an example,
the occurrence of the term “for” in a document provides, in comparison to
the occurrence of “math” or “computer science”, only little evidence about
the relevance of a document—a fact which is not exploited in the tf -Model .
A document containing the query term “for” ten times is considered as rele-
vant as a document containing the query term “math” ten times. To address
this deficit, the tf · idf -Model incorporates the document frequency df of a
term into the feature weight computation for documents. The document
frequency denotes the number of documents in D that contain a term. In
Figure 2.3, df is illustrated as an additional column of the term-document-
matrix. To formalize the computation of df the indicator function I(·) is
used, which yields 1 in case tf (ti, dj) > 0 and 0 otherwise. Since the influ-
ence of a term should decrease with its document frequency, an inverse doc-
ument frequency factor is added to the tf feature weight computation. Note
that several variations for this factor have been proposed. The original for-
mula by Salton et al. (1975) reads as follows:

dtfidf
i = tf (ti, d) · log

|D|
df i

BM25-Model . The BM25-Model is a further advancement of the tf · idf -
Model . The development of the model was driven by the observation that
the tf · idf -Model (1) is biased towards long documents, and (2) that it
insufficiently favors documents containing all query terms—compared to
documents containing only a subset of the query terms. To account for the
first observation, the BM25-Model introduces a length normalization factor
to the feature weight computation. The length of a document is considered
as the sum of its term frequencies. In Figure 2.3, the document length l

is illustrated as an additional row of the term-document-matrix. The sum
over all l ∈ D gives the overall collection length cl. The idea of the length
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normalization factor is to calculate the average length l̂ of the documents,
l̂ = cl/|D|, and to penalize documents that are longer than the average,
while rewarding shorter documents. To account for the second observa-
tion, a term frequency normalization factor is introduced. Given the above
example query “math for computer science”, the goal of this factor is to con-
sider a document containing both “math” and “computer science” once as
more relevant than a document containing one of the terms twice, even if
the terms have equal document frequency. The BM25 approach applies a
“logarithmic-shaped” function to the term frequency value in order to limit
the contribution of a single term to the overall relevance score. The general
form of this function is tf

tf +c , where c is a constant. The final BM25 formula
for the computation of feature weights, which incorporates both normal-
ization factors into a single expression, is the product of extensive empirical
evaluation efforts:

dbm25
i =

tf (ti, d) · (k1 + 1)

tf (ti, d) + k1 · (1− b+ b · l(d)

l̂
)
· log |D| − df i + 0.5

df i + 0.5

For the two parameters of the function, values of k1 = [1.2, 2.0] and
b = 0.75 are considered standard choices. The two normalization factors
(length normalization and term frequency normalization) are balanced by
the parameter b. The last factor of the formula is the BM25 variant of the
inverse document frequency.

ESA-Model. The ESA-Model represents a class of retrieval models that
do not employ terms as features but concepts or topics (hence called “topic
models”). Other retrieval models of this kind are LSI and LDA. Topic mod-
els aim to further improve the assessment of relevance by taking the se-
mantic relatedness of terms into account. The intuition is that if a docu-
ment contains terms related to the query terms, like “statistics” or “calcu-
lus” which are related to the query term “math”, or “programming” and
“algorithm” which are related to “computer science”, the relevance of this
document should be raised. To operationalize this idea, topic models rep-
resent queries and documents by a feature vector of topics and provide a
means to compute the relevance of a topic for a query or document. In the
case of ESA, topics are drawn randomly from the set of Wikipedia articles,
and the tf · idf -Model is employed to represent each drawn article a as a
term based feature vector a. The assumption underlying this approach is
that each feature vector a will contain high tf · idf scores for semantically
related terms. To compute the relevance of a topic for a document or query,
the cosine similarity between the tf · idf representation of the topic and the
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tf · idf representation of the query or document is used:

qesa
i = cos(qtfidf , atfidf

i )

desa
i = cos(dtfidf , atfidf

i )

2.4 Limitations of the QRP

In addition to research on retrieval models, an important aspect for advanc-
ing IR research is to study and model the users of existing IR systems. User
models operate on different scale, and aim to describe either (1) the broader
sociological, cultural, and operational context or task into which informa-
tion retrieval is embedded, (2) cognitive processes in users’ minds that lead
to the creation, change, and satisfaction of information needs, as well as
(3) the different types of information needs.

Concerning (1) the broader context into which information retrieval is
embedded, major information seeking and information behavior models
have been proposed by Bates (1989), Ellis (1989) (extended later by Meho
and Tibbo (2003)), Kuhlthau (1993), Byström and Hansen (2005), and, as
part of a cognitive information seeking and retrieval theory, by Ingwersen
(1996). For example, the berrypicking usermodel proposed by Bates (1989)
describes searching as iterative moving, by alternations of the search query,
through an information space which dynamically evolves as the user en-
counters new information. Further user models are referred to in the con-
text of exploratory search further below.

A seminal (2) cognitive user model is Belkin’s Anomalous States of
Knowledge (ASK) model (Belkin, 1980). According to Belkin, users are
engaged with making sense of the world using their current state of knowl-
edge. Whenever a situation cannot be resolved with the current state of
knowledge, users enter an anomalous state of knowledge, which triggers the
creation of an information need the user wants to satisfy in order to escape
from the anomalous state.

The taxonomy of web search by Broder (2002) can be interpreted as an-
other user model that distinguishes (3) the different types of information
needs. According to Broder, information needs can be classified into naviga-
tional, transactional, and informational needs. His model had been refined
by Rose and Levinson (2004), taken up by Marchionini (2006), and further
extended by Russell et al. (2009). The latter two explicated exploratory in-
formation needs as searches that are intended to discover something or to
learn about a topic area.
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Task Attribute Task Level

Learning and investigation as goal Work
Target is multiple items Search
Occurs over time Seeking
Accompanied by sensemaking, decision making Work

or other cognition
Uncertainty is involved All
Ill-structured problem Work
“Not too easy” Seeking
Multi-faceted Work
General problem, not specific Work
Dynamic, evolution during search Seeking
Open-ended problem Seeking

Table 2.1: Exploratory search attributes synthesized by Wildemuth and Freund
(2012) on the basis of an analysis of 51 exploratory search research papers. Each
attribute is assigned to one of the three task levels proposed by Byström and
Hansen (2005). The attribute “uncertainty” pertains to all three levels.

Though aspects of exploratory information needs are studied for a long
time under labels such as subject search, general search tasks, decision
tasks, or open-ended tasks (Diriye et al., 2010), exploratory search became
an explicit subject of IR research around 2005, with notable events having
been the Exploratory Search Interfaces (XSI) workshop in 2005, the ACM
SIGIR workshop on Evaluating Exploratory Search Systems in 2006, as well
as the seminal book publication “Exploratory Search: Beyond the query-
response paradigm” by White and Roth in 2009. The driving force of these
initiatives was the insight, that the query response paradigm is not capable
of effectively supporting search tasks with specific “exploratory” attributes.
In 2012,Wildemuth and Freund (2012) inductively analyzed 51 exploratory
search research papers for the key attributes used therein to describe, spec-
ify, or design search tasks which are not well supported by the query re-
sponse paradigm. What their set of synthesized attributes, which is out-
lined in the first column of Table 2.1, shows is that, although the list is di-
verse, the attributes coincide well with situations that frequently arise in
DH research. Hence, having a decent understanding of research done in
the context of exploratory search is important for IR4DH research as well.
In the following paragraphs, the exploratory search attributes in Table 2.1
are presented in more detail.

Learning and investigation as goal, which is the first attribute in Table 2.1,
has been proposed by Marchionini (2006) as defining characteristic of ex-
ploratory search. In his well-received user model, Marchionini distin-
guishes three kinds of search goals: lookup, learning, and investigation,
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Figure 2.4: Search activities according to Marchionini (2006). Especially learn-
ing and investigation are pertinent to exploratory search.

and highlights that the latter two are especially pertinent to exploratory
search (see Figure 2.4). Users with lookup goals strive for discrete, well-
structured information objects that are retrievable with a single carefully
specified query and require minimal result set examination. Lookup goals
are therefore well supported by query-response IR systems. In contrast,
userswith learning or investigation goals strive for sets of documents (target
is multiple items) that are retrievable only through multiple query-response
iterations occasionally occurring over long time periods. The opinion that ex-
ploratory information needs can be distinguished from lookup needs by the
number of anticipated documents and the time or query-response turns al-
loted for retrieving them is advocated also by other researchers, including
Kules and Capra (2008), Qu and Furnas (2008), and Golovchinsky et al.
(2012).

For successful learning, Marchionini continues, cognitive processing and
interpretation of the documents, including activities such as comparison
and making qualitative judgments, are required. For successful investiga-
tion, users have to take on a skeptical attitude towards the retrieved doc-
uments and critical assessment by the means of analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation is required to accomplish investigative goals. Especially Vakkari
(2010), but also Diriye et al. (2010) andWhite and Roth (2009) support the
opinion that cognitive demanding user activities such as sensemaking or de-
cision making are inherent to exploratory search, and that the answer to an
exploratory information need is created, not found.

A further attribute that has been used frequently, albeit in different
senses, to define exploratory search is uncertainty, which has been attributed
to the user’s information need, the search procedure to apply, the topic of
interest, as well as to the amount of available relevant information. Con-
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cerning uncertainty as a characteristic of the user’s information need, White
and Roth (2009) pick up the notion of ill-defined or ill-structured search
goals from the information seeking literature. According toWhite andRoth,
exploratory information needs correspond to ill-defined search goals that
arise as a product of users’ diversive curiosity. Opposed to specific curiosity,
which is users’ well-structured desire for a particular piece of information
similar to Marchionini’s definition of lookup goals, diversive curiosity rep-
resents the more general seeking of stimulation or novelty. In line with this
view, Aula and Russell (2008) state that “a search is deemed exploratory
when the searcher has a very abstract search goal”. Because of the low a
priori determinability of the task’s requirements (cf. Byström and Hansen,
2005), ill-structured problems are challenging to solve with query-response
IR systems.

Concerning uncertainty with respect to the search procedure to apply,
Aula and Russell (2008) and Diriye et al. (2010) propose that a high proce-
dural complexity of a search task, which means a large number of involved
subtasks and steps, is a defining element of exploratory search. Also Kules
and Capra (2008) state that search tasks must be not too easy, i.e. procedural
complex and uncertain, to qualify for an exploratory search task. Procedu-
ral complexity is closely related to the notion of multi-faceted search tasks,
which refer to information needs including multiple aspects or a number
of concepts (Kintsch, 1998). Especially White and Roth emphasize the
multi-faceted nature of a search task as being a key attribute for exploratory
search.

Uncertainty with respect to the topic of interest is typical for early stages
of general (in the sense of conceptually broad) learning and investigation
tasks as defined by Marchionini (2006). As illustrated in Figure 2.5, for
a novice to a topic domain, its specific concepts and terminology are un-
known, preventing effective query formulation for query-response IR sys-
tems. AsWhite and Roth (2009) state, users need to learn about the topic in
order to understand how to achieve their goal, and therefore engage in ex-
ploratory searches. This view is also reflected in Kuhlthau (1993)’s user
model of longitudinal searches. Kuhlthau divides the search process of
users into six stages, with early stages being characterized by high uncer-
tainty that is reduced by themeans of exploration. Figure 2.5 also illustrates
that as learning progresses, information needs evolve and change. This dy-
namic evolution of the problem context has been pointed out as being char-
acteristic for exploratory search scenarios by Kules andCapra (2008),White
and Roth (2009), and Ruotsalo et al. (2013) among others.

Finally, uncertainty with respect to the amount of available relevant in-
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Figure 2.5: Typical stages of learning and investigation tasks as defined byMar-
chionini (2006). As learning progresses, the perceived information needs of
users evolve. Especially as a novice, unfamiliarity with the domain specific con-
cepts prevents an effective use of query-response IR systems.

formation has been proposed to elicit exploratory search. Especially for in-
vestigation tasks such as negative searches (Garfield, 1970), where users
seek out to prove the absence of information, or exception searches (Wilson
et al., 2010), aiming at finding outliers, being certain that all relevant doc-
uments have been retrieved is critical. To continuously increase retrieval
recall, users engage in an open-ended exploration process (White and Roth,
2009). In this respect, Marchionini (2006) notes that the focus on retrieval
recall is not well supported by query-response IR systems, which are typi-
cally highly tuned towards precision in the first result page.

To summarize, the exploratory search attributes in Table 2.1 have been as-
signed to the different task levels proposed by Byström andHansen (2005).
Byström and Hansen argue that every search with an IR system is per-
formed as an attempt to solve (parts of) an information need, which in turn
is part of a plan for solving a higher level, information intensive work task.
Any attribute that characterizes an overallwork task therefore resides on the
work task level, attributes describing properties of information needs on the
information seeking level, and attributes describing individual searches on
the information search or retrieval level. Taken together, on the working
level, exploratory search tasks have been defined in the literature as gen-
eral, multi-faceted learning or investigation tasks which require sense mak-
ing, decision making, or other cognitive demanding activities in order to
be solved. DH research projects are usually prime examples for this kind
of task. On the seeking level, exploratory information needs have been de-
fined as being procedurally complex and dynamically evolving. To satisfy
them, an open-ended, long-term effort is required. Ultimately, on the search
level, exploratory search queries have been proposed to target at retrieving
multiple relevant documents.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of iterative user interaction models. The query contains
information from past searches to improve document ranking. The result list is
analyzed to provide faceted search functionality.

2.5 Extensions to the QRP

In contrast to the heterogeneity of attributes and task levels chosen to define
exploratory search, all reviewed research concludes that exploratory search
tasks are supported superficially at most by the query response paradigm,
and that more sophisticatedmodels are needed. Themajor limitation of the
query response paradigm is that it does not provide for situations where
users could not satisfy their information need from examining the result
page. To address this issue, the query response paradigm has been ex-
tended by iterative user interaction models. Taking up the perspective of
the berrypicking user model, iterative user interaction models understand
searching with an IR system as an iterative dialog between the user and the
IR system. E.g., in the interactive information retrieval model (IIR) (Fuhr,
2008), result pages are regarded as containing binary choices that the IR sys-
tem provides (like in a menu), and decisions the user makes (e.g. visiting
a document, clicking a query recommendation) serve as clues to determine
the optimal subsequent result page. This perspective is taken also in the
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dynamic information retrieval model. According to Yang et al. (2016), dy-
namic information retrieval is even a progression from IIR in that it “deals
with the complexity of user interaction by operating over multiple states”.
The states may represent multiple queries in a search session, multiple ses-
sions in a user’s search history, different users in a search log, and so on.

The protocol of iterative user interaction models is depicted, in forms
of a sequence diagram, in Figure 2.6. In contrast to the query response
paradigm, searches are not independent from each other. Through adding
relevance feedback information from the examination activity to the search
query, past searches influence the result pages of follow up searches. Rel-
evance feedback is called implicit, if the IR system tries to infer the rele-
vance of a document from user interactions with the result page (e.g. the
user clicking on a result). Relevance feedback is called explicit, if the user
interface provides functionality (e.g. a “more like this” button) to mark a
document as being relevant. To extend the query representation q with in-
formation about document relevance Dr and irrelevance Dnr, the Rocchio
algorithm (withα, β and γ asweights) is a classic approach (Rocchio, 1971).

q′ = αq+
β

|Dr|
∑
d∈Dr

d− γ

|Dnr|
∑

d∈Dnr

d

In practice, irrelevance information is hardly beneficial and hence often
neglected. A downside of the Rocchio algorithm is that the query represen-
tation grows substantially in terms of non-zero vector entries, as all terms
that appear inDr (andDnr) are considered. On top of that, a large fraction
of the added terms will not contribute to a better query, and in the worst
case, lead to topic drift. As a solution to these problems, in Chapter 3, the
keyquery paradigm is introduced, which suggests to compute a set of rel-
evant search queries as an alternative sparse representation of Dr, which
then can be used for query expansion.

A further implication of iterative user interaction models is that obtain-
ing feedback information from the user becomes, apart from serving the
most relevant results, a second objective for the design of the search result
page. Whereas for relevance feedback, a highly diversified result page cov-
ering different interpretations of the query is desirable, applying the prob-
ability ranking principle is optimal for result page relevance. Iterative user
interaction models aim at balancing these two incentives. In his probability
ranking principle for interactive information retrieval, Fuhr (2008) models
the expected benefit of a result list and suggests to maximize this quan-
tity instead of relevance. More recently, Li et al. (2016) model the balanc-
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ing problem as a multi-armed bandit problem, where optimizing for rele-
vance feedback represents the player’s exploration option, and optimizing
for maximum relevance represents the exploitation option.

In addition to information about the relevance of individual documents,
a further possibility to guide the user in the interactive retrieval process is
by the provision of facets (Tunkelang, 2009). Facets are sets of meta-data
values which the user can select to refine the current query. Faceted search
excels most when the documents retrieved by a query already feature a so-
phisticated set of structured metadata that can be presented as facets, such
as in e-commerce (e.g. size, price, brand) or academic/library search (e.g.
author, journal, publication type and year) settings. For Web documents,
metadata facets such as content type, content length, or host domain can be
generally provided, but the relevance of these facets is commonly very lim-
ited. To provide more relevant facets, information extraction, search result
clustering, or text classification can be applied. E.g., named entity recog-
nition can be applied to populate facets such as persons, places, or orga-
nizations. Genre classification, readability scores, and sentiment analysis
constitute further possibilities to extract facets from un- or semi-structured
documents such asWebdocuments. To provide facets that are specific to the
user’s information need, the discovery of relevant facets (and their values)
from search results has been proposed. To this end, Kong and Allan (2014)
and also Friedrich et al. (2015) search for lexical and HTML patterns in the
top search results. Also, query recommendations derived from the query
logs of a search engine can be presented as a facet. Interactive retrieval with
facets is subject of debate again in Chapter 8.



3
From Keywords to Keyqueries:

Content Descriptors for the Web
This chapter introduces the core concept of the thesis, which is applied by
many of the algorithmic contributions introduced in later chapters. The
concept is called keyquery, and serves as dynamic content descriptor for doc-
uments. Keyqueries are defined implicitly by the index and the retrieval
model of a reference search engine: keyqueries for a document are the min-
imal queries that return the document in the top result ranks. Besides ap-
plications in the fields of information retrieval and data mining, keyqueries
have the potential to form the basis of a dynamic classification system for
future digital libraries—the modern version of keywords for content de-
scription.

To determine the keyqueries for a document, an exhaustive search algo-
rithm is presented along with effective pruning strategies. For applications
where a small number of diverse keyqueries is sufficient, two tailored search
strategies are proposed. The conducted experiments emphasize the role of
the reference search engine and show the potential of keyqueries as innova-
tive document descriptors for large, fast evolving bodies of digital content
such as the Web.

3.1 Introduction

A content descriptor is a word or a short phrase that expresses the central
topical aspect or the domain of a document. Typical examples can be found
in the ACM’s classification system: categories like “Information Search and
Retrieval”, general terms like “Algorithms” or “Experimentation”, as well
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as keywords like “keyquery, content description, query formulation” place
a document into the classification system.

With the keyquery paradigm, we propose an additional modern means
of document content description: search queries. The underlying idea is
that those queries that return a given document in their top ranks for some
reference search engine “describe” the document’s content well enough to
stand out from the indexed collection. If the query is maximally general
(i.e., no subset of the query has the same property), we call it a keyquery for
the document. The validity check of a query’s suitability as a document’s
content descriptor is straightforward: submission to the reference search
engine.

In information retrieval systems, keyqueries can serve multiple pur-
poses. For example, as query recommendations to find related resources
for specified documents (see Chapter 4), or to implement query expansion
and relevance feedback techniques (see Chapter 5). For data mining tasks
such as clustering, a “bag of queries” document representation can be based
on the keyqueries of a corpus, and the relevance scores of the search engine
can be used as the feature weights. As the concept of search queries nowa-
days is well understood by web users, keyqueries might even be used as
cluster labels—especially when clustering search results.

In the context of digital libraries, keyqueries constitute an interesting al-
ternative to keywords, which typically are manually chosen free form con-
tent descriptors. The advantage of keyqueries is that their descriptiveness
can be automatically tested using the library’s search engine. Whenever
a candidate is not descriptive enough, additional terms can be suggested
or automatically added. Carried out consequently, the keyquery approach
includes validity checks for the whole library on every new insertion of
a document, and automatic re-establishment when necessary. This way,
keyqueries can form the basis of a dynamic and automatically maintained
classification system for digital libraries (see Chapter 7). Especially for fast
evolving large-scale bodies of digital content, where manually maintained
classification systems need enormous manpower to stay up to date, dy-
namic classification with keyqueries is an effective alternative.

In the following section, we review literature related to the concept of
keyqueries, and give pointers to the state of the art in various potential ap-
plications. Section 3.3 provides algorithms for finding the keyqueries of a
document, and explores options for pruning the search space. In Section 3.4,
we report on our experiments with keyqueries of scientific papers using
different reference search engines. Our findings reveal that the concept of
keyqueries is sound and effectively applicable.
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Figure 3.1: The search spaceQ for a five-word vocabulary, divided into the three
subspaces too generic, keyqueries Q∗, and too specific.

3.2 Related Work

The state-of-the-art technique for the automated generation of content de-
scriptors is keyword or keyphrase extraction. Actually, we chose the term
keyquery to relate to these two concepts. In particular, as will be discussed
in detail in Section 3.3, we use keyword extraction in a subroutine to effi-
ciently find a small subset of diverse keyqueries. For the respective experi-
ments presented in Section 3.4, we employ the TextRank algorithm (Mihal-
cea and Tarau, 2004). TextRank is an unsupervised keyword and keyphrase
extraction technique that represents a document as a graph and determines
a keyword ranking by applying the PageRank algorithm.

Adynamic classification systembased on keyqueries requires an efficient
means to store and update the keyqueries. An adequate data structure has
been proposed by Pickens et al. (2010): the reverted index. As its name
suggests, the reverted index is related to the inverted index used in search
engines, but it stores queries in document postlists—instead of documents
in term postlists. In their experiments on query recommendation and rel-
evance feedback, Pickens et al. populate the reverted index with unigram
queries and suggest the usage of n-gram queries or queries from query logs
for further performance improvements. Keyqueries now contribute a third
sophisticated alternative with a sound theoretical justification.

Once keyqueries are stored in a reverted index, the next step towards
a dynamic classification system is to derive a hierarchical structuring of
the queries. Bonchi et al. introduce this task as topical query decomposi-
tion (Bonchi et al., 2008), since the queries of a common class should repre-
sent “coherent, conceptuallywell-separated topics.” In theirwork, Bonchi et
al. achieve good results by using a set cover algorithm with red-blue metric
for the problem. Our approach to compose dynamic classification systems
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with keyqueries is presented in Chapter 7.
Inspiring related work exists also in the field of data mining: In our op-

timum clustering framework (OCF) (Fuhr et al., 2012), we suggest to rep-
resent documents as “bags of queries”, and to use the relevance scores or
retrieval ranks for each query as the feature weights. Keyqueries fit very
naturally into the proposed scheme. That they might be even more appro-
priate than arbitrary queries in an OCF-style clustering approach can be
motivated from a finding of Azzopardi and Vinay (2008): in their analysis
of document retrievability with search engines, they observed that simple
bag-of-words representations with tf ·idf -based weights are biased towards
a small number of documents. These documents appear in the top results
for significantly more of the basic index terms than other documents. In
the context of the optimum clustering framework, a set of arbitrary queries
would thus come with a bias, obviously harming the overall effectiveness.
Instead, a comparably unbiased feature set can be formed by including the
same number of keyqueries from each document. The documents’ retriev-
ability is then approximately equal, and the feature weight distribution un-
biased.

3.3 Approach

In this section, we formalize the keyquery concept and present an exhaus-
tive search algorithm to find all keyqueries for a given document. We also
explore possibilities to reduce the search space and present two heuristic
search strategies that are tailored to scenarios where a few diverse key-
queries suffice.

3.3.1 Keyqueries

Given the vocabulary Wd = {w1, w2, . . . , wn} of a document d, let Qd de-
note the family of search queries that can be formulated from Wd without
word repetitions; i.e., Qd is the power set of Wd, Qd = 2Wd . Note that no
distinction is made with respect to the ordering of the words in a query. If
it is clear from the context, we omit the subscripts and just useW and Q to
denote the vocabulary and the potential queries from d.

A query q ∈ Q is a keyquery for d with respect to a reference search en-
gine S iff: (1) d is among the top-k results returned by S on q, and (2) no
subset q′ ⊂ q returns d in its top-k results when submitted to S. The param-
eter k controls the level of keyquery generality and is usually set to some
small integer. In our experiments, we set k equal to 10.
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Figure 3.1 shows a visualization of Q, which is adapted from work done
by Hagen and Stein (2010) on query formulation. The keyquery search
space Q divides into three subspaces. The subspace of too-general-queries
that do not retrieve the desired document in the top-k results, the sub-
spaceQ∗ of keyqueries, and the subspace of too-specific-queries all ofwhich
are supersets of a shorter keyquery. An interesting query in the example is
{w1, w5} (third row): it is still too general but cannot be extended without
becoming too specific.

3.3.2 Exhaustive Search

Note that an exhaustive search inQ is required in order to find all keyqueries
for a given document. Previous work in the field of query formulation used
an adapted version of the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994)
to identify queries not returning too many results (Hagen and Stein, 2011).
The Apriori algorithm stems from the field of frequent itemset mining and
is considered one of the top ten data mining algorithms (Wu et al., 2007).
It is more efficient than enumerating Q in an arbitrary level-wise order. As
frequent itemset mining is very similar to our keyquery setting we also em-
ploy a tailored Apriori variant.

The algorithm of Apriori for keyquery identification is given in Pseudo-
code 1. The algorithm starts with submitting all one-word queries to the
reference search engine (line 1), and evaluates whether the queries are ei-
ther keyqueries or too general (lines 2–3). Note that it is assumed that the
search engine always retrieves the document at some rank in the result list
since all query words are present in the document. If the query combin-
ing all the candidate terms in C1 is still too general (lines 4–5), all shorter
queries have to be too general as well, and the algorithm can immediately
terminate returningQ∗. Themain loop of the algorithm (lines 7–15) iterates
through the search space in a level-wisemanner, i.e., all two-word keyquery
candidates first, then the three-word keyquery candidates, etc. During this
process, the search space is prunedwhenever possible: all querieswhich are
supersets of identified keyqueries can be omitted. The algorithm returnsQ∗
if no new candidate query qcand can be formulated.

3.3.3 Search Space Reduction

Since the search space Q grows exponentially in the size of the vocabu-
lary, an effective strategy to pruneQ is to reduce the vocabulary ahead of a
search. We call strategies that reduce the vocabulary vertical pruning strate-
gies, whereas horizontal pruning strategies constrain the maximum length of
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Pseudocode 1 The Apriori algorithm for keyquery search
Input: document d with vocabularyW
Output: the familyQ∗ of keyqueries

1: for all w ∈W do submit(w)
2: Q∗← {w : w ∈W and w is keyquery}
3: C1 ← {w : w ∈W and w too general}
4: submit(⋃w∈C1

w)
5: if

⋃
w∈C1

w too general then stop and output Q∗

6: i← 1
7: while Ci 6= ∅ do
8: for all q, q′ ∈ Ci do
9: if |q ∩ q′| = i− 1 then qcand ← q ∪ q′

10: if (qcand \ w) ∈ Ci for all w ∈ qcand then
11: if qcand 6∈ Ci+1 and qcand 6∈ Q∗ then
12: submit(qcand)
13: if qcand too general then Ci+1 ← Ci+1 ∪ qcand
14: if qcand is keyquery then Q∗ ← Q∗ ∪ qcand
15: i← i+ 1

16: output Q∗

the keyqueries to be found. In the following, we explore pruning strategies
of both kinds.

To understand the basic characteristics of contemporary content descrip-
tors, we analyze the 2012 version of the ACMComputing Classification Sys-
tem.1 Our review reveals that only three parts-of-speech types are typi-
cally used for content descriptors: nouns and noun combinations (e.g., web
search), adjectives (e.g., personalized search), and conjunctions (e.g., retrieval
models and ranking). An appropriate vertical pruning strategy can thus
ignore all words that do not belong to any of these three classes. Further-
more, adjectives are only consideredwhen they appear in combinationwith
a noun. For the documents used in our experiments (cf. Section 3.4), this
vertical pruning results in a search space reduction to about

√
2n, where n

is the original vocabulary size.
We also infer a horizontal pruning strategy from the length of the

ACM content descriptors. The average descriptor length is about three
words, and up to eight words in extreme cases. Hence, we suggest to not
consider longer queries.

3.3.4 Heuristic Search Strategies

For certain applications such as query recommendation, it is often not nec-
essary to compute all keyqueries of a document; two or three keyqueries

1http://dl.acm.org/ccs.cfm
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with no or only a small term overlap could suffice. In such scenarios, heuris-
tic search strategies can simply proceed in a depth-first manner. For this
purpose, the TextRank algorithm (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) provides an
interesting basis. TextRank ranks each word of a document by applying the
PageRank procedure to a document’s graph model: nodes represent words
and edges connect words that occur next to each other in the text. From
the TextRank scores for words and the graph representation, we derive two
heuristic search strategies. Note that the vertical pruning described above
(vocabulary reduction) is always applied.
Rank-Driven Search. An initially empty query is successively expanded by
that word from {w : w ∈ W,w /∈ q} with the highest score until the docu-
ment d is returned among the top-k results. As the derived query qmight be
too specific, it may need to be minimized. A straightforward solution is to
successively remove each word from q and to test whether d is still returned
in the top-k (if not, keep the word and try the next one). The reduced q

then is guaranteed to be a keyquery. To find another keyquery with differ-
ent terms, start again with W = W \ {q∗} until no keyquery can be found
or sufficiently many have been returned.
Graph-Driven Search. A second heuristic search strategy can be based on the
TextRank graph. The first term added to the initially empty query q again
is the highest scoring word w ∈ W . But then q is extended by adding from
all words adjacent to w in the TextRank graph the word w∗ with the highest
score. If no adjacent word exists, the word with the highest score from {w :

w ∈ W,w /∈ q} is used, similar to rank-driven search. The extension of w∗
works analogously until a search with q has the document d among the top-
k results. Again, q isminimized as above by trying to remove keywords, and
the process restarts withW =W \{q∗} until either enough keyqueries have
been found or no more are possible.

Graph-driven search obviously favors phrases in the keyquery genera-
tion and should work especially well for search engines that include prox-
imity features and allow phrasal search. However, graph-driven search is
also applicable with basic engines, then probably losing much of its poten-
tial.

3.4 Evaluation

Our empirical evaluation is conducted in the context of scientific paper col-
lections and focuses on the following two questions.

1. How many queries have to be submitted to determine one keyquery
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Table 3.1: Keyquery statistics for two document sets and three reference search
engines.

Search Dataset Queries Success Keyquery Retrieval Results
engine ratio length rank

Google SIGrand 18.8 60% 7.3 3.1 3.2 M
SIGcited 10.6 54% 5.7 4.2 3.5 M

Lucene SIGrand 4.4 100% 3.2 4.1 89
(no boost) SIGcited 14.4 100% 3.6 4.9 161
Lucene SIGrand 5.5 100% 3.4 4.0 88
(citations) SIGcited 3.4 100% 2.8 3.5 234

for a paper against a contemporary search engine?
2. Does citation count influence the number of submitted queries or the

keyqueries’ lengths?

The first query addresses the efficiency or “costs” of keyquery computation
in general (typically query submissions require non-negligible amounts of
time), while the second query aims at evaluating a potential factor influenc-
ing efficiency (Google often shows highly cited papers in the top ranks).

Our experimental study is conducted on all the papers published at the
SIGIR and CIKM conferences in the years 1999–2012. To address our first
question, we sample the document set SIGrandom containing 50 random
papers published at SIGIR. To address our second question, we use the doc-
ument set SIGcited of the 50 SIGIR papers having the highest citation num-
bers in the ACM Digital Library (DL). The three reference search engines
are Google as representative of current web search and two variants of a
local Lucene indexing the 3796 papers (phrasal search enabled): with and
without a logarithmic citation boost on the actual relevance score (i.e., the
score is multiplied with the log2 of the paper’s citation count obtained from
the ACM DL). The granularity parameter is set to k = 10. Since Google
imposes usage restrictions, we constrain the number of queries that can be
submitted per document to 128 for all the engines. This would allow ex-
haustive search with seven words but in the experiments presented here,
we focus on the graph-driven heuristic and evaluate finding one keyquery
per document. The results of our experiments are shown in Table 3.1. All
values are averaged over the document sets.

Using Google, a keyquery is found for about 54–60% of the documents
in the collections (success ratio). This does not mean that the documents
cannot be found using Google, but that within our restricted budget of
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128 query submissions no keyquery could be identified. As expected, the
average number of required queries in case of success is lower for highly
cited papers than for random ones (10.6 vs. 18.8). Keyqueries for highly
cited papers are also shorter (5.7 vs. 7.3). The documents themselves are
returned higher in the ranking for random papers which is not that surpris-
ing as the longer keyqueries aremore specific; the total result list lengths are
of comparable magnitude (3.5 million). Given the size of Google’s search
index, the observed keyquery length is small; it is comparable to manually
created content descriptors in the ACM DL. However, the success ratio of
only 54–60% supports the finding of Azzopardi and Vinay (2008) that re-
trievability is often an issue.

The low success ratio using Google cannot be further explored due to
the black-box characteristic of the search process. It is thus interesting to
compare the findings with the two Lucene instances that we can control
completely. As expected, the small size of the index yields a perfect success
ratio with Lucene and also enables more efficient construction (less query
submissions) and shorter keyqueries. Not surprisingly, the number of re-
sults of a keyquery is much lower for Lucene than for Google.

Comparing the two document sets on the two Lucene instances yields
an interesting observation. Without citation boost, it is much more diffi-
cult to find keyqueries for the highly cited papers than for a random one
(14.42 vs. 4.44 queries). A possible explanation is that the highly cited
papers are part of large research branches with many papers on similar
topics—the highly cited papers probably being the most influential ones.
Without boosting highly cited papers, it is much more difficult to retrieve
them from the rest. Random papers on the other hand often do not have
that many other papers on similar topics such that keyqueries are easier to
find. The average keyquery result list length also supports this explanation
as the result lists are longer for SIGcited keyqueries (161.34 vs. 88.56). When
the citation boost is included, the SIGcited papers are much more easy to
find (11 queries less than without boost) and ranked higher in even longer
keyquery result lists. The random papers instead require a little more effort
than before but their keyquery characteristics remain comparable.

3.5 Summary

With the concept of keyqueries we introduce a dynamic means to address
the fast evolving bodies of digital content in our society. The range of po-
tential applications in information retrieval, data mining, or digital library
tasks underline the innovation and relevance of our idea: relying on the
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acceptance, the agreed semantics, and the approved indexing of keyword-
based search engines, the state-of-the-art search technologies become a vi-
able replacement for manually constructed content descriptors. Our exper-
iments show that keyqueries can be effectively constructed for the majority
of the analyzed documents when using a graph-driven search, and that the
role of the reference search engine as context provider can be exploited to
favor content with specific properties.

As for future work, it would be very interesting to study basic character-
istics of keyqueries for larger document corpora and to further investigate
the retrievability issues we observed for our restricted budget with Google.
In the digital library setting, also the actual acceptance of keyqueries with
human users could be evaluated. Other interesting research directions are
the potential applications of keyqueries as suggestions to find related doc-
uments or as cluster labels in search scenarios. These applications will be
presented in subsequent chapters.

Last but not least, note that the shortest possible keyquery for this chapter
with respect to the SIGIR-CIKM test corpus used in our experiments is very
simple: keyquery.



4
Supporting Scholarly Search with

Keyqueries
One of the retrieval taskswhich arise during research question development
is related work search, i.e., identifying relevant papers about a given topic.
In this chapter, we focus on the scenario where a researcher can come up
with a few relevant papers (e.g. from a lookup search or suggested by a col-
league), and then wants to find further related publications. Our proposed
approach to the problem is based on the concept of keyqueries: formulating
keyqueries from the input papers and suggesting other papers that can be
found with these queries.

We compare our approach to three baselines that also represent the dif-
ferent ways of how humans search for related work: (1) a citation-graph-
based approach focusing on cited and citing papers, (2) a method for-
mulating queries from the paper abstracts, and (3) the “related articles”-
functionality of Google Scholar. The effectiveness is measured in a
Cranfield-style user study on a corpus of 200,000 papers. The results indi-
cate that our novel keyquery-based approach is on a parwith the strong cita-
tion andGoogle Scholar baselines butwith substantially different results—a
combination of the different approaches yields the best results.

4.1 Introduction

We tackle the problem of automatically supporting a scholar’s search for
related work. Given a research task, the term “related work” refers to pa-
pers on similar topics. Scholars collect and analyze related work in order
to get a better understanding of their research problem and already exist-
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ing approaches; a survey of the strengths and weaknesses of related work
forms the basis for placing new ideas into context. In this chapter, we show
how the concept of keyqueries, introduced in Chapter 3, can be employed
to support search for related work.

Search engines like Google Scholar, Semantic Scholar, or CiteSeerX pro-
vide a keyword-based access to their paper collections. However, since re-
searchers usually have limited knowledge when they start to investigate a
new topic (cf. Figure 2.5), it is difficult to find all the related papers with
self-formulated queries against such interfaces. Such queries help to iden-
tify a few initial papers, but to find further papers, researchers usually boot-
strap their search from information in these initial papers.

Every paper provides two types of information useful for finding related
work: content and metadata. Content (title, abstract, body text) is a good
resource for query terms. Metadata (bibliographic records, references) can
be used to follow links to referenced papers. Recursively exploring the lit-
erature via queries or citations to and from some initial papers is common
practice, although rather time-consuming. Support is provided by meth-
ods that automate the above procedure: graph-based methods exploit the
citation network, and content-based methods can generate queries.

This chapter addresses the research questions of whether keyqueries are
useful for identifying related work, and whether they complement other
standard approaches. Assuming that the top results returned by a doc-
ument’s keyqueries cover similar topics, the concept of keyqueries seems
promising for identifying related papers. Moreover, it is conceivable that
keyqueries can identify papers that graph-based methods miss.

The contributions with respect to our research question are threefold:
(1)We develop a keyquery-basedmethod identifying related work. (2) For
the evaluation, we implement three strong baselines representing standard
approaches: the graph-based Sofia Search by Golshan et al. (2012), the
query-basedmethod byNascimento et al. (2011), and the “related articles”-
feature of Google Scholar. (3) We conduct a Cranfield-style user study to
compare the different approaches.

4.2 Related Work

Methods for identifying related work can be divided into citation-graph-
based and content-based approaches. Only few of the content-based meth-
ods use queries, such that we also investigate query formulation techniques
for similar tasks.
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4.2.1 Identifying Related Research Papers

Many variants of related work search are known: literature search, citation
recommendation, research paper recommendation, etc. Some try to find
references for a written text, others predict further “necessary” references
given a subset of a paper’s references. In our setting, the task is to find re-
lated papers according to a given set of papers. This represents the everyday
use case of enlarging an initial related work research.

Related Work Search
Given: An input list I = 〈d1, d2, . . . , dn〉 of papers.
Task: Find an output listO = 〈d′1, d′2, . . . , d′m〉 of related pa-

pers.
Given the initial knowledge of a scholar specified as the list I of input

papers (could also be just one), most approaches to Related Work Search
retrieve candidate papers in a first step. In a second step, the candidates are
ranked to generate the final output list O. More than 80 approaches are
known for the problem of identifying related papers (Beel et al., 2013). We
concentrate on the recent and better performing approaches and classify
them by the employed candidate retrieval method: content and/or citations
can be used.

Citation-Graph-Based Methods The network of citations forms the cita-
tion graph. If d cites d′, we call d a citing paper of d′, and d′ a cited paper of d.
Several approaches apply collaborative filtering (CF) using the adjacency
matrix of the citation graph as the “rating” matrix (Sugiyama and Kan,
2013; Caragea et al., 2013). A limitation of CF is that it has problems for
poorly connected papers, known as the “cold-start-problem” (Wang and
Blei, 2011). Ekstrand et al. (2010) thus explore the additional application
of link ranking algorithms like PageRank, that can also be applied stand-
alone (Küçüktunç et al., 2013). Since the citation graph tends to be noisy
and sparse (Caragea et al., 2013), by design, graph-based approaches fa-
vor frequently cited papers (Wang and Blei, 2011). Methods that only use
the citation graph easily miss papers that are rarely cited (e.g., very recent
ones).

As a graph-based baseline, we select Sofia Search (Golshan et al., 2012).
It very closelymimics theway howhumanswould identify candidates from
the citation graph. Starting from an initial set of papers, the approach fol-
lows all links to cited and citing papers up to a given recursion depth or
until a desired number of candidates is found. Note that this procedure
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conforms with CF methods and link ranking to some extent. Papers citing
similar papers are linked via the cited papers, such that the CF candidates
are included. Setting the recursion depth large enough, also all interesting
results from PageRank random walk paths will be found—except the low-
probability “clicks” on some random non-linked papers. Thus, Sofia Search
forms a good representative of graph-based approaches.

Content-Based Techniques Content-based approaches utilize the paper
content to find related work. Translation models are used to compute the
probability of citing a paper based on (1) citation contexts (Huang et al.,
2012), (2) the content of potential references (Lu et al., 2011), or (3) via
an embedding model (Tang et al., 2014). Similar ideas are based on topic
models: LDA was combined with PLSA to build a topic model from texts
and citations (Nallapati et al., 2008). Later improvements use only citation
contexts instead of full texts (Kataria et al., 2010; Tang and Zhang, 2009).
Drawbacks of translation- and topic-model-based approaches are the long
training phase and that re-training is necessary whenever papers dealing
with new topics are added to the collection. Besides such efficiency as-
pects, topic and translation models do not resemble human behavior, and
they cannot be used with the keyword query interfaces of existing schol-
arly search engines. We thus choose a query-based baseline to represent
the content-based approaches.

While there are complete retrieval models for recommending papers for
a given abstract using metadata and content-based features (Bethard and
Jurafsky, 2010), we prefer a standard keyword query baseline since it can
be used against any scholarly search interface. Nascimento et al. (2011) pro-
pose such amethod: given a paper, tenword bigrams are extracted from the
title and the abstract and submitted as separate queries. Note that queries
containing only two words are very general and return a large number of
results. Still, Nascimento et al.’s idea is close to human behavior and forms
a good content-based baseline.

Combined Approaches Several methods combine citations and content.
For instance, by querying with sentences from a given paper and then fol-
lowing references in the search results (He et al., 2010, 2011). However,
submitting complete sentences leads to very specific queries returning very
few results only; a drawback we will avoid in our query formulation. Other
combined approaches use topic models for citationweighting (El-Arini and
Guestrin, 2011), or for overcoming the cold-start-problem of papers with-
out ratings in online reference management communities like CiteULike or
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Mendeley (Wang and Blei, 2011). The CiteSight system (Livne et al., 2014)
is supposed to recommend references while writing a manuscript using
both graph- and content-based features to recommend papers the author
cited in the past, or cited papers from references the author already added.
Since our use case is different and considering only cited papers appears
very restrictive, we do not employ this approach.

As a representative of the combined approaches, we useGoogle Scholar’s
feature “related articles” to form an often used and very strong baseline.
Even though the underlying algorithms are proprietary, it is very reasonable
that content-based features (e.g., text similarity) and citation-based features
(e.g., number of citations) are combined.

4.3 Baselines and Approach

After describing the three selected baselines in more detail, we introduce
our novel keyquery-based approach and a straightforward interleaving
scheme for combining the results of different methods.

4.3.1 Baselines

The baselines are chosen from the literature to mimic the strategies schol-
ars employ: formulating queries, following citations, and Google Scholar’s
“related articles.”

As representative of the content-based strategies, we select the method
by Nascimento et al. (2011). The approach submits as its ten queries the
ten distinct consecutive bigrams of non-stopword terms from a paper’s title
and abstract that have the highest normalized tf -weights. For each query,
the top-50 results are stored. The combined candidate set is then ranked
according to the tf -weighted cosine similarity to the input paper. Note that
the candidate retrieval and ranking are designed for only one input paper.
We adapt the process to our use case by applying the retrieval phase for
every input paper individually, and then ranking the combined result sets
of all input papers by the highest similarity to any of the input papers. The
reason for taking the highest similarity and not the average is the better
performance in pilot experiments. We also tried to combine the titles and
abstracts to a single meta-paper in case of more than one input paper. How-
ever, taking the highest similarity for individual input papers achieved the
best performance.

As a representative of the citation graph approaches, we select
Sofia Search (Golshan et al., 2012). For each input paper d, both cited and
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citing papers are added to a candidate set C. This routine is iterated us-
ing the candidates as new starting points until either enough (or no more)
candidates are found, or a specified recursion depth is reached (typically 2

or 3). Again, we rank the candidates by their highest similarity to any of the
input papers.

Our third baseline is formed by Google Scholar’s “related articles” fea-
ture. For a given research paper, a link in theGoogle Scholar interface yields
a list of about 100 related articles. We collect all these related articles for
each input paper individually, treating the underlying retrieval model as a
black box. Since Google Scholar already presents ranked results, we do not
re-rank them. In case of more than one input paper, we use a simple in-
terleaving strategy: first the first rank for the first input paper, then the first
rank for the second input paper, then the first rank for the third input paper,
etc., then the second rank for the first input paper, etc. In case that a ranked
result is already contained in the merged list, it is not considered again.

4.3.2 New Keyquery-Based Approach

Our new approach combines the concepts of keyqueries and query cov-
ers (Hagen and Stein, 2011) by generalizing the original single-document
notion for keyqueries to sets of documents. A query q is defined to be a key-
query for a document setD with respect to a reference search engine S, if it
fulfills the following conditions: (1) every d ∈ D is in the top-k results re-
turned by S for q, (2) q has at least l results, and (3) no subset q′ ⊂ q returns
every d ∈ D in its top-k results. The generality of a keyquery is defined
by the parameters k and l (e.g., 10 or 50). We argue that the top-ranked
results returned by a keyquery forD cover topics similar to the documents
themselves—rendering keyqueries a promising concept for identifying re-
lated work.

The power setQ = 2W forms the range of queries that can be formulated
from the extracted keyphrases W of a document set D. A query q is said
to cover the terms it contains. The more terms w ∈ W are covered by q,
and the more documents d ∈ D are among q’s top results, the better the
query describes the topics represented by D’s vocabularyW . The covering
property (Hagen and Stein, 2011) states that (1) in a proper setQ of queries
for W , each term w ∈ W should be contained in at least one query q ∈ Q
(i.e., the queries “cover” W in a set-theoretic sense) and (2) Q should be
simple (i.e., qi 6⊆ qj for any qi, qj ∈ Q with i 6= j), to avoid redundancy. The
keyquery cover problem we tackle hence is:
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Keyquery Cover
Given: (1) A vocabularyW extracted from a set D of docu-

ments.
(2) Levels k and l describing keyquery generality.

Task: Find a simple set Q ⊆ 2W of queries that are key-
query for every d ∈ D with respect to k and l and
that together coverW .

The parameters k and l are typically set to 10, 50, or 100 but it will not
always be possible to find a covering set of queries that are keyqueries for
all documents inD. In such a case, we strive for queries that are keyqueries
for a |D| − 1 subset of D.

Solving Keyquery Cover Our approach has four steps (see Pseudo-
code 2). First, all keywords w ∈ W are removed that return less than l

results when submitted to the search engine S (lines 1–2); queries includ-
ing such terms can not be keyqueries.

In a second step, the remaining terms w ∈ W are iterated and added
to an intermediate candidate query q (lines 3–5). If q is a keyquery for all
papers d ∈ D, it is added to the setQ of keyqueries and q is emptied (line 6).
Then the next query is formed from the remaining terms, etc., until the last
term w ∈W has been processed.

After this first iteration, not all terms w ∈ W are necessarily covered by
the set Q of keyqueries. In this case, q is not empty (line 7) and we again
go through the terms w ∈W (line 8) and consecutively add terms w to q—
as long as no keyquery is found and simplicity of Q is not violated (line 9).
According to the keyquery definition, keyqueries that are already inQmust
not be contained in the candidate query q. We hence omit termsw ∈W that
would cause q to contain a keyquery q′ ∈ Q.

After this iteration, we do not further deepen the search but output Q,
although still not all terms w ∈W may be covered. This heuristic serves ef-
ficiency reasons and our experiments show that often all possible keywords
are covered.

Solving Related Work Search The pseudocode of our algorithm using
keyquery covers for related work search is given as Pseudocode 3. Using
the Keyquery Cover algorithm as a subroutine, the basic idea is to first try
to find keyqueries for all given input papers, and to add the corresponding
results to the set C of candidates. If there are too few candidates after this
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Pseudocode 2 Solving Keyquery Cover
Input: SetsD of documents andW of keywords, keyquery generality
parameters k and l
Output: Set Q of keyqueries coveringW

1: for all w ∈W do
2: if w returns less than l search results then W ←W \ w
3: q ← ∅
4: for all w ∈W do
5: q ← q ∪ {w}
6: if q is keyquery for all d ∈ D then Q← Q ∪ {q}, q ← ∅
7: if q 6= ∅ then
8: for all w ∈W do
9: if 6 ∃ q′ ∈ Q : q′ ⊂ q ∪ {w} then q ← q ∪ {w}

10: if q is keyquery for all d ∈ D then Q← Q ∪ {q}, break
11: return Q

step, Keyquery Cover is solved for combinations with |I| − 1 input papers,
then with |I| − 2 input papers, etc.

The vocabulary combination (line 3) is based on the top-20 keyphrases
per paper extracted by KP-Miner (El-Beltagy and Rafea, 2009), the best un-
supervised keyphrase extractor for research papers in SemEval 2010 (Kim
et al., 2010). The terms (keyphrases) in the combined vocabulary listW are
ranked by the following strategy: First, all terms that appear in all papers
ranked according to their mean rank in the different lists. Below these, all
terms contained in (|D| − 1)-sized subsets ranked according to their mean
ranks, etc.

In the next steps (lines 4–6), the Keyquery Cover-instance is solved for
the subsetD and its combined vocabularyW . The found candidate papers
are added to the candidate set C. In case that enough candidates are found,
the algorithm stops (line 7). Otherwise, some other input subset is used in
the next iteration. If not enough candidates can be found with keyqueries
for more than one paper, the keyqueries for the single papers form the fall-
back option (also applies to single-paper inputs).

In our experiments, we will set k, l = 10 and c = 100 · |I| (to be compa-
rable, also the baselines are set to retrieve 100 candidate papers per input
paper).
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Pseudocode 3 Solving Related Work Search
Input: List I of input papers, number c of desired related papers,

keyquery generality parameters k and l
Output: Set C of candidate related papers

1: for i← |I| down to 1 do
2: for all D : D ∈ 2I , |D| = i do
3: W ← combine vocabularies of documents in D
4: Q← Keyquery Cover(D,W, k, l)
5: C ← combine at most top-l results of each q ∈ Q
6: C ← C ∪ C
7: if |C| ≥ c then break
8: return C ranked by highest similarity to any document in I

4.4 Combining Approaches

To combine different Related Work Search algorithms (e.g., Google
Scholar’s related articles and our keyquery approach), we use a simple in-
terleaving procedure. First, the results of the individual approaches are
computed and ranked as described above. We then interleave the ranked
lists by first taking the first rank from the first approach, then the first rank
from the second approach and so on, then the second rank from the first
approach, etc. Already contained papers are not added again.

4.5 Evaluation

To experimentally compare the algorithms, we conduct a Cranfield-style ex-
periment on 200,000 computer science papers. Topics and judgments are
acquired in a user study.

4.5.1 Experimental Design

In general, there are two different approaches to evaluate algorithms for
related work search. A widely used method is to take the reference lists
of papers as ground truth for the purpose of evaluation. Some of the ref-
erences of a single input paper are hidden and it is measured whether an
algorithm is able to re-identify these. The second possiblemethod uses rele-
vance judgments assigned by scholars. These judgments then state whether
a recommended paper is relevant to a specific topic or not. Since the first
method is rather biased towards the citation graph and also not really rep-
resenting the use case we have inmind, we choose the second approach and
utilize human relevance judgments from a carefully designed user study.
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Paper Corpus We crawled a corpus of computer science papers starting
from the 35,000 papers published at 20 top-tier conferences like SIGIR, CHI,
CIKM,ACL, STOC, and iteratively included cited and citing papers until the
desired size of 200,000 papers was reached. In the crawling process, not all
papers had a full text available (for 57% of the corpus, we have an associ-
ated full text). In this case, only the abstracts and metadata were obtained
when possible, but often not even abstracts were available and the respec-
tive papers were not included. On average, only 7.0 of the 13.9 references
in a paper and 6.8 of the 9.5 citations to a paper could be crawled. Thus,
only about 60% of the cited/citing papers are contained in our corpus. Not
surprisingly, especially older papers often were not available. The papers
included in our corpus have been published in the years 1962–2013 (more
than 75% published after 2000). Starting from the 20 seed conferences, we
included papers from about 1,000 conferences/workshops and 500 journals.

Experimental Setup Sofia Search is run on the citation information con-
tained in the metadata of the papers. Note that due to the non-availability
of 40% of the cited/citing papers, our corpus might not be optimally suited
for Sofia Search. Still, this was not intended in the corpus design and could
not be avoided—it rather represents the realistic Web scenario, but should
be kept in mind when analyzing Sofia Search’s performance.

In order to run the query-based baseline and our keyquery cover algo-
rithm, we indexed the corpus papers using Lucene 5.0 while treating title,
abstract, and body text as separate fields. In case that no full text is avail-
able in the corpus, only title and abstract are indexed. The retrieval model
is BM25F (Robertson et al., 2004) with different boost factors: the title is the
most important field, followed by the abstract and then the body text.

Whenever a corpus paper with only title and abstract is used as an input
paper for our keyquery-based algorithm, the keyphrase extraction is done
on these two fields only and text similarity of a candidate paper is also only
measured against these two fields (similar to the Sofia Search and Nasci-
mento et al. baselines).

User Study Design Topics (information needs) and relevance judgments
for a Cranfield-style analysis of the related work search approaches are ob-
tained from computer science students and scholars (other qualifications
do not match the corpus characteristics). A study participant first specifies
a topic by selecting a set of input papers (could just be one) and then judges
the found papers of the different approacheswith respect to their relevance.
These judgments are the basis for our experimental comparison.
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In order to ensure a smooth work flow, we have built a web interface that
also allows a user to participate without being on site. The study itself con-
sists of two steps with different interfaces. In the first step, a participant is
asked to enter a research task they are familiar with, and describe it with
one or two sentences. Note that we request a familiar research task because
expert knowledge is later required in order to judge the relevance of the
suggested papers. After task description, the participants have to enter ti-
tles of input papers related to their task. While the user is entering a title,
a background process automatically suggests title auto completions from
our corpus. Whenever a title was not chosen from the suggestions but was
manually entered, it is again checked whether the specified paper exists in
our corpus or not. If the paper cannot be found in the collection, the user is
notified to enter another title. After this two-phase topic formation (written
description+ input papers), the participants have to name at least one paper
that they expect to be found (again with the help of auto completion). Last,
the users should describe how they have chosen the input and expected pa-
pers to get some feedback of whether for instance Google Scholar was used
which might bias the judgments.

After a participant has completed the topic formation, the different rec-
ommendation algorithms are run on the input papers and the pooled set
of the top-10 results of each approach is displayed in random order for
judgment (i.e., at most 40 papers to judge). For each paper, the fields title,
authors, publication venue, and publication year are shown. Additionally,
links to fade in the abstract and, if available in our corpus, to the respective
PDF-file are listed. Thus, the participants can check the abstract or the full
text if needed.

The participants assessed two criteria: relevance and familiarity. Rele-
vance was rated on a 4-point scale (highly relevant, relevant, marginally,
not relevant), while familiarity was a two-level judgment (familiar or not).
Combining the two criteria, we can identify good papers not known to the
participant before our study. This is especially interesting since we asked
for research topics the participants are familiar with, and in such a scenario,
algorithms identifying relevant papers not known before are especially in-
teresting.

Characteristics of the User Study In total, 13 experienced scholars and
7 graduate students have “generated” and judged 42 topics in our study—
in a previous study we had another 25 topics with single-paper inputs
only (Hagen and Glimm, 2014). The scholars typically chose topics related
to one of their paper projects, while the graduate students chose topics from
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Table 4.1: (Left) Performance values achieved by the different algorithms aver-
aged over all topics. (Right) Percentage of top-10 rank overlap averaged over all
topics.

Algorithm nDCG@10 prec @10 rece@50 recur@10

Sofia Search 0.60 0.59 0.33 0.20
Nascimento 0.58 0.56 0.34 0.16
Google Scholar 0.60 0.59 0.43 0.21
KQC 0.62 0.60 0.37 0.16
KQC+Google 0.65 0.63 0.48 0.21
KQC+Sofia 0.61 0.60 0.39 0.19
KQC+Sofia+Google 0.65 0.64 0.48 0.24

So
fia

Na
sc
.

Go
og

le

KQ
C

Sofia Search 100 35 17 43
Nascimento 35 100 15 36

Google Scholar 17 15 100 18
KQC 43 36 18 100

their Master’s theses. On average, the topic creation took about 4 minutes
while the judgment took about 27 minutes. For 23 topics, one or two input
papers are given, while for 19 topics even three or up to five input papers
were specified. For most topics (80%), two or more expected papers were
entered. The number of different papers returned by the four algorithms
varies highly. For the topic with the most different results, the participant
had to judge 37 papers, while the topic with the least different results re-
quired only 13 judgments. On average, a participant had to judge 28 papers.
In total, 31% of the results were judged as highly relevant, 22% as relevant,
24% asmarginally relevant, and 23% as not at all relevant to the topic. Inter-
estingly, 79% of the papers that are judged as relevant and 59% of the highly
relevant papers were unfamiliar to the user before the study. We will eval-
uate the algorithms with respect to their ability of retrieving unexpected
good results when discussing the experimental results.

4.5.2 Experimental Results

We employ the standard retrieval effectiveness measures of nDCG (Järvelin
and Kekäläinen, 2002) and precision for the top-10 results, and recall for
evaluating the ability to retrieve the expected and also the relevant unex-
pected papers. The experimental results are reported in Table 4.1 (Left).
The top four rows contain the results for the four individual algorithms,
while the bottom three rows contain the most promising combinations that
can also be evaluated due to the pooling strategy. In the top-k results of our
combination scheme described in Section 4.4, only results from the top-k of
the combined algorithms are included.

General Retrieval Performance We measure nDCG using the 4-point
scale: high as 3, relevant as 2, marginal as 1, and not relevant as 0, and pre-
cision considering highly relevant and relevant as the relevant class. The
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mean nDCG@10 and prec@10 over all topics are given in the second and
third columns of Table 4.1 (Left). The top-10 of our new keyquery-cover-
based approach KQC are the most relevant among the individual methods
but on par with Google Scholar and Sofia Search; both differences are not
significant according to a two-sided paired t-test (p = 0.051). The overall
best result is achieved by the KQC+Sofia+Google combination that signifi-
cantly outperforms its components. Another observation is that mostmeth-
ods significantly outperform the Nascimento et al. baseline.

Recall of Expected Papers To analyze how many papers were retrieved
that the scholars entered as expected in the first step of our study, we use
the recall of the expected papers denoted as rece. Since the computation of
rece is not dependent on the obtained relevance judgments, we can compute
recall for any k. We choose k = 50 since we assume that a human would of-
ten not consider many more than the top-50 papers of a single related work
search approach. The fourth column of Table 4.1 (Left) shows the average
rece@50-values for each algorithm over all topics. The best rece@50 among
the individual methods is the 0.43 of Google Scholar. The combinations
including KQC and Google Scholar achieve an even better result of 0.48.
An explanation for the advantage of Google Scholar—beyond the probably
good black-box model underlying the “related articles” functionality—can
be found in the participants’ free text fields of topic formation. For several
topics, the study participants stated that they used Google Scholar to come
up with the set of expected papers and this obviously biases the results.

Recall of Unfamiliar but Relevant Papers We also measure how many
“gems” the different algorithms recommend. That is, how many highly or
relevant papers are found that the user was not familiar with before our
study. Providing such papers is a very interesting feature that might even-
tually help a researcher to find “all” relevant literature on a given topic.
Again we measure recall, but since we have familiarity judgments for the
top-10 only, we measure the recall recur@10 of unexpected but relevant pa-
pers listed in the rightmost column of Table 4.1 (Left). Again, the combi-
nation KQC+Sofia+Google finds the most of the unfamiliar but relevant
papers.

Result Overlap Since no participant had to judge 40 different papers, the
top-10 results cannot be completely distinct; Table 4.1 (Right) shows the per-

1The effective p-value may be higher due to the multiple comparisons problem.
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centage of overlap for each combination. On average, the top-10 retrieved
papers of two different algorithms share 2–4 papers, meaning that the ap-
proaches retrieve a rather diverse set of related papers. This again sug-
gests combinations of different approaches as the best possible system and
combining the best query-based method (our new KQC), Google Scholar,
and Sofia Search indeed achieves the best overall performance. Having
in mind the “sparsity” of our crawled paper corpus’ citation graph (only
about 60% of the cited/citing papers could be crawled), Sofia Search prob-
ably could diversify the results even more in a corpus containing all ref-
erences. The combination of the three systems in our opinion also very
well models the human way of looking for related work, such that the
KQC+Sofia+Google combination could be viewed as very close to auto-
mated human behavior.

A Word on Efficiency The most costly part of our approach is the num-
ber of submitted queries. In our study, about 79 queries were submitted
per topic; results for already submitted queries were cached such that no
query was submitted twice (e.g., once when trying to find a keyquery for
all input papers together, another time for a smaller subset again). On the
one hand, 79 queries might be viewedmore costly than the about 27 queries
submitted by the Nascimento et al. baseline (10 · |I| queries), or the about
30 requests submitted for the Google Scholar suggestions (11 · |I| requests;
one to find an individual input paper, ten to retrieve the 100 related arti-
cles). Also Sofia Search on a good index of the citation graph is much faster
than our keyquery-based approach. On the other hand, keyqueries could be
pre-computed at indexing time for every paper such that at retrieval time,
only a few postlists from a reverted index (Pickens et al., 2010) have to be
merged. This would substantially speed up the whole process, rendering a
reverted-index-based variant of our keyquery approach an important step
for deploying the first real prototype.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a keyquery-based approach to related
work search. The addressed common scenario is a scholar who has already
found a handful of papers in an initial research, and wants to find “all” the
other related papers—often a rather tedious task. Our problem formaliza-
tion of RelatedWork Search is meant to provide automatic support in such
situations. As for solving the problem, our new keyquery-based technique
focuses on the content of the already found papers, complementing most
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of the existing approaches that exploit the citation graph, only. Our over-
all idea is to get the best of both worlds (i.e., queries and citations) from
appropriate method combinations.

And in fact, in our effectiveness evaluations of a Cranfield-style experi-
ment on a collection of about 200,000 computer science papers, the combina-
tion of keyquerieswith the citation-based Sofia Search andGoogle Scholar’s
related article suggestions performed best on 42 topics (i.e., sets of initial
papers). The top-10 results of each approach were judged by the expert
who suggested the topic. Based on these relevance judgments, we have
evaluated the different algorithms and identified promising combinations
based on the rather different returned results of the individual approaches,
amongst which keyqueries slightly outperformed Sofia Search and Google
Scholar suggestions.
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5
Beyond Precision@10: Clustering the

Long Tail of Web Search Results
This chapter addresses recall-oriented search, an IR task that arises in the
context of corpus acquisition. In order to improve the recall of aspects or
subtopics which are covered by the search result list for a query, we report
on selected analyses and propose new concepts. Our findings in a nutshell
are: (1) Don’t compete with a search engine’s top hits. In response to a query,
we presume search engines to return an optimal result list in the sense of
the probabilistic ranking principle: documents that are expected by the ma-
jority of users are placed on top, and form the result list head. We argue
that, with respect to the top results, it is not beneficial to replace this estab-
lished form of result presentation. (2) Improve document access in the result
list tail. Documents that address the information need of “minorities” ap-
pear at some position in the result list tail. Especially for ambiguous and
multi-faceted queries, we expect this tail to be long, withmany users appre-
ciating different documents. In this situation, web search result clustering
can improve subtopic recall by reorganizing the long tail into topic-specific
clusters. (3) Avoid shadowing when constructing cluster labels. We show that
most of the cluster labels that are generated by current clustering technol-
ogy occur within the snippets of the result list head—an effect which we
call shadowing. The value of such labels for topic organization and naviga-
tion within a clustering of the entire result list is limited. We propose and
analyze a filtering approach to significantly alleviate the label shadowing
effect.
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5.1 Introduction

Web search is the task of finding a document in the World Wide Web in or-
der to satisfy a user’s information need that is specified as a query. Deriving
the “true” information need from a query is a challenge, and search engines
often retrieve millions of documents from which only a fraction is relevant
for the user. To reduce the negative impact of irrelevant documents, search
engines apply a result presentation strategy, which can be characterized as
either relevance-based or diversity-based.

The objective of the relevance-based strategy, which is the predominant
strategy at this time, is to serve those information needs that are most likely
associated with the query. The results are organized as a ranked list. The
relevance-based strategy is extremely effective if a user can spot a desired
document among the top ranks. If not, the user has to resort to a sequen-
tial search in the result list tail, which is ineffective since no topic-specific
structuring is provided. Two user studies complement these observations
impressively: A study from 2010 reviews the top five results of 1 000 queries
sampled from the query log of a major search engine and reports that
more than 90% of these queries are served excellent by all major search en-
gines (Zaragoza et al., 2010). A study from 2008 reveals that only 8% of
the users are willing to skim through more than three result pages, which
corresponds to less than 30 search results (iProspect, 2008).

On the other hand, the objective of the diversity-based strategy is to serve
multiple information needs “in parallel”. A well-known representative of
this strategy is web search result clustering (Carpineto et al., 2009). Search
engines that implement this strategy group similar documents into clusters
and try to construct descriptive cluster labels to guide users during their
search. If the clustering is effective and the labeling is expressive, diversity-
based search engines can serve a multitude of information needs associated
with a query equally well. Users with uncommon information needs or
multi-faceted informational queries especially benefit from the structured
information access provided by the clustering.

In this chapter, we propose to exploit both result presentation strategies
by combining the head of a ranked result list with a clustering of those doc-
uments found in the tail and not topically covered by the head. Figure 5.1
illustrates the paradigm. Notice that this competence partitioning strategy is
fundamentally different from the current practice of web search result clus-
tering engines: by resorting to the result list head, we exploit the “wisdom”
of the search engine’s retrieval model. By clustering a filtered result list tail,
we prevent a user from sifting through many redundant result pages.
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Figure 5.1: Result presentation by competence partitioning: combine the ranked
result list head with a clustering of the result list tail.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 gives a
focused overview of the state of the art, while Section 5.3 contributes ana-
lytical insights andmethodological elements of our approach: (1) A critical
analysis of the role that result clustering can play forweb search, (2) a quan-
tification of the label shadowing effect, and (3) a filtering approach to ex-
ploit the idea of long tail clustering. Compared to existing result clustering
approaches, we report on less shadowing in the discovered clusters.

5.2 Related Work

One of the first applications of document clusteringwas to improve retrieval
based on the cluster hypothesis stating that “closely associated documents
tend to be relevant to the same requests" (Rijsbergen, 1979). Later, clus-
ters were also used as a browsing interface to explore and organize docu-
ment collections like in the famous Scatter/Gather algorithm (Cutting et al.,
1992). The numerous document clustering algorithms can be classified into
three classes (Carpineto et al., 2009): data-centric, description-aware, and
description-centric algorithms.

5.2.1 Data-centric algorithms

Data-centric algorithms give top priority to the clustering, while the forma-
tion of cluster labels happens afterwards and has no effect on the partition-
ing. The labels are usually derived from a cluster’s mathematical represen-
tation, e.g., a centroid under a bag-of-words model. Hence, the generated
labels form a sequence of relevant but rather unrelated words, often lacking
understandability. Examples for such systems are WebCat (Giannotti et al.,
2003) and AIsearch (Stein and Meyer zu Eißen, 2004).
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5.2.2 Description-aware algorithms

Description-aware algorithms try to circumvent the labeling issue of data-
centric approaches by ensuring that the construction of cluster labels pro-
duces results that are comprehensive and meaningful to a user. One way
to achieve this goal is to use algorithms that assign documents to clusters
based on a single feature—so-calledmonothetic clustering—and to then use
this feature as a label. One example is the Suffix Tree Clustering (Zamir and
Etzioni, 1998) that exploits frequently recurring phrases as similarity fea-
tures. First, base clusters are discovered by shared single frequent phrases
utilizing suffix trees. Second, the base clusters are merged by their phrase
overlap. However, since the merging step is based on the single-linkage
criterion, the combined phrases of merged clusters forming the cluster la-
bels often still tend to be unrelated and therefore misleading for a user.
SnakeT (Ferragina and Gullì, 2004) enrich the labels obtained by STC us-
ing phrases from a predefined ontology. In Lipka et al. (2020), we patented
a hierarchical online clustering algorithm that labels its clusters by the title
of the Wikipedia article that is most similar to the cluster centroid. Still, the
cluster analysis precedes and dominates the labeling task.

5.2.3 Description-centric algorithms

Description-centric algorithms consider the cluster labels as the crucial el-
ements of a clustering. They assume that if a cluster cannot be described
by a meaningful label, it is probably of no value to a user. The description
precedes the assignment of a document to a cluster. Description-centric al-
gorithms mainly tackle the use case of clustering web search results, with
Lingo being one of the pioneering examples (Osiński et al., 2004)—nowpart
of Carrot2, an open source framework for search result clustering.1 A sin-
gular value decomposition of a frequent term matrix, generated from the
search result list, is used to extract orthogonal vectors assumed to repre-
sent distinct topics in the snippets. The documents are then assigned to the
extracted topic clusters using the Vector Space Model.

With a similar goal, Weiss revisits the data-centric k-means algorithm
and adjusts it to a description-centric version: descriptive k-means (Weiss,
2006). First, k-means with tf ·idf features is run. From each cluster centroid,
frequent phrases are extracted as potential cluster labels, the clustering itself
is withdrawn. To populate the extracted cluster labels with documents, the
algorithm searches for documents that are relevant for a cluster label under

1https://www.carrot2.org
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the Vector Space Model.
In 2016, we published a keyquery-based variant of descriptive k-means,

which formulates the clustering problem as the reverse problem of query-
based search as follows (Gollub et al., 2016a): Given a set of documents, find
a set of diverse search queries that together retrieves the document set when
submitted to a reference search engine. Along with their retrieved docu-
ments as cluster contents, the queries then form a labeled clustering. This
formulation of the clustering problem implies that the potential clusters of
a document are given by the keyqueries for which it is retrieved. From the
algorithms presented in Gollub et al. (2016a), a keyquery-based variant of
descriptive k-means showed the best performance: The quality of the ob-
tained clusterings is on par with descriptive k-means, whereas the quality
of the keyquery-based cluster labels is perceived significantly better in the
user study conducted. Furthermore, the dynamic taxonomy composition
approach presented in Chapter 7 can be understood as a keyquery-based,
description-centric clustering algorithm.

5.3 Approach and Evaluation

In the following we discuss the competence partitioning strategy as illus-
trated in Figure 5.1, and introduce a tailored clustering approach, which we
refer to as LongTailClustering.

5.3.1 Towards Better SearchResultClustering

Relevance-based search engines answer navigational as well as the popular
non-navigational queries almost perfectly. For such kinds of information
needs, web search result clustering and related technology cannot compete.
Aside from the navigational overhead (selecting, focusing, and browsing a
cluster) the current clustering approaches struggle with the labeling prob-
lem as well as with runtime issues (Carpineto et al., 2009). One might ar-
gue that providing a comprehensive cluster containing all relevant results is
always appreciated. But experience shows that often a fraction of the docu-
ments is sufficient to satisfy an information need. Once a relevant result is at
the user’s disposal, alternative and more robust techniques exist to retrieve
additional relevant documents: (1) search engines allow for searching sim-
ilar documents given a particular result, (2) rephrasing the original query
inspired by a relevant result became an accepted search strategy (Jones and
Klinkner, 2008), and (3) theweb itself as a hyperlinked document collection
is a great resource for a guided search.
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Given the impressive performance of relevance-based search engines, the
outlined picturemight raise the questionwhether web search result cluster-
ing is of any use. In Section 5.1, we identified the accessibility of the result
list tail as the major weakness of ranked result lists. If we show that the
result list tail is valuable and covers further query aspects, a perspective
towards better search result clustering emerges.

In order to quantify the potential of the result list tail, we study two
datasets: TREC Web Track 2009/2010 (Clarke et al., 2009, 2010) and AM-
BIENT (Carpineto and Romano, 2008). Each dataset consists of a set T of
search topics, with 100 and 44 elements, respectively. For each topic t ∈ T ,
a number of subtopics is provided. TREC features on average 4.6 subtopics,
whereas AMBIENT provides 18 subtopics on average. Every subtopic fo-
cuses on a different aspect of t. We form the set St as the union of t’s
subtopics, where we only consider the noun phrases of each subtopic de-
scription. Topic terms as well as stopwords present in the noun phrases
are discarded. E.g., the topic t=“fahrenheit” of the AMBIENT dataset com-
prises subtopics such as “scale temperature”, “michael moore movie”, and
“band”. A standard search engine is queried with each topic t ∈ T in or-
der to obtain a ranked list Dt = d1, . . . , dN of the top N results, where each
d ∈ Dt denotes a result snippet. A subtopic of t is said to be covered by a
snippet d, if at least two of its terms occur in d. In the special case of a single
term subtopic, the single term has to appear in d. The set of all subtopics of
t that are covered by a snippet d is denoted as coverage(d, St). We are inter-
ested in the subtopic recall for a result listDt at rank R, which is defined as
the fraction of subtopics covered by the first R results (Zhai et al., 2003):

SubTopicRecall@R =
| ∪Ri=1 coverage(di, St)|

|St|
, (5.1)

with di ∈ Dt. Figure 5.2 illustrates the average subtopic recall for all topics
in T of the AMBIENT dataset. The TREC Web Track dataset reveals equiv-
alent characteristics. The diagram shows that on average the first N=100
results for a topic cover 66.6% of all subtopics. If we define the result list
head to comprise the first ten results, it covers 24.5% of all subtopics; ad-
ditional 42.1% of the subtopics are covered by the result list tail, rendering
the tail a valuable information source. In summary, if web search result
clustering can be tailored to organize just the remaining subtopics, it will
perfectly complement the result list head and enable a more efficient and
effective result analysis. The key to such a complementing behavior lies in
the alleviation of the shadowing effect.
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Figure 5.2: Average subtopic recall for the topics of the AMBIENT dataset. For
each topic, we retrieveN=100 search results fromeTools (http://www.etools.ch)

5.3.2 The Shadowing Effect

To generate a clustering that complements the head of a result list, the top-
ics of documents that are to be clustered must differ from the topics already
covered by the result list head. We refer to the effect of undesired topic rep-
etition as shadowing. To quantify the shadowing effect, we perform state-of-
the-art result clustering with Lingo on three different kinds of result lists:
(a) the unmodified result listDt to resemble the standard scenario of exist-
ing clustering search engines such as Carrot2, (b) the tail of Dt, as a naive
application of our idea, and (c) a subset of the tail of Dt, which is filtered
with respect to the topics of the head. In the following we set the number
of generated clusters per clustering (= per topic t) to ten; the respective
cluster labels for a clustering are denoted as Lt. Cluster labels l ∈ Lt are
phrases such as “Fahrenheit 9/11” or “Wellington based Web Design Col-
lective”. Then, the shadowing at rank R can be expressed by replacing in
Equation (5.1) the set of subtopics St with the set of cluster labels Lt:

Shadowing@R =
| ∪Ri=1 coverage(di, Lt)|

|Lt|
,

with di ∈ Dt. Figure 5.3 illustrates the result of this analysis. The shadow-
ing effect when clustering result list (a) is obvious: the Shadowing@10 is
0.417, i.e., about four cluster labels occur in the snippets of the head of the
result lists. One might expect that clustering just the tail gives a reasonable
smaller shadowing, which is not the case as can be seen in the results for
result list (b). The reason for this behavior is that the topics from the head
reappear throughout the entire result list. For our two datasets, up to 18%
of the search result snippets in the tail cover the subtopics from the head.
Finally, the filtered result list (c) reduces the shadowing effect by 31.6%, en-
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Figure 5.3: Average shadowing for the topics of the AMBIENT dataset. Three
different result sets are considered for the cluster analysis

tailing a Shadowing@10 of only 0.1. Thus, nine out of ten cluster refer to
subtopics present only in the tail.

5.3.3 Long Tail Filtering of Search Results

We now present a basic procedure to filter the result list tail. The aim of
the filtering is to exclusively eliminate all results which cover topics from
the result list head. We expect to satisfy the following two demands: (1) a
reduction of the shadowing effect, and (2) a stable or increased subtopic
recall after the filtering. Our procedure is detailed below.

Pseudocode 4 LongTailClustering
Input: query

Parameters: headSize, n
Output: tailClustering

1. analyzeHead(query)
resultList = search(query)
headTopics = analyze(resultList,headSize)

2. clusterTail(query,headTopics)
augmentedQuery = query ∧ ¬headTopics
filteredTail = search(augmentedQuery)
tailClustering = cluster(filteredTail,n)

return tailClustering

LongTailClustering is a generic procedure, and the choices of the search
engine SEARCH, the topic analyzer ANALYZE, and the clustering algorithm
CLUSTER are user-specific. We experimentedwith a variety of configurations
and see further research opportunities for this task. At the time of writing,
the best overall results are achieved with the following setup: First, given
a query, we receive from the meta-search engine eTools a result list of size
N = 200. In the context of our evaluation, this search engine turned out to
provide a higher snippet quality than did Bing or Yahoo. The quality of the
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Figure 5.4: Average subtopic recall for the queries of the AMBIENT corpus. For
each query 100 search results are retrieved from the four search engines Bing,
Yahoo!, Etools, and ChatNoir.

snippets is of high importance, since we are interested in finding topics in
short texts. For this topic analysis, we extract all noun phrases (Barker and
Cornacchia, 2000) of maximum length four from the first ten results of the
list. Each extracted noun phrase is treated as a topic that has to be filtered
from the result list tail in the second step. Alternatively, only those noun
phraseswhich constitute a keyquery for the respective snippet could be con-
sidered. In order to filter the result list tail, an augmented query is formed,
which combines the original query with the extracted noun phrases pre-
fixed by the NOT operator. For instance, the augmented query for “fahren-
heit” starts with “fahrenheit -"scale temperature" -"taiwanese boy band" -
"video game"”. An augmented query can either be used to filter the origi-
nal result list directly, or to send a new request to the search engine. In the
latter case, the wisdom of the search engine developers is exploited again.
For our experiments with the TREC Web Track and AMBIENT topics, bet-
ter results are achievedwith the formermethod. For the final clustering, we
apply Lingo to the first 90 results of the filtered result list. Given the evalua-
tion results in Gollub et al. (2016a), clusterings with superior labels should
be achievable with our more recent keyquery-based variant of k-means.

As already reported and illustrated in Figure 5.3, the applied LongTail-
Clustering procedure reduces the shadowing effect significantly.

In a final experiment, we investigate whether our filtering procedure re-
tains the subtopics that do not appear in the head. For that, we substitute the
original result list tail by its filtered version andmeasure the subtopic recall
at rank 100. We find, that although 53.8% of the search results are elimi-
nated in the course of LongTailClustering, the filtered result list still reaches
a subtopic recall at 100 of 0.64, i.e., contains 96.4% of the subtopics from the
original result list (original recall was 0.66). Hence, our procedure success-
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fully implements our idea of moving the focus of web search result cluster-
ing to the subtopics that appear exclusively in the result list tail.

5.4 Summary

A main achievement of our research is that we release web search result
clustering from being considered direct competitor to ranked result lists.
Instead, we see cluster analysis as a complementary presentation tool to
improve the accessibility of relevant documents in the long tail of result
lists. Thisway, web search result clustering goes in linewith other advanced
search tools such as related search or query suggestions. We have provided
the measures SubTopicRecall@R and Shadowing@R to quantify our consid-
erations, and we give empirical evidence for the claimed effects.

The shadowing effect is studied also in Stein et al. (2012), where we first
analyzed the subtopics in the search results of four different search engines.
For all queries of the AMBIENT corpus, the top 100 results of each search
engine were studied. The obtained average subtopic recall is illustrated in
Figure 5.4, which reveals that across all search engines, more than half of
all subtopics appear only in the tail. This result substantiates our belief
that the result list tail is a valuable resource. Concerning the shadowing
effect, Figure 5.5 shows the results of our analysis. At each search result
position, the shadowing effect is encoded as a gray scale value between 0.0
(no shadowing) and 1.0 (always shadowed). I.e., the gray scale value re-
flects the relative frequency of shadowing events at a specific rank. Up to
25.5% of the search results retrieved by Yahoo! are shadowed. Compared
to all other search engines, ChatNoir reveals the lowest shadowing of only
14.6%. Nonetheless, all studied search engines confirm the hypothesis that
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subtopics covered by the result list head reappear frequently throughout
the tail.

With LongTailClustering, this chapter presents a procedure that is tailored
to the implications of these findings: LongTailClustering is able to cope with
the shadowing effect and to increase the density of subtopics that are ex-
clusive for the result list tail. With the keyquery-based variant of k-means
in Gollub et al. (2016a), we contribute an algorithm for the CLUSTER step
which produces comprehensive cluster labels.
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6
Pseudo Descriptions for Meta-Data

Retrieval
An IR task which arises in the context of corpus acquisition is search in
meta-data. Search in meta-data is challenging due to the sparsity of the
available textual information. To alleviate the sparsity problem, our con-
tribution evolves from the existing document expansion paradigm and
proposes pseudo-descriptions as a new paradigm. Instead of encoding
paradigmatic term relations implicitly in an expansion vector, we generate
an explicit cohesive text field for meta-data records that describes the entity
associated with the record. In contrast to document expansions, pseudo-
descriptions allow to reveal why a certain document is considered relevant
although the original meta-data does not contain the query terms. More-
over, they are easier to operationalize and facilitate the use of sophisticated
retrieval features such as phrase search and query term proximity. To gen-
erate pseudo-descriptions, we propose a relevance-dependent strategy that
depends on the search engine result pages obtained from issuing the meta-
data as a search query to a designated reference search engine. To demon-
strate the validity of the pseudo-description paradigm, we experiment with
different TREC collections where we withhold the content information to
simulate a meta-data retrieval scenario. Though retrieval with full content
information remains superior, our approach achieves significant retrieval
performance improvements over meta-data only search.
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6.1 Introduction

Search in meta-data collections is a common information retrieval scenario.
The scenario is given whenever the entities of a collection are not linguistic
but designate products, persons, or multi-media, or if the entities are lin-
guistic but not available to the search engine provider. Prominent providers
of meta-data search engines are e-commerce sites indexing product infor-
mation, or libraries and archives indexing historic bibliographic records.
From a search engine developer’s point of view, one the one hand, meta-
data collections are pleasant to work with in comparison to “standard” col-
lections such as the Web: They usually can be obtained easily, are free of
charge, professionally maintained, provided in a single standardized for-
mat, and compact, rendering both indexing and query processing efficient.

6.1.1 Retrieval Challenges

The compactness of meta-data enables efficient search, but, on the other
hand, negatively impacts retrieval effectiveness. Due to the sparsity of lexi-
cal clues, meta-data retrieval often suffers noticeably from the so called vo-
cabularymismatch problem and the headroomproblem (Efron et al., 2012).

The vocabulary mismatch problem arises since standard retrieval mod-
els ignore paradigmatic correlations between terms. Terms are treated as
orthogonal basis vectors of an n-dimensional vector space, in which docu-
ments d and queries q are represented as vectors q and d. The relevance
score RSV(q, d) is commonly computed by a multiplication of the two vec-
tors, and hence zero if no terms match:

RSV(q, d) = qᵀd with q,d ∈ Rn×1

The less lexical information is provided in a meta-data collection, the
more likely vocabulary mismatches will harm retrieval effectiveness.

The headroom problem arises since standard retrieval models rely on
relative term frequency information to determine the result rank of a docu-
ment. In collections with sparse lexical clues such as meta-data records, the
term frequencies are likely to have Boolean character, i.e., terms occur either
not or once. As a consequence, small variations in the document length
determine the relevance ranking, which is, as pointed out by Efron et al.
(2012), often not sensible. Figure 6.1 illustrates how limited lexical infor-
mation harms the search effectiveness in the collections used in our exper-
iments. If not the full content but only meta-data (titles) is indexed, the
effectiveness in terms of nDCG@20 drops by about 50%. For performance
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Figure 6.1: Retrieval effectiveness of Elastic Searchwith andwithout content in-
formation for two news collections. The nDCG@20 andMAP drop significantly
if no content information is available.

measures that take more search results into account, such as MAP, the drop
is yet higher.

6.1.2 Expansion Approaches

To tackle the problems that arise from sparse lexical information, query
and document expansion approaches have been proposed. As detailed in
Section 6.2, based on computed paradigmatic term relationships, these ap-
proaches add terms to the initial vector representations q or d to alleviate
the vocabulary mismatch problem, and apply termweight smoothing to al-
leviate the headroom problem. The computed expansion vectors q′ or d′
are then factored into the relevance function RSV(q, d), typically using a
weighted sum. E.g., the relevance scoring for a document expansion then
reads:

RSVd′(q, d) = qᵀ(w1 d+ w2 d
′) (6.1)

6.2 Related Work

Since we introduce pseudo-descriptions as an alternative paradigm to doc-
ument expansion for search in meta-data, no existing approaches for their
generation exist. Therefore, in this section, we point out relations to other
information retrieval tasks, and review existing work on document expan-
sion.
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6.2.1 Related IR Tasks

For the generation of pseudo descriptions for a given meta-data collection,
we propose a process in Section 6.3 that comprises two principle steps.

In the first step, a pool of linguistic units fromwhich a pseudo description
can be compiled has to be retrieved for each meta-data record from a refer-
ence collection. If the lexical information in themeta-data records are short,
e.g. only titles or product names, this step constitutes a classical information
retrieval task including the generation of search result snippets (Bast and
Celikik, 2014; Turpin et al., 2007). If the lexical information is more verbose,
care has to be taken to not include too many irrelevant terms into the query.
In this case, this first step becomes related to query-by-example retrieval,
where, as reported in Chapter 4, keyword or keyquery extraction can be
used to obtain appropriate query terms for an example document (Nasci-
mento et al., 2011; Hagen et al., 2016). A further connection can be drawn to
candidate retrieval for plagiarism detection, where a multitude of queries
is commonly generated to retrieve potential source documents for different
sections of a suspicious document (Hagen et al., 2017). If temporal informa-
tion is available in the meta-data records, aspects of temporal information
retrieval become relevant for this first step (Kanhabua et al., 2015).

In the second step, a subset of the candidate pool has to be selected and
compiled into a text field. This task is similar to multi-document summa-
rization (Ma et al., 2016; Mani et al., 2017). However, the objective is not a
coherent, redundant-free text but a text that, if turned into a vector repre-
sentation, approximates the result of applying a document expansion ap-
proach. In Section 6.3, we present an algorithm tailored to this objective.

6.2.2 Document Expansion Review

To devise an algorithm for the generation of pseudo descriptions, it is help-
ful to know about the existing document expansion approaches. As out-
lined in Section 6.1, the goal of document expansion is to alleviate the vo-
cabulary mismatch problem and the headroom problem by incorporating
paradigmatic term relations as a vector d′ into the relevance score compu-
tation. As one of the first attempts in this regard, the Generalized Vector
Space Model (GVSM) presented byWong et al. (1985) can be counted. The
GVSM incorporates term relations by plugging a n× n term relation matrix
G into the relevance function:

RSVGVSM(q, d) = qᵀGd with G ∈ Rn×n
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Figure 6.2: Document expansion approaches grouped by the problem perspec-
tive taken and arranged over time. Each publication is denoted by its first author
and listed in the references. The keywords stated below the author outline char-
acteristic properties of the respective work.

Each element tij ∈ G denotes how strong the term tj correlates with the
term ti. The GVSM can be interpreted as a document expansion approach,
if G is first multiplied by d to obtain the expansion vector d′ = Gd, which
is then used in the relevance function RSVd′ in Equation 6.1. Likewise, a
query expansion approach arises when first multiplying qᵀ with G, which
highlights the close relationship of the two expansion paradigms. Inter-
estingly, document expansion papers commonly report increased retrieval
performancewhen applying both query and document expansion. In terms
of the GVSM, this corresponds to raisingG to the power of two, which intu-
itively uncovers second-order term relations, i.e., terms that co-occur with
the same terms (such as synonyms).

Since the publication of the GVSM, a large amount of document expan-
sion approaches have been proposed until recently. An overview of the ap-
proaches is illustrated in Figure 6.2. Though most of the approaches are
framedwithin the LanguageModel by Ponte andCroft (1998), wewill show
here that is possible to express most of them also within simple GVSM al-
gebra. In the following paragraphs, we review document expansion ap-
proaches that exploit a lexical document collection. The key difference of
the approaches is how the values in G are determined. Please note that
other approaches exist that rely on structured knowledge bases such as
Wordnet (Tsatsaronis and Panagiotopoulou, 2009) or LinkedData (Ensan
and Bagheri, 2017; Dalton et al., 2014; Waitelonis et al., 2015). However, it
is not immediately clear how pseudo descriptions featuring a cohesive text
can be obtained from these sources. Also note that, in order to keep the
equations simple and general, normalization steps that are needed to ex-
actly resemble the cited approaches are omitted in the following equations.
In particular, every multiplication that is supposed to compute the cosine
similarity of two vectors assumes that the vectors are L2-normalized, first.
For matrix rows, columns, and vectors that are supposed to be probability
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distributions, L1-normalization is assumed.
In their original paper, Wong et al. propose to use term co-occurrence

statistics obtained from the document collection D = {d1, . . . , dm} itself as
estimates for the entries ofG. In follow-upwork, also the use of external col-
lections (later denoted as E) for this purpose, especially Wikipedia (Egozi
et al., 2011; Sherman and Efron, 2017), has been proposed. Co-occurrence
statistics can be computed by multiplying the normalized term-document
matrixD ofD with its transpose (Manning et al., 2008), letting the compu-
tation of the document expansion vector become:

d′cooc = DDᵀ d with D ∈ Rn×m

As an alternative, computing themutual information of the terms within
D has been proposed in the context of translational document expansions
models (Karimzadehgan and Zhai, 2010, 2012).

A further avenue of research on document expansion applies topic mod-
eling to D. Topic models represent documents as a distribution over k top-
ics, which in turn are distributions over n terms. Early topic based docu-
ment expansion approaches apply cluster analysis to D to obtain a set of
k topic clusters, and then represent d by its cosine similarity to the cluster
centroids (Liu and Croft, 2004). If the k cluster centroids are stacked as a
n× k matrix C, document expansion with clustering can be expressed as:

d′topic = CCᵀ d with C ∈ Rn×k

Canonically, document expansion with the explicit topic model
ESA (Egozi et al., 2011) can be expressed. ESA treats articles from
Wikipedia as explicit topics, and uses the vector representations of the ar-
ticle texts to compile a set of k topic vectors, which then make up the ma-
trix C in the equation above. Furthermore, also document expansion with
word embeddings (Zuccon et al., 2015) can be represented this way. In this
case, C contains the embeddings for each of the n terms over the k latent
dimensions. To compute related terms, d is first multiplied byCᵀ to obtain
a latent representation for d, which is then normalized andmultiplied byC

to obtain a vector with cosine similarities of all n terms.
Though in principle, also document expansion with the latent topic

model LDA (Ganguly et al., 2013; Wei and Croft, 2006; Yi and Allan, 2009)
could be applied this way, the representation of documents under LDA is
conventionally not determined by their similarity to the topic vectors but
through statistical inference:
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d′LDA = C lda(C,d) with C ∈ Rn×k

In the equation above, lda(C,d) is a function that infers a representation
of d within the latent topic space spanned by C. A further function useful
to express the final stream of research on document expansion reviewed in
this section is the function topr(·), which sets all but the r highest values of
a vector to zero.

The function topr(·) is needed in the context of local neighborhood doc-
ument expansion models (Efron et al., 2012; Sherman and Efron, 2017; Tao
et al., 2006). Approaches of these kind interpret themultiplication ofdwith
the term-document matrix Dᵀ as a retrieval step, where d serves as search
query which is issued against D. The result is a vector of relevance scores
over D. While co-occurrence models use all relevance scores to compute
the final expansion vector, local neighborhood models pick only the r most
relevant documents:

d′local = D topr(D
ᵀ d) with D ∈ Rn×m

With regards to the generation of pseudo descriptions discussed in the
next section, the local neighborhood approach is conceptually closest to the
approachwe present for the generation of pseudo descriptions. We therefor
use this approach as our baseline.

6.2.3 The Pseudo Description Paradigm

Common to all document expansion approaches is the fact that the lexical
information that gives rise to the paradigmatic relations encoded in the ex-
pansion vectors is not retained explicitly. However, this lexical information
may be valuable to have for a meta-data search engine: It would allow to
provide search result snippets that reveal why a document is considered
relevant although the original meta-data does not contain the query terms.
If the document turns out to be indeed relevant for the user, the provided
search result snippet may feature interesting extra information about the
referred entity. If the document is not relevant, the user may identify the
false paradigmatic relation in the snippet and is saved from following false
assumptions. For this reason, we propose to progress from the expansion
paradigm in this paper and propose a new paradigm for improving meta-
data retrieval: pseudo descriptions.

In contrast to the expansion paradigm, the goal of pseudo descriptions
is to compile for each meta-data document d a cohesive text field p which
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(1) is a collected but limited set of linguistic units that are relevant for the
entity referred to in the meta-data, and which (2) at the same time, encodes
the paradigmatic term relations that are needed to alleviate the vocabulary
mismatch and the headroom problem. Due to the cohesive text, in the best
case, pseudo descriptions may even increase search effectiveness compared
to expansion approaches since proximity features are now available for rel-
evance scoring. From a search engine developer’s point of view, pseudo
descriptions can be handled just like any other text field. Advanced expan-
sion technology is not required. Each pseudo description p is represented
canonically to d as a vector p, and a multi-field query is used for the rele-
vance computation:

RSVp(q, d) = w1 q
ᵀd+ w2 q

ᵀp (6.2)

Pseudo-descriptions are, for the reasons mentioned above, appealing for
meta-data search, but the question is if they can be produced in such a
way that the two desired properties are met. To this end, in Section 6.3,
we propose to exploit the search engine result page (SERP) that is returned
when issuingmeta-data as a search query to a reference search engine as an
ad-hoc approach. Similar to pseudo-relevance feedback methods for query
expansion, we assume that the SERP for the top documents represents a
valid description of the meta-data’s entity. To tailor the SERP to the ap-
proximation of important paradigmatic relations, we disclose a relevance-
dependent SERP generation strategy where the relevance score of a refer-
ence document controls the amount of linguistic units this document con-
tributes to the SERP.

In Section 6.4, we report on a series of experiments we carry out to eval-
uate whether pseudo-descriptions can reach the effectiveness of document
expansion approaches. The experiments are based on different TREC col-
lectionswherewewithhold the content information to simulate ameta-data
retrieval scenario. As reference collections, the TREC collections themselves
as well asWikipedia and the CommonCrawl are used. Though, not surpris-
ingly, retrieval with full content information is superior to both paradigms
pseudo-descriptions and document expansion, our relevance-dependent
approach for the former paradigm consistently reaches the document ex-
pansion baseline, and occasionally improves on it. In Section 6.5, we con-
clude with a discussion of open research questions and possibilities to fur-
ther improve the generation of pseudo descriptions.
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surrogate motherhood

A judge Wednesday granted surrogate mother
Mary Beth Whitehead-Gould unsupervised visits once a 
week with the child she bore under a $10,000 contract 
and urged a truce in the Baby M legal battle.
Source: Surrogate Mom Gets Unsupervised Visitation With Child

Judge Accepts Baby M Settlement
Date: March 2, 1988 

Figure 6.3: Mockup of a meta-data search engine with pseudo descriptions.
Shown is the first result for TREC query 70, “surrogate motherhood”. The re-
sult snippet features parts of the document’s pseudo-description. The red boxes
surround terms that appear in the document’s title (=meta-data).

6.3 Approach

Pseudo-descriptions constitute an alternative paradigm to document ex-
pansion for alleviating the vocabulary mismatch and the headroom prob-
lem in the context of meta-data retrieval. In contrast to document expan-
sion approaches, not a term vector d′ is computed that encodes paradig-
matic term relations, but term relations are encoded as an additional lin-
guistic meta-data field p (see Equation 6.2 in Section 6.2.3). The main ben-
efit of such a field is that the linguistic units that give rise to assume cer-
tain paradigmatic term relations are available to the meta-search engine for
result snippet generation. This benefit is illustrated in Figure 6.3, which
shows a search result for one of the TREC queries used in our experiments.
Though the title of the retrieved meta-data document does not feature any
of the query terms, its pseudo description features the query terms, allow-
ing the search engine (1) to conclude that the document is relevant, and
(2) to make the evidence used for this conclusion transparent for the user
(in Figure 6.3, bold terms in the pseudo description excerpt indicate query
term matches).

The question addressed in the remainder of this section is how pseudo
descriptions should be computed for a meta-data collection D on the basis
of an external reference collectionE. As alreadymentioned in Section 6.2.1,
we propose to model the generation of pseudo descriptions as a two step
process: a candidate retrieval and a candidate selection process.

6.3.1 Candidate Retrieval

In the first step, linguistic units that are relevant for a meta-data record
d ∈ D have to be retrieved from an external reference collection E. Being
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in an information retrieval context, a natural way to obtain relevant linguis-
tic units is to employ a search engine indexing the reference collection for
this purpose. Relevant linguistic units are obtained by formulating a search
query on the basis of the meta-data record, submitting this search query to
the reference search engine, and taking the document snippets of the re-
turned search result page (SERP) as the pool S of relevant linguistic units:

S = serpl,u(E, topr(E
ᵀ d)) with E ∈ Rn×m

In the equation above, the meta-data query of d, denoted as d, is first
multiplied by Eᵀ to obtain the relevance scores for all reference documents
in E. Analogous to local neighborhood document expansion, the function
topr(·) is then applied to filter out all but the r most relevant documents.
Instead of now aggregating the top r document vectors relative to their rel-
evance scores to obtain an expansion vector d′, we use the SERP-generation
function serp(·) of the reference search engine to obtain relevant linguistic
units on sub-document level. By default, the reference search engine we
employ for our experiments, Elastic Search, uses the Lucene Unified high-
lighter, which “breaks the text into sentences and uses the BM25 algorithm
to score individual sentences as if they were documents in the corpus”. The
parameters l and u of the serp function specify the target length of a single
result snippet and the target amount of snippets that should be returned
for each relevant document, respectively. As a consequence of this snip-
pet generation approach, the linguistic units obtained feature subsets of the
meta-data query terms within the context of one or a few sentences, mak-
ing these linguistic units very appropriate for our scenario. In Figure 6.3,
the meta-data query terms are surrounded by red boxes to highlight how
the pseudo description connects the user’s search query (“surrogate moth-
erhood”) with the meta-data title (“Judge Accepts Baby M Settlement”).
Note that, by just joining all of the (up to) r ∗ u returned linguistic units
S = {s1,1, . . . , sr,u} together, a pseudo description padhoc = join(S) can be
produced already after this first step. The resulting vector representation of
padhoc is the sum over the vector representations si,j of all linguistic units in
S:

padhoc =

r∑
i=1

ui∑
j=1

si,j

We refer to this one-step approach as ad-hoc approach in our experiments,
where we request u = 1 snippet with a target size of l = 250 characters for
the top r = 10 reference documents.
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6.3.2 Candidate Selection

A limitation of the ad-hoc approach is that the generated pseudo descrip-
tions padhoc are not tailored to approximate a particular document expan-
sion vector d′, and hence may misrepresent existing paradigmatic term re-
lations. To remedy this short coming, we propose a candidate selection pro-
cedure as the second step of the pseudo description generation. To derive
a first algorithm for this second step, we choose local neighborhood docu-
ment expansion as our reference document expansion approach that we try
to approximate. To recap, for a document d, local neighborhood document
expansion first issues d as a search query to a search engine indexing the
reference collection E. The vector representations e of the r most relevant
documents in E are then summed up proportional to their relevance score
RSV(d, e). This can be, now including a normalization parameter z, written
as:

d′local = E topr(E
ᵀ d) =

∑
ei∈topr

RSV(d, ei)

z
ei (6.3)

To approximate the vector d′local with a pseudo description, we make the
simplifying assumptions that (1) the vector representation of every linguis-
tic unit si,j ∈ S is, respecting its relative size li,j/|ei|, a fraction of the vector
representation ei from which the linguistic unit is taken, and that (2) every
linguistic unit has the same length l. Under these assumptions, the vector
representation of padhoc can be rewritten as:

padhoc =
r∑

i=1

ui∑
j=1

si,j
(1)
≈

r∑
i=1

ui∑
j=1

li,j
|ei|

ei
(2)
=

r∑
i=1

ui
l

|ei|
ei

Comparing the vector representations d′local with padhoc, one can see that
both vectors are sums over the r document vectors ei, and that the vectors
would be equal if the fractions in the sums are equal, i.e., if RSV(d,ei)

z =

ui
l
|ei| . Since the number of snippets ui taken from each reference document

ei for inclusion into a pseudo description can be controlled, we propose,
towards the generation of a pseudo description p∗ that is tailored to local
neighborhood document expansion, to modify ui such that the fractions
above become equal:

u∗i =

[
RSV(d, ei)

z

|ei|
l

]
In the equation, the brackets denote rounding to the next integer, which

is required since the number of snippets taken for a reference document
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must be a whole number. By using u∗i , the final algorithm for our candi-
date selection algorithm, which we refer to as “relevance-dependent”, can
be written as follows:

p∗ = join(S∗) = join

 r⋃
i=1

u∗i⋃
j=1

si,j


A final point to discuss is the normalization parameter z. Since local

neighborhood document expansion has been proposed in the context of the
Language Model, where any expansion vectors d′ are supposed to be prob-
ability distributions (L1 normalized), the parameter z is commonly chosen
to be z =∑ei∈topr RSV(d, ei). However, we believe that this value is not ap-
propriate in our context for the following reason: If for a document d only
one marginally relevant document can be retrieved from the reference col-
lection E, a L1-normalizing value for z would have the effect that all of the
snippets of this document end up in the pseudo description, likely having
a negative effect on the overall retrieval performance. Conversely, if many
highly relevant documents are retrieved, only few snippets would be taken
from each of these documents, and significant paradigmatic term relations
may be missed. Therefor, we propose to set z to be the maximum retrieval
score that could be expected for the query representation of a meta-data
document. This way, any marginally relevant document also contributes
only marginally to a pseudo description, whereas any highly relevant doc-
ument contributes many snippets. As the maximum expected value for a
query highly dependents on the retrieval model of the reference search en-
gine, which might in detail be unknown, in our experiments, we set z to
the maximum retrieval score that we observed for all queries submitted to
a reference search engine.

6.4 Evaluation

In this section, we report on a series of experiments we conducted to com-
pare the retrieval performance of relevance-dependent pseudo descriptions
p∗ with the performance of both ad-hoc pseudo descriptions padhoc and lo-
cal neighborhood document expansions d′local. Since the goal of p∗ is to ap-
proximate d′local, achieving performance characteristics en par with d′local
constitutes a positive evaluation result. Due to the availability of term prox-
imity features when using pseudo descriptions, in the best case, small per-
formance improvements can be anticipated.
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Table 6.1: Evaluation results of the approaches d′local, padhoc, and p∗ for two
meta-data and four reference collections. Reported are nDCG@20 and MAP
performance scores for the available short and long query versions. d′local is
regarded as baseline, and ↑ / ↓ indicate improvement / decline over the base-
line. † / ‡ indicate statistical significance of a result according to the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test at the levels p < 0.05 / p < 0.01, respectively.

Collection Reference
Collection Approach nDCG@20 MAP

short long short long
AP - - 0.405 0.516 0.226 0.298

- - 0.255 0.277 0.055 0.067

TREC
AP

Titles

AP
without
self

d′local 0.329 0.389 0.151 0.173

padhoc 0.319↓ 0.381↓ 0.108↓ 0.137↓

p∗ 0.335↑ 0.418↑ 0.128↓ 0.166↓

AP
without
titles

d′local 0.327 0.391 0.148 0.171
padhoc 0.332↑ 0.384↓ 0.113↓ 0.140↓

p∗ 0.356↑ 0.435↑ 0.150↑ 0.184↑

Wikipedia
d′local 0.301 0.348 0.103 0.121

padhoc 0.299↓ 0.348 0.082↓ 0.103↓

p∗ 0.315↑ 0.361↑ 0.099↓ 0.119↓

Common-
Crawl

d′local 0.330 0.397 0.112 0.135

padhoc 0.299↓ 0.355↓ 0.086↓ 0.107↓

p∗ 0.330 0.382↓ 0.103↓ 0.126↓

DISKS 4&5 - - 0.426 0.492 0.217 0.261
- - 0.217 0.222 0.060 0.060

TREC
DISKS 4&5

Titles

DISKS 4&5
without
self

d′local 0.313 0.354 0.130 0.145

padhoc 0.291↓ 0.329↓ 0.094↓‡ 0.109↓

p∗ 0.314↑† 0.353↓ 0.110↓‡ 0.130↓

DISKS 4&5
without
titles

d′local 0.304 0.350 0.121 0.137
padhoc 0.291↓† 0.329↓ 0.093↓‡ 0.109↓

p∗ 0.333↑† 0.379↑ 0.126↑‡ 0.149↑

Wikipedia
d′local 0.286 0.319 0.100 0.111
padhoc 0.296↑† 0.306↓ 0.086↓‡ 0.095↓

p∗ 0.308↑† 0.332↑ 0.098↓‡ 0.113↑

Common-
Crawl

d′local 0.313 0.372 0.111 0.131

padhoc 0.280↓† 0.323↓ 0.080↓ 0.097↓

p∗ 0.302↓† 0.357↓ 0.098↓ 0.121↓
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Table 6.2: nDCG@20 effectiveness comparison between disabled and enabled
term proximity ranking. ↑ / ↓ denotes improvement / decline and † indicates
statistical significance at the p < 0.05

Title
and
Text

p∗

Collection Proximity Coll.
w/o self

Coll.
w/o titles Wiki Common-

crawl

AP
Off 0.402 0.335 0.349 0.316 0.324
On 0.405↑ 0.335↑ 0.356↑ 0.315↓ 0.330↑

DISKS
4&5

Off 0.420 0.309 0.324 0.305 0.298
On 0.426↑† 0.314↑† 0.333↑† 0.308↑† 0.302↑†

6.4.1 Datasets

We use two popular information retrieval benchmark collections for our ex-
periments. The TREC AP collection (242,917 Associated Press news arti-
cles) and the combined collections on TREC DISKS 4&5 (472,521 news arti-
cles from Financial Times Limited, Foreign Broadcast Information Service,
and Los Angeles Times; excluded due to missing title field: Congressional
Records and Federal Register). To simulate a meta-data retrieval scenario,
only the title field of the collections are made available to the meta-data
search engines. To measure retrieval performance, we issue short and long
versions of TREC queries 51-150 against the AP collection, and of TREC
queries 351-450 against the TREC DISKS 4&5 collection.

As reference collections for the generation of pseudo descriptions and
document expansion vectors, we reuse the twoTREC collections in two vari-
ants: In variant one, “without self”, the complete collection is available but
the document under consideration is in each case ignored when retrieved.
In variant two, “without titles”, only the content field of the collections
is available to simulate retrieval in an unstructured text collection with at
least one highly relevant document. Furthermore, Wikipedia (2,104,323 ar-
ticles)1 is used as an encyclopedic reference collection, as well as the Com-
monCrawl (1,630,502,843 web pages)2 to simulate, with more than a billion
web pages, retrieval against the Web.

6.4.2 Experimental Setup

To compute the retrieval performance of the three approaches d′local, padhoc,
and p∗ across all combinations of meta-data and reference collections, we
proceed in three steps.

1Not considered were lists, disambiguations, and short (#words < 250) articles.
2http://commoncrawl.org/2015/12/november-2015-crawl-archive-now-available/

http://commoncrawl.org/2015/12/november-2015-crawl-archive-now-available/
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Step 1. In the first step, all six reference collections (2 x TREC AP, 2x
TREC DISKS 4&5, Wikipedia, and CommonCrawl) are indexed using the
prevalent open source search engine Elastic Search with default settings
(~BM25 retrieval model).

Step 2. In the second step, the titles of both meta-data collections are
issued, without stopwords, as queries to each of the reference collections.
To generate the expansion vectors d′local, the best performing settings re-
ported by Tao et al. (Tao et al., 2006) are adopted, i.e., the term vectors of the
r = 100most relevant documents were fetched for each query and summed
up relative to their retrieval score using the L1-normalizing version for the
parameter z (cf. Equation 6.3). To generate the ad-hoc pseudo descriptions
padhoc, u = 1 document snippet is requested from Elastic Search with a tar-
get size of l = 250 characters for the top r = 10 reference documents. To
generate the relevance-dependent pseudo descriptions p∗, u = 10 candidate
document snippets are initially requested from Elastic Search, also with a
target size of l = 250 characters for the top r = 10 reference documents.
If the relevance-dependent candidate selection algorithm suggests to add
more snippets than returned for a document, all available snippets are just
added to p∗ without any compensation.

Step 3. In the third step, the generated pseudo descriptions and docu-
ment expansions are separately added as additional field to the respective
meta-data collection to yield “enriched” meta-data collections. For each of
the two meta-data collections, three approaches have been applied to six
different reference collections, giving a total of 36 enriched meta-data col-
lections. Note that to keep the evaluation table concise, we do not report on
the results across meta-data collections in this paper, e.g., not on results ob-
tained for TREC AP meta-data with TREC DISKS 4&5 as the reference col-
lection. Each enriched meta-data collections is again indexed with Elastic
Search. To be able to process the document expansion vectors d′local prop-
erly, we implemented a custom plugin for Elastic Search. For the pseudo
descriptions, no custom code is required, which highlights the operational
advantage of our approach, again. To evaluate the retrieval performance of
the enrichedmeta-data collections, the (short and long) TRECqueries avail-
able for each meta-data collection are issued as multi-match query against
the respective enrichedmeta-data search engines, and the resulting ranking
is evaluated with the trec_eval script. Multi-match queries allow to com-
bine retrieval scores obtained from multiple fields. In our case, retrieval
scores for the title field as well as the added “enriched” field are combined
using different field weights w1 and w2 (cf. Equations 6.1 and 6.2 in Sec-
tion 7.1). To find optimal weights for every enriched meta-data collection,
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Figure 6.4: Short query performance of the evaluated approaches for different
values of λ ∈ [0, 1]. Each plot shows a different combination of meta-data and
reference collection.

we setw1 = 1−λ andw2 = λ (Jelinek-Mercer smoothing (Zhai and Lafferty,
2001)), and performed a grid search over λ.

6.4.3 Overall Results

The performance results of all approaches under optimal λ values are sum-
marized in Table 6.1. On the top, results for the TREC AP collection are
shown, the results for TREC DISKS 4&5 are shown below. As primary re-
trieval performance measure, nDCG@20 is reported, which has been found
to correlate better than other measures with user preferences (Sanderson
et al., 2010). In addition, performance in terms of MAP is reported. In the
first rowwith results, the retrieval performance of a search engine indexing
the full TREC collections are given as reference. In both cases, this (practi-
cally not available) search engine achieves the best performance, indicating
that there is still room for improvement. Conversely, the second result row
shows how a search engine indexing only the title information performs.
In both cases, the title only search engine performs worst, indicating that
every of the evaluated approaches is worth applying.

Comparing the performance of the three evaluated approaches among
each other, it becomes apparent that the ad-hoc pseudo descriptions padhoc
commonly perform slightly worse than the other two approaches. More
importantly, the main finding of the experiment is that the performance of
the relevance-dependent pseudo descriptions p∗ is indeed en par with the
performance of the local neighborhood document expansions d′local. Ex-
cept for the CommonCrawl reference collection and one further result, the
nDCG@20 performance is even slightly better. Note that the significance
assessments in Table 6.1 have to be treated with caution due to the multiple
comparisons we do.
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6.4.4 nDCG vs. MAP

Studying the MAP performance scores in Table 6.1, one can observe that in
11 of the 16 cases, our approach p∗ performs slightly worse than the docu-
ment expansion approach d′local for this performance measure. Compared
to nDCG@20, MAP puts more emphasis on retrieval recall then on retrieval
precision, giving rise to the hypothesis that our approach misses to encode
some of the weak paradigmatic term relations needed to detect relevant
documents with high recall. A possible reason for this is that fewer linguis-
tic units are encoded in the vector representation of p∗. However, in most
practical settings, a high retrieval precision as emphasized by nDCG@20 in-
creases the user experience more than a high retrieval recall, and hence we
argue in line with Fuhr (2018) that it is worth trading a small loss in terms
of MAP against a small gain in nDCG@20.

6.4.5 Influence of Reference Collections

Taking a closer look at the nDCG@20 performance changes under different
reference collections, two observations are striking. First, our approach p∗
performs better under the internal collections “without titles” than on the
internal collections “without self”, whereas the opposite is true for the doc-
ument expansion approach d′local. We hypothesize that this phenomenon
arises due to the different normalization parameters used in the two ap-
proaches. The maximum normalization used in our approach ensures that
many snippets of the original document contained in the “without title” col-
lections are included in p∗. Ford′local, the influence of the original document
is, because of the L1 normalization, comparably low, preventing its full ex-
ploitation. The second interesting observation is that our approach is able
to exploitWikipedia better than d′local does, whereas the opposite is true for
the CommonCrawl. Our hypothesis here is that, in the case of Wikipedia,
only small subsections of the retrieved documents really talk about the topic
of the meta-data document, while the article itself is about a more general
topic. Since, in contrast to the document expansions, pseudo descriptions
consider linguistic units on sub-document level, it is possible that just these
relevant subsections are taken. In the case of the CommonCrawl, we hy-
pothesize that many relevant articles appear in this collection. Since d′local
takes more documents into account, it is likely that here, paradigmatic term
relations can be inferred more robustly by this approach. To further investi-
gate this phenomenon, a systematic exploration of the approaches’ param-
eters is required, which is, however, beyond the scope of this evaluation.
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6.4.6 Lambda Plots

As noted in the experimental setup, the optimal value for the smoothing
parameter λ is determined via grid search. In Figure 6.4, the performance
development over λ is illustrated for the three evaluated approaches. Each
plot refers to a specific combination of meta-data and reference collection.
From the plots, it can be observed that the optimal λ is typically between 0.7

and 1.0 for the two best approaches. Further, across the value range, p∗ is
consistently better performing than the other approaches. Only with Com-
monCrawl as the reference collection, d′local achieves better performances
near the end of the value range. Towards the validity of our approach, this
observation substantiates our belief that relevance-dependent pseudo de-
scriptions are a robust alternative for local neighborhood document expan-
sions.

6.4.7 Benefit of Term Proximities

One of the benefits of pseudo descriptions is that term proximity features
can be used by the meta-data search engine for the relevance computation.
As a final evaluation, in Table 6.2, the differences in retrieval performance
when toggling the term proximity feature of Elastic Search on and off are
presented for the full content search engine and the search engines indexing
the pseudo descriptions p∗. In all but one case, using the proximity feature
leads to slight retrieval performance increases. For the TREC DISKS 4&5
collection, the improvements are significant at the p < 0.05 level according
to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Again, we see this result as a substantia-
tion of the validity of the pseudo description paradigm.

6.5 Summary

Themain contribution in this chapter is the introduction of pseudo descrip-
tions as a new paradigm for improving search in meta-data. Towards con-
ceptual and operational models for the generation of pseudo descriptions,
we first reviewed existing document expansion approaches in terms of the
Generalized Vector Space Model. Based on the gained insights, a general
two-step procedure for the generation ofmeta-data description is presented,
and we propose an algorithm that generates pseudo descriptions on the ba-
sis of search result pages while approximating local neighborhood docu-
ment expansion. Related research questions include how non-lexical meta-
data fields could be exploited, whether linguistic units other than search re-
sult snippets can be used as basis for pseudo descriptions, how other docu-
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ment expansion approaches such as topic or translational models can be ap-
proximated, and whether local neighborhood document expansion can be
approximated with less strong assumptions. The validity of our relevance-
dependent pseudo description approach is evaluated in Section 6.4, where
we find that our approach yield the performance characteristics of local
neighborhood document expansion. An open research question in this re-
gard is how beneficial the presentation of pseudo descriptions in search re-
sults is in practice. Though we observed a multitude of promising result
snippets produced from pseudo descriptions in our experiments (like the
one in Figure 6.3), a scientific answer to this question requires a sophisti-
cated user study.
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7
Dynamic Taxonomy Composition via

Keyqueries
This chapter presents an unsupervised framework for dynamic taxonomy
composition, which can be used to model the topics of a corpus in a data-
driven way, e.g. during the research question modeling activity of a DH
project. The taxonomy classes of the presented approach correspond to key-
queries that are determined on the basis of a reference search engine.

The keyquery framework addresses important problems of static classifi-
cation systems: overlarge classes and overly complex taxonomy structures.
If, for instance, a leaf class grows to an indigestible size, keyqueries for the
contained documents provide a suitable split mechanism. Since queries are
well-known to digital humanities researchers from their daily web search
experience, they increase the structural complexity in a transparent way.
An empirical evaluation with an ACM and the CORE collection of scien-
tific papers demonstrates the efficiency and effectiveness of our taxonomy
composition framework.

7.1 Introduction

A classification system or taxonomy consists of a set of classes and a set of
instances, where each instance is assigned to or tagged with some of the
classes. In a hierarchical classification system, classes are usually arranged
as a class tree, where the root is divided into subclasses until leaf classes are
reached.1 In this thesis, the term “taxonomy” is used to refer to all kinds

1The Colon Classification is a noteworthy exception.
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of hierarchical classification systems that employ such a class tree. In the
following, we present a framework for the unsupervised composition and
maintenance of taxonomies for corpora in digital libraries.

7.1.1 Keyqueries as Taxonomy Classes

There are two principal approaches to compose a taxonomy for a given set
of documents: (1) applying a hierarchical clustering algorithm to the docu-
ments and labeling the resulting clusters, and (2) compiling a set of candi-
date classeswith labels anddocument assignments, and composing a taxon-
omy for the given documents from this candidate pool. With respect to the
first option, the cluster labeling problem prevents, as pointed out in Chap-
ter 5, an effective application to our use cases. We thus turn to the second
option—dynamic taxonomy composition with a given set of classes. To ob-
tain a set of classes with labels and document assignments, we identify the
library’s query-based search engine as a powerful and flexible choice. We
exploit the “wisdom” of the search engine by taking as classes the set of
queries that can be formulated on the basis of the search engine’s vocabu-
lary, and as class members their respective search results. In other words,
we apply the keyquery concept to dynamic taxonomy composition.

The use of the library’s search engine as the source for classes has two
big advantages compared to the use of other knowledge bases, but also one
caveat that has to be handled in a reasonable way.

The first advantage is that both systems, the search engine and the tax-
onomy composition framework, are always in sync. Whenever the search
engine indexes a new corpus document, the taxonomy composition will in-
stantly feature the new document without the need for an additional inte-
gration process. If a document introduces a new topic, the set of classes is
dynamically extended with the new topic. In this respect, we can think of
the search engine as an implicit tagging mechanism which tags each docu-
ment with its keyqueries. This automated tagging mechanism introduces a
great deal of flexibility to the library management. Since the documents are
automatically integrated and annotated with classes, human intervention
can concentrate on documents for which no reasonable taxonomy class can
be determined. In those cases, library experts can formulate appropriate
classes, assign them to the documents, and force a re-indexing to commit
the changes to the search engine (and hence to the taxonomy composition
framework).

The second advantage of our approach is that search engine theory pro-
vides a well-defined concept for the integration of multiple knowledge re-
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sources into a common representation, as well as for the combination of
queries to a joint class: retrieval models. As introduced in Chapter 2, a re-
trievalmodel is the formalization of a linguistic theory that describes how to
quantify the relevance of a document for a query, or, in this case, for a class.
In sophisticated search engines, hundreds of features influence the rele-
vance computation, and machine learning is used to find the optimum fea-
ture weights (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011). There is an enormous
amount of research that has been dedicated to the development of retrieval
models for search engines, and this knowledge is now at our disposal. For
instance, a retrieval model could be employed which indexes the existing
meta-data about the documents with learned feature weights (Robertson
et al., 2004). The retrieval model could itself classify the documents into a
hierarchical classification system (Koller and Sahami, 1997), or tag the doc-
uments according to a vocabulary of subject headings (Tuarob et al., 2013).
Even further, sophisticated retrievalmodels employ linguistic resources and
thesauri like WordNet2 or lexical taxonomies like Probase3 to infer further
classes through synonym and hypernym relationships (Liu et al., 2012).

Though the presented advantages are appealing, there is one issue with
the use of search engines in taxonomy generation. For a reasonable use of
queries and their search results as classes, inconsistencies with the common
perception of classes in a library classification system have to be avoided. To
this end, in Section 7.3, we introduce five constraints for the dynamic com-
position of taxonomies on the basis of queries. Two class label constraints
ensure that the queries used have the look and feel of conventional class
labels, one class assignment constraint ensures that only those documents
are assigned to a class for which relevance is substantial, and two class com-
position constraints, which control the taxonomy’s structure and introduce
the notion of class generality.

7.1.2 Taxonomy Composition

Let Du denote a set of documents and Q denote a set of candidate queries
that adhere to the five constraints. The problem of taxonomy composition
for Du using classes from Q can then be stated as an optimization problem
that has to be solved iteratively until leaf-classes are reached:

2http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
3http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/probase/

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/probase/
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maximize
|Q|∑
i=1

xi |Di ∩Du|

subject to
|Q|∑
i=1

xi ≤ k,

where xi ∈ {0, 1}.

The objective is to find in each iteration the k-subset ofQ that maximizes the
recall with respect to Du, subject to the constraint that the maximum fan-
out k is never exceeded. The sets Di in the formula refer to the documents
which are assigned to the class Qi, and the xi are indicator variables where
a value of one denotes that class Qi is included in a particular k-subset. In
Section 7.3.2, we present a time efficient greedy set-cover algorithm for this
optimization problem.

In Section 7.4, we report on a series of experiments that demonstrate the
feasibility of our approach for a digital library of 30,000 scientific papers. In
the first experiment, we study the runtime characteristics of our approach
by simulating a library which grows over the years. Our results show, that
our approach can serve as an online library tool that dynamically composes
a taxonomy for initial library subsets up to sizes of several thousand doc-
uments. In the second experiment, a taxonomy is computed for the whole
library, and its profile is compared to a hand-crafted reference taxonomy
for the library. In a third experiment, the effectiveness of dynamic taxon-
omy composition for document recommendation is studied. Compared to
the reference taxonomy, our approach yieldsmuch higher recommendation
precision while keeping recall at an acceptable rate. Finally, we present the
dynamic taxonomy that we computed for the CORE dataset.

Our scientific contributions are fourfold. (1) We suggest dynamic taxon-
omy composition for various real-life use cases of classification systems in
digital humanities contexts. (2) We suggest the retrieval model of query-
based search engines as a powerful and flexible implicit taggingmechanism
that can be used to infer a rich set of diverse classes for the library docu-
ments (cf. Section 7.3). (3) We present a greedy set-cover algorithm for the
iterative composition of query-based taxonomies for arbitrary library sub-
sets (cf. Section 7.3.2). (4) We demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness
of our approach in a case studywith 30,000 scientific papers (cf. Section 7.4).

Related scientific literature is discussed in the following section.
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7.2 Related Work

In this section, we review research related to our dynamic taxonomy com-
position framework from the broader spectrum of information systems that
provide a combination of querying and browsing facilities to their users.
We describe the various approaches, point out the major differences to our
approach, and give references to the state of the art. For a general intro-
duction to classification theory and historical background information, we
refer the interested reader to Arlene Taylor’s “The Organization of Informa-
tion” (Taylor and Joudrey, 2009). An excellent discourse about the Web 2.0
and its implications for digital libraries is given by David Weinberger in his
book “Everything is Miscellaneous” (Weinberger, 2007).

The spectrum of information systems we consider is spanned by search
engines on the one end, and hierarchical classification systems on the other.
Between these boundaries, there are extensions of the systems at either ex-
treme that addbrowsing or querying facilities to their basis. In the following
paragraphs, we traverse the spectrum of information systems from systems
conceptually closer to query-based search engines to those that are closer to
classification systems.
Diversified Query Suggestions. In most modern search engines for the
Web, the user is provided a list of up to ten query suggestions (or auto-
completions) while typing a query into the search box. The query sugges-
tions are usually mined from the search engine’s query log (Wikipedia top-
ics constitute an alternative source (Hu et al., 2013)), and contain the most
popular queries that are syntactically similar to the entered query artifact.
To increase the probability of a relevant suggestion, diversification of query
suggestions has been proposed (Hu et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2010; Song et al.,
2011). The aim of diversification is to compose a list of syntactically simi-
lar queries that are semantically diverse. Diversified query suggestions can
hence be interpreted as a dynamically composed, flat classification system
for the given query artifact. In contrast to our approach, candidate classes
are not derived from the query artifact’s search results, but rather from its
character sequence. Because of this difference, the two systems support dif-
ferent use cases and complement each other: Query suggestions help users
find an initial query, while our approach could provide a hierarchical struc-
turing of the results once retrieved.
Diversified Query Recommendation. Query recommendation refers to the task
of providing, next to the search results, a list of queries that are semantically
equivalent to the user’s submitted query. Semantic equivalence is typically
measured by click through logs. From the set of candidate recommenda-
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tions, the most popular (= most frequent in the query log) are chosen for
presentation (Baeza-Yates et al., 2004). The rationale behind query recom-
mendation is to educate the user about the “better” or more common ways
of expressing an information need. As for query suggestions, diversifica-
tion has been proposed also for query recommendations. Li et al. cluster
queries into so-called query concepts (i.e., query groups of high semantic
equivalence), and draw a single query from each concept as candidate rec-
ommendation to compile a diversified, non-redundant query recommen-
dation list (Li et al., 2012). This kind of diversification is most useful for
ambiguous queries, where diverse recommendations allow users to pick a
query that specifies their information need more precisely. The problem
of dynamic taxonomy composition is related, in that it can also be used to
add a list of queries next to the search results. However, dynamic taxon-
omy composition strives for queries dividing the search results into more
specific subclasses, and hence is best applied to non-ambiguous queries for
the sake of exploration, recommendation, and serendipities.
Query-Based Taxonomy Composition. The task of composing a taxonomy for
a given set of documents falls into two principal steps: the acquisition of
classes and their arrangement to a taxonomy. For the first step, the major-
ity of existing taxonomy composition approaches employ keyphrases ex-
tracted from the documents as the class set (Liu et al., 2012; Navigli et al.,
2011; Poon andDomingos, 2010). Liu et al. submit individual keyphrases as
queries to a search engine, but solely for the purpose of building a bag-of-
words representation of the keyphrase classes (Liu et al., 2012). The use of
queries as classes—aswe propose it—can be regarded as an extension to the
keyphrase strategy. Our framework comes with two advantages: First, the
combination of keyphrases to joint classes has awell-defined interpretation:
the underlying conjunctive query. Second, employing a topic model like
ESA (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007), it is possible to find keyphrases
that do not explicitly appear in a document’s text.

Queries have been considered as classes by Chuang and Chien (2002)
and Bonchi et al. (2008). In their work on query clustering, Chuang et
al. use the query log of a search engine for class acquisition, and apply a
multi-branch hierarchical clustering algorithm to compose a taxonomy for
the queries. We see the clustering approach as a bottom-up alternative for
the greedy set-cover algorithm we employ for taxonomy composition. A
bottom-up strategy is efficient, when the task is to include the whole class
set into the taxonomy. However, in our scenario, where only a subset of the
classes is chosen for the taxonomy, a top-down approach like ours is much
more efficient. A greedy set-cover algorithm similar to ours is employed by
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Bonchi et al. in their work on query decomposition, but with different con-
straints. While we strive for an iterative decomposition into gradually more
specific queries on every level, the goal of Bonchi et al.’s query decompo-
sition is a flat classification system of queries that have small overlap and
maximum precision, irrespective of their generality. A further difference is
that topical query decomposition starts from an initial query, while our ap-
proach starts from a given library subset for which a single query might not
exist.

As an alternative for the second principal step—taxonomy
composition—Navigli et al. (2011) mine hypernym relationships from
the documents’ texts to build up a graph of class relationships, and prune
the graph to a tree in a post-processing step. Thanks to the flexibility of the
retrieval models behind query-based search engines, our framework can
integrate an approach like that: the retrieval model can simply assign to
the library documents all known hypernym relationships. A query with a
hypernym then retrieves the appropriate documents and can also be used
by our greedy set-cover algorithm.
Document Clustering. Document clustering is the unsupervised complement
to classification. It aims at grouping similar documents into one cluster.
The objective of document clustering hence aligns well with the objective
of dynamic taxonomy composition. The most well known approach to doc-
ument clustering is Scatter/Gather (Cutting et al., 1992), which, like our
approach, creates a cluster (class) hierarchy in an iterative process. In the
Scatter phase of the two-step approach, documents are clustered by some
cluster algorithm, and the resulting clustering is presented to the user. The
user then selects the clusters of interest in the Gather phase, and the doc-
uments that belong to the selected clusters are used as input for the next
iteration. This unsupervised discovery of classes has the potential to reveal
semantic concepts that have no representation in the query space. But there
are a couple of drawbacks often preventing document clustering from being
effective. The most severe issue of clustering is that the problem of finding
a meaningful label, from which the major cluster characteristics can be in-
ferred, is not sufficiently solved (Stein et al., 2011).

Recent document clustering approaches, as pointed out in Chapter 5,
thus turn to monothetic clustering, producing cluster labels from the terms
that appear in each document of a cluster. However, we argue that this ap-
proach trades the discovery of sophisticated concepts against an ineffectual
use of queries as labels. Furthermore, clustering acts only locally on the
given document set and is not directly connected to the underlying search
engine. Hence, no additional library documents can be efficiently retrieved
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for a cluster, preventing complementation and serendipities. Finally, clus-
tering constitutes a shift in the interaction paradigm that is hard to commu-
nicate to the user: Clicking on a cluster label reveals documents different
from a search for the cluster label. Our proposed dynamic taxonomy com-
position sidesteps these issues by considering only classes with a represen-
tation in the query space. We also suggest the implementation of a feedback
loop into our approach that drives the (manual) annotation of documents
for which no proper taxonomy class can be found.

7.3 Approach

In this section, we formalize our approach and explain how to compute a
keyquery-based taxonomy for a set of library documents. Our proposed
strategy is outlined in Figure 7.1. The upper part shows the class acquisition
process: tagging the library documents with their keyqueries. This process
runs offline and generates the queries used as candidate classes in taxonomy
composition. The lower part of the figure illustrates the online taxonomy
composition process. Each level of the taxonomy is computed by solving
the optimization problem introduced in Section 7.1.2. The computation of
subsequent taxonomy levels is triggered by the user, who selects a query
from the current taxonomy level. We present the two parallel processes in
detail in the following, including five constraints that control the various
subroutines.

7.3.1 Class Acquisition

To compose a taxonomy for a set of library documents, a set of classes to
draw from has to be acquired. Our approach derives this class set from
the query-based search engine, a component commonly available in mod-
ern digital libraries (Henry, 2012). To facilitate the retrieval of documents
through queries, the search engine extracts the vocabulary V from the li-
brary documents’ meta-data and full text, and then indexes the library doc-
umentsDwith respect to V (left column in Figure 7.1). In the resulting data
structure, the inverted index µ, each term in V constitutes a key pointing to
a postlist that contains all documentswith a non-zero retrieval score for that
term. If a query q ⊂ V is submitted to the search engine, the search engine
takes each term from q, collects the documents in the respective postlists,
and ranks them according to their aggregated retrieval scores (both sum
and product are common for the aggregation).

For the computation of retrieval scores, a large variety of retrieval models
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Figure 7.1: Strategy overview: How to for composing dynamic taxonomies for
arbitrary library subsets. The upper part of the figure shows the offline com-
ponent that continuously determines all keyqueries for the library documents
and stores them in the reverted index. The lower part of the figure shows the
online component that iteratively composes taxonomy levels Qc for a user pro-
vided library subset Du. The composition of sublevels is triggered by the user
who selects a query qu from the current taxonomy level Qc

are available (Manning et al., 2008). As discussed in Chapter 2, these range
from simple bag-of-wordsmodels like Tf-Idf or BM25 tomore sophisticated
topic models like LDA (latent topics) or ESA (explicit topics). Note that
the choice of the retrieval model is crucial to our approach, and has a large
impact on the quality of the composed taxonomies.

To acquire a set of classes for taxonomy composition from the search en-
gine, we propose to generate a suitable subset Q of all queries that can be
formulated from V , submit these queries to the search engine, and tag the
returned documentswith the respective query as class (right column of Fig-
ure 7.1). An efficient access to the classes (or queries) for a document is
provided by a reverted index µ−1. In the reverted index, each library docu-
ment serves as the key for a postlist that contains all queries for which the
document is relevant (Pickens et al., 2010).

The queries that can be formulated on the basis of V theoretically com-
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prise all 2|V | subsets of V . To prune the query set, we consider only those
queries as classes that meet the common perception of class labels in con-
ventional classification systems. Specifically, we introduce the following
two class label constraints, which are adopted from the search space reduc-
tion strategies presented in Section 3.3:

1. Part-of-speech constraint. The parts of speech used for class labels in
most classification systems are noun phrases (e.g., “information sys-
tem” or “topic model”). We hence add toQ only queries that are com-
binations of noun-phrases.

2. Query combination constraint. A class label is usually made up of one
noun phrase or two noun phrases joined by a conjunction (e.g., “digi-
tal libraries and archives”). In extreme cases, three phrases are joined.
We hence discard from Q all queries that consist of more than three
noun phrases.

Given the class label constraints, an upper bound on the number of queries
can be stated as |Q| < ∑3

k=1

(|V |
k

). Note that the actual number of queries
will be lower, since the fraction of k-phrase queries that return a relevant
document decreases for larger k. Taking up the view of the query space
as the hypercube of phrase combinations, which is illustrated again in Fig-
ure 7.2, each level l of the hypercube contains all l-combinations of phrases
from V . To populate the reverted index efficiently, recall that we explore
the query space in a level-wise manner using the Apriori algorithm, start-
ing with all single-phrase queries. For each subsequent level l, we consider
only those l-phrase queries that can be generated by adding a phrase from V

to an (l − 1)-phrase query that returns more than one result. This way, the
query space is pruned whenever a query reaches the maximum degree of
specificity.

In addition to the class label constraints, we introduce a class assignment
constraint controlling the fraction of a query’s search results that are tagged
with the query in the reverted index. The class assignment constraint en-
sures that the queries in a document’s postlist are all keyqueries for the doc-
ument (i.e., that the document is returned in the top results):

3. Relevance constraint. Users expect that documents assigned to a class in
a taxonomy contain content about the subject represented by the class
label, and do not just mention the class label in the text. However,
determining at which position in a query result list the mere occur-
rence of the query phrases turns into “aboutness” is not trivial. Most
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Figure 7.2: The search space for a five-phrase vocabulary P = {p1, . . . , p5}. The
two boundaries shown divide the search space into three subspaces of queries
returning too few, the desired number, or too many documents (from top to bot-
tom). The additional dashed line illustrates the query combination constraint
prohibiting the use of more than three phrases in a query.

retrieval models assign retrieval scores greater than zero already if a
document contains any of the query phrases. To facilitate a binary de-
cision upon the membership of a document to a class, we suggest the
introduction of a retrieval score threshold: The retrieval score must
exceed the score of a fictitious document with average length and av-
erage click rate that contains all query terms once.

The use of a retrieval score threshold may appear a bit old-fashioned com-
pared to the use of click through information from the search engine’s query
log. Butwe argue that our constraintwould account for users’ click behavior
if the employed search engine takes click behavior into account for retrieval
score computation. Furthermore, a score threshold circumvents the cold-
start problem inherent to any pure query log-based method (a query log is
empty at first).

Once the postlists of the reverted index are filled with the library doc-
uments’ keyqueries, the online process can compose dynamic taxonomies
for user-provided library subsets. Before we turn to the online process,
however, we emphasize that the reverted index is not a static data struc-
ture. Whenever the search engine indexes a new document, the reverted
index allocates a newpostlist for the document and computes the respective
keyqueries. If the new document adds new noun phrases to V , the query
space Q is extended accordingly, and the search results for the new queries
are incorporated into the reverted index. Through this tight interplay with
the search engine, our taxonomy composition approach always reflects the
current state of the library.
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7.3.2 Taxonomy Composition

Whenever a user turns to the systemwith a set of library documentsDu, the
taxonomy composition process respondswith a set of queriesQc that repre-
sents the first level of the taxonomy for Du. If the user selects a query from
Qc for further subdivision, the same process is repeated for that query’s re-
sult set as the new Du. This gives rise to an iterative process, where the
taxonomy composition adapts interactively to the user’s information need.

In each iteration, we strive for a subdivision into gradually more specific
complementation classeswhich cover all the documentsDu and contain fur-
ther topically similar library documents. To reach these goals, we introduce
the following class composition constraints:

4. Fan-Out Constraint. In conventional classification systems, the maxi-
mum number k of subclasses into which a class can fall is about ten.
For example, every internal class in the Dewey Decimal Classification
System is divided into exactly ten subclasses. For our intended pre-
sentation of the composed taxonomy in a grid on a computer screen,
we argue that twelve subclasses constitutes amore appropriate choice,
and in addition allots more space for serendipity classes. Twelve sub-
classes can be placed evenly in a grid of one, two, three, four, six, and
twelve columns, and hence allows a space efficient presentation on
many devices from mobile to large desktop screens. Note that for the
same reason, popular responsive design frameworks like Bootstrap
use a twelve-column grid.4

5. Level of Generality Constraint. One of the design goals for hierarchical
classification systems is to compose a balanced taxonomy where each
level constitutes a gradual specification of the parent classes (Taylor
and Joudrey, 2009). Given a maximum fan-out of k, a balanced sub-
division distributes the documents D of a parent class into disjunct
subclasses of size t = |D|/k. Since the division into subclasses must
be backed up by a semantic justification, the target subclass size t is
only a rough reference point even in conventional classification sys-
tems. We thus add amarginm to t, and consider as candidates for the
subclasses of a parent class all queries inQwith a search result size in
the interval [t −m, t +m]. As a default, we suggest a margin of 50%
of the target size.

The above level of generality constraint reduces the set of candidate queries
that can be taken as subclasses in each iteration of the composition process.

4http://getbootstrap.com

http://getbootstrap.com
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In Figure 7.2, the boundaries drawn into the query space indicate the sep-
aration of valid candidate queries from overly specific and overly generic
ones.

To obtain the optimal set of subclasses in each iteration, we employGreedy
Document Cover given in Pseudocode 5. Using the reverted index, the algo-
rithm first compiles the set of candidate queries Qu. Each query from Qu

returns at least one of the documents fromDu, and satisfies the level of gen-
erality constraint.

Pseudocode 5 Greedy Document Cover
Input: reverted index µ−1, document setDu,

number of subclasses k,
target class size t, marginm

Output: taxonomy sublevel Qc

/ / Collect candidate queries forDu :
1: Qu ←

⋃
d∈Du

{ q | q ∈ µ−1(d), |Dq| ∈ [t±m] }

/ / Build a document coverDc forDu:
2: Qc ← ∅
3: Dc ← ∅
4: while |Qc| < k ∧ Qu 6= ∅ do
5: q∗ ← argmax

q∈Qu

{|Dq ∩ (Du \Dc)|}

6: Qu ← Qu \ q∗

7: Qc ← Qc ∪ q∗

8: Dc ← Dc ∪Dq

9: return Qc

The algorithm then finds an approximate solution for the optimization
problem stated in Section 7.1.2 using a greedy set cover strategy (Vazirani,
2001). It initializes the sets Dc (the document cover) and Qc (the queries
representing the subclasses forDu) to the empty set. For up to k iterations, it
then selects the query q∗ fromQu that covers themaximumnumber of docu-
ments not yet covered by previous queries, and adds it to the subclassesQc.
This process is repeated until the maximum fan-out is reached, or no more
candidate queries are available.

The queries in Qc, when submitted to the search engine, return a family
of subsets of Du. These can be displayed to the user as the classification
of the search results. Note that, depending on Du (and the corresponding
queries in the reverted index), it may not be possible to construct a cover of
the entire set Du. In this case, the remaining documents in Du \Dc may be
added to a “miscellaneous” class. As previously noted, the algorithm is in-
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tended to be applied iteratively to subsets ofDu, including the query result
sets for the classes in Qc. Since any label in the taxonomy is a valid query,
retrieving the result set of a class for further partitioning is a simple mat-
ter of submitting the class label as a query to the search engine (illustrated
through the arrow at the bottom of Figure 7.1).

7.3.3 Discussion

The constraints on candidate queries ensure that the set cover algorithm
produces a reasonably well-balanced cover; at any level of the taxonomy, a
given class can at worst be twice as large as any other. The reverted index
must contain a sufficient number of queries satisfying the level of generality
constraint for the documents in Du. Otherwise, the dynamic classification
cannot cover all of Du, and will contain a large “miscellaneous” class.

Conversely, if the reverted index contains several disjoint queries near
the upper bound of the required level of generality, the dynamic taxonomy
may cover all ofDu in as few as 2

3k iterations. In this case, additional queries
can be added to Qc to form serendipity classes. As a first basic approach,
we pick serendipity classes randomly from the remaining candidate queries
in Qu.

For the online part of our system, it is prudent to consider the run-
time complexity since the response time of the digital library retrieval sys-
tem needs to be kept within reasonable limits for the sake of user experi-
ence. Compiling the set Qu of candidate queries requires O(|Du|) accesses
to the reverted index, and at most O(|Qu|) operations to select from the
results those queries that fit the required specificity bounds. In order to
solve the actual document covering, the algorithm requiresO(|Qu|) queries
to the search engine (independently of the number of iterations), as well
as O(|Qu|) set-intersection operations per iteration.

Considering that this procedure is repeated iteratively for all subclasses
in the dynamic taxonomy, the amount of computationmay seemprohibitive
for guaranteeing responsiveness at query time. However, only the initial
document covering of Du needs to be computed at query time. While the
user studies the first taxonomy level, the computation of subsequent taxon-
omy levels can be initiated and the respective subclasses be cached. This in-
troduces a tradeoff between storage and processing requirements at prepro-
cessing versus at query time, andmiddle-ground solutions are conceivable.
For instance, analysis of the query logs for the digital library’s search engine
canmotivate long-term caching for frequently used taxonomy classes, while
rarely issued classes are computed online.
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In this respect, taxonomy composition can be framed as an instance of a
slow search problem, a class of search scenarios where traditional speed re-
quirements are relaxed in favor of a high quality search experience (Teevan
et al., 2013). Due to the top-down nature of the document cover algorithm,
the taxonomy composition follows the user’s exploration of the information
need, generating class subdivisions on demand.

7.4 Evaluation

Due to the combinatorial complexity of the search space, dynamic taxon-
omy composition is clearly a big data problem. Even for relatively small
collections, the size of the query space quickly grows to a magnitude that
requires the use of distributed processing techniques in order to be at all fea-
sible. For the experiments reported in this section, we employ the MapRe-
duce programmingmodel (Dean andGhemawat, 2008), as implemented by
the Apache Hadoop software library.5 Our experiments run on a 40-node
cluster of off-the-shelf desktop machines, each equipped with four 2.4GHz
CPU cores and 8–16 GB of RAM.

In order to evaluate the utility and feasibility of our proposed dynamic
classification system, we first apply our approach to a dataset of 30,000 sci-
entific papers—manually collected from the ACM digital library over the
course of several years—which we refer to as Webis-CSP-Corpus. The cor-
pus contains various metadata, including conference, year of publication,
and the classification according to the ACM CCS taxonomy. With our ex-
periments, we explore the following research questions:

1. What additional processing requirements are imposed by the dy-
namic classification system, both online and offline?

2. How useful are dynamic taxonomies in fulfilling a profiling-oriented
information need?

3. Howwell do dynamic taxonomies support serendipity search or doc-
ument recommendation? How do they compare to human-made tax-
onomies in this regard?

As a preprocessing step, we extract a set of keyphrases from each document
in the collection, using the approach proposed by Barker and Cornacchia
(2000), in which prominent head noun phrases function as keyphrases for
a document. We use the log-linear part-of-speech tagger implementation by

5https://hadoop.apache.org/

https://hadoop.apache.org/
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Toutanova et al. (2003) to identify candidate noun phrases. For the purpose
of our experiments, the extracted keyphrases form the vocabulary V which
gives rise to the queries in the search space. While we do not aim to replace
traditional static classification systems entirely, they serve as baseline for the
experiments described below.

7.4.1 Processing requirements

To map out the processing requirements for dynamic taxonomy composi-
tion, we generate the query space on corpus subsets of various sizes, and
then compute a document cover for the set of all documents in the collection.
For each year from 1990 through 2010, we take from theWebis-CSP-Corpus
those documents published that year or earlier. Table 7.1 shows the number
of documents, the number of keyphrases in the vocabulary and the result-
ing query space sizes for a sample of years, as well as the corresponding
offline and online processing times. Note that the figures reported for the
size of the query space Q refer to the pruned search space shown in Fig-
ure 7.2—the set of all possible queries constructed from the vocabulary is
larger by several orders of magnitude.

As discussed in Section 7.3, offline processing involves acquiring a set of
candidate queries fromwhich to compose taxonomy classes. We implement
class acquisition as a processing pipeline of MapReduce jobs which evalu-
ate the Okapi BM25 retrieval function. By computing document relevance
scores for the entire collection in parallel, this approach facilitates the large
number of query evaluations needed to compile Q. If our system were im-
plemented in a digital library setting, this type of batch processing could
easily be integrated with the library’s other data preprocessing efforts. As
the penultimate column of Table 7.1 shows, even using our modestly-sized
Hadoop cluster, the investment in processing time ismanageable, andmuch
smaller than the time required for a taxonomy built by human experts.

Digital library users would expect their search results to be classified and
displayed in a timely fashion. This constrains the time available to compute
the document cover for the initial query result set Du. Since starting up a
MapReduce job involves significant overhead, the document cover for user
queries needs to be handled differently. For this part of the experiment, we
use an implementation of the document cover algorithm running on a single
machine. The two indexes required for the computation are accessed via an
efficient inverted index implementation developed in-house. The numbers
in the last column of Table 7.1 report the time needed to compute the doc-
ument cover for the entire collection on a single 2.4GHz CPU core. The 27
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Table 7.1: Query space sizes and processing times for corpus subsets of different
magnitudes.

Year Dataset sizes Run time [h:m:s]
|D| |V | |Q| Q Cover

1990 4,784 3,670 174,605 6:17 4.9 s
1995 8,593 5,982 607,615 14:39 7.1 s
2000 12,901 8,431 1,677,217 35:21 11.3 s
2005 19,288 11,893 4,577,178 1:24:24 17.7 s
2010 28,950 15,807 13,516,167 3:09:00 27.2 s

seconds of processing time on the largest subset of the collection is arguably
too long to guarantee a responsive user experience. However, the experi-
ment represents a worst case, in that the document cover is computed for
the entire collection. Whereas in the main use case for dynamic classifica-
tion we envision—classification of search result sets—the set of documents
to cover is much smaller. This impacts performance greatly, as the last col-
umn of Table 7.1 indicates. Each additional document to cover implies an
access to the reverted index, yielding additional queries, each of which im-
plies an additional access to the inverted index. In the reverted index for
Webis-CSP-Corpus, each individual document is associated with an aver-
age of 10,000 queries, which supports the intuition that smaller subsets of
the collection will be significantly less costly to process.

7.4.2 Profiling

A user with a profiling-oriented information need (e.g., identifying all the
classes of the papers from a specific conference) is best served by a classifi-
cation system that subdivides the document set in a maximally informative
way. We investigate a dynamic classification system generated for the docu-
ments in the Webis-CSP-Corpus, and compare it to the static, human-made
ACM CCS classification system. Owed to its organic growth over time, we
expect the static taxonomy to exhibit a lower information content than the
dynamic classification system.

The ACM CCS taxonomy for the documents in the Webis-CSP-Corpus is
three levels deep. The median number of subdivisions under a given CCS
class is 11, 6 and 3, for the top, middle, and leaf level of the taxonomy. For
the sake of comparability, we generate a dynamic taxonomy of the same
depth, with the fan-out parameters set to the CCS median at each level. As
we are comparing taxonomies for the entire corpus, the document set Du

input to the covering algorithm comprises the entire collection D.
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of class sizes in the human-made taxonomy, and a dy-
namic classification system generated from extracted keyphrases.

Figure 7.3 shows the distribution of taxonomy class sizes for both the
human-made and the dynamic classification system. The left chart shows
taxonomy classes taken from the corpus documents’ metadata. On the
right, the classification system was generated by the document cover algo-
rithm, using queries formulated from keyphrases extracted from the docu-
ments’ text. In each chart, bar height shows the total number of documents
covered per depth of the classification. Both classification systems assign
more than one class label to some documents—hence the number of docu-
ments covered by the classification exceeds the total number of documents
in the collection. The shading of the bars illustrates how class size is dis-
tributed among the branches of the taxonomy.

The figure demonstrates the high level of imbalance in the human-made
taxonomy—especially on the highest level of classification. Here, the largest
branch subsumes more than 16,000 documents, whereas any other class is
at most one third that size. By contrast, the dynamic query-based classifi-
cation system results in a taxonomy where the number of documents per
class is uniform within any given level, and distinct across levels. Owed to
the class size imbalance, the static taxonomy covers a much larger number
of documents on the middle and leaf level. For instance, the static taxon-
omy contains a leaf class of comparable size to the top-level classes in the
dynamic classification system.

To assess the usefulness of each classification system in a profiling-
oriented task, we compute the entropy at each branch in the classification
tree, as well as the number of redundant document-class assignments. Ta-
ble 7.2 shows the results aggregated by hierarchy level. With entropy, we
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Table 7.2: Comparison of entropy and redundancy for dynamic and human-
made classification systems in the Webis-CSP-Corpus by hierarchy level.

Depth Avg. Classes per document
Entropy µ σ Min Median Max

Static
1 2.79 1.59 0.74 1 1 5
2 1.94 1.93 1.01 1 2 8
3 1.84 2.11 1.16 1 2 10
Dynamic

1 3.46 1.93 1.01 1 2 7
2 2.58 2.19 1.47 1 2 13
3 1.58 1.93 1.32 1 1 19

measure the information content in bits of the class assignments, averaged
over each level of classification. Entropy is measured at each branch in the
taxonomy and corresponds to the probability of a randomly sampled doc-
ument belonging to a given subclass below the branch—it is maximal if all
subclasses are the same size. The dynamic taxonomy achieves higher en-
tropy than the human-made classification system on the upper two levels of
the hierarchy, whereas the human-made classification system carries more
information at the leaf level. Both taxonomies are similar with respect to
the number of classes per document. While outliers in the dynamic classi-
fication system tend to have higher redundancy than in the static one, the
average document is assigned to two classes at each level of classification in
both cases.

These results demonstrate that it is possible to generate a dynamic tax-
onomy with desirable structural properties, using only automatically ex-
tracted head noun phrases as class labels. The dynamic taxonomy outper-
forms the human-made reference taxonomy especially with respect to the
information content of the higher-level subdivisions of the document set.
However, the human-made taxonomy is superior in other regards, and we
expect the best performance using a retrieval model that combines infor-
mation from both sources—our described idea of backing up a traditional
classification with a dynamic query-based component.

7.4.3 Document Recommendation

In a final inquiry of the ACM dataset, we investigate the suitability of dy-
namic classification systems for document recommendation. In this sce-
nario, the user has already retrieved a set of documents relevant to her in-
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Figure 7.4: Average precision-recall curve, showing the performance of
the dynamic and human-made classification systems at the document-
recommendation task.

formation need. The retrieval system’s task is to present related relevant
documents, helping the user uncover new aspects of the subject under in-
vestigation. Dynamic classification systems, being tailored to the user’s spe-
cific information need, should perform considerably better at this task than
a static classification system that has to take the entire document collection
into account.

To test this hypothesis, we perform the following experiment: First, we
sample a random query q from the reverted index. This query represents
the overall information need. Second, we randomly partition the result set
of q into two subsets D+ and D− of equal size, where D+ represents the
known aspect of the information need, and D− represents the unknown
aspect (i.e., the set of documents that the retrieval system should recom-
mend). Third, we construct a dynamic classification system for D+ using
queries fromQ\ q. Fourth, we measure the number of documents fromD−

that are retrievable via the leaf classes of the classification system.
We model a user who scans all leaf classes for relevant documents. For

the purpose of this experiment, the hypothetical user pursues an optimal
strategy: in each step, the user examines the class that contains the max-
imum number of previously unseen documents from D−. The user stops
when all retrievable documents from D− have been considered. For each
taxonomy class the user considers, we measure the cumulative recall for
hidden relevant documents, that is, the proportion of documents from D−

that the user has retrieved so far. We alsomeasure the precisionwith respect
toD− at each step. In total, we perform forty runs of the above experiment,
with different initial information needs. To put the performance of the dy-
namic classification system into context, we perform the same experiment
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using the leaf classes of the static CCS taxonomy, using the same optimal
search strategy as above.

Figure 7.4 shows a set of precision-recall curves depicting the perfor-
mance averaged over all forty experiments, comparing the static and dy-
namic classification system. As the hypothetical user examines taxonomy
classes, each curve plots the fraction of all documents inD− that the user has
seen (recall) against the fraction of previously unseen documents fromD−

out of all retrieved documents (precision). The curves end at the point of
maximum recall, where no further documents from D− can be found in
the taxonomy. Due to the much larger leaf classes, the human-made taxon-
omy achieves better maximum recall, at the cost of much lower precision.
In the dynamic taxonomy, nearly all documents are relevant to the user’s
information need, and out of these, close to half are related to the unknown
aspect of the information need. Table 7.3 shows the distribution of maxi-
mum recall for D− and precision at maximum recall, over all forty experi-
ments. In other words, the numbers in the table show the distribution for
the rightmost point in the precision recall curve for the hidden relevant doc-
uments. The table demonstrates a larger trend: while the large leaf classes
in the static taxonomy allow for consistently higher recall, the ratio of rele-
vant documents found is much better for the dynamic classification system.

7.4.4 Application to CORE

In a follow-up evaluation published in Völske et al. (2014), we apply our
approach to the CORE dataset. The CORE dataset provides a convenient
real-world testbed for keyquery-based taxonomy composition. Out of the
850 000 total articles in the data dump,we limit our analysis to articleswhere
English full-text is available. To further improve the quality of the dataset,

Table 7.3: Distribution of maximum recall and precision at maximum recall for
the human-made and the dynamic taxonomy in the document recommendation
task.

µ σ Min Median Max
Static
Max. Recall 0.82 0.04 0.76 0.84 0.89
Max. Precision 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05
Dynamic
Max. Recall 0.40 0.11 0.26 0.34 0.62
Max. Precision 0.61 0.08 0.47 0.63 0.73
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we try to filter out articles with parsing errors by discarding those whose
average word length is more than two standard deviations from the mean
of 6.5 characters. These filtering steps result in a set of about 450 000 articles,
which form the foundation for the experiment presented below.

Keyquery Acquisition

The major design decision that has to be made in the keyquery acquisi-
tion phase is the selection of a retrieval model for the reference search en-
gine. Our retrieval model of choice for CORE is the explicit topic model
ESA (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007), because it possesses, in compari-
son to bag-of-words or latent topic models, outstanding properties for our
task.
Domain Knowledge. ESA represents documents via their similarity to a set
of Wikipedia articles. Since we know that the CORE dataset consists of
academic papers from various disciplines, we can incorporate this domain
knowledge by choosing the Wikipedia articles for ESA accordingly. We se-
lect all articles referenced on Wikipedia’s “List of Academic Disciplines”
page, and we further enrich the set by articles whose titles appear in more
than 100 CORE papers. In total, we extract 4 830 articles from the English
Wikipedia dump for February 2, 2014.
Query Representation. The titles of the selected articles also form the vo-
cabulary V , i.e. the query space Q is set equal to the topic space of ESA,
which has an interesting effect when it comes to answering queries. Typi-
cally, to answer queries under a topic model, queries are treated as (tiny)
documents in the vocabulary space. To identify relevant documents, the
query is transferred from the vocabulary space to the topic space first, and
its similarity to documents in the topic space is then used as relevance met-
ric. The explicit topics of ESA allow us to pursue an alternative relevance as-
sessment strategy which aligns well with the idea of queries as higher level
concepts: Queries are treated as documents that already reside in the topic
space, and relevance scores can be computed directly. This works since all
query terms have—by vocabulary design—awell-defined representation in
the topic space of ESA.
Implicit Relevance. As a final argument for the use of ESA, unlike bag-of-
words models like TfIdf, ESA is capable of finding relevant documents that
do not contain the query terms explicitly. Especially for general terms—like
those onewould expect on the first level of a taxonomy—this is an important
property, since they are known to appear rarely explicitly in relevant doc-
uments (Sacco and Tzitzikas, 2009). With ESA, to be relevant for a query

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_academic_disciplines_and_sub-disciplines
http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20140502
http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20140502
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of query result set sizes in the reverted index for the
CORE dataset. The overlaid vertical lines show the optimal result set sizes for
the generated taxonomy of depth 3; horizontal crossbars show the minimum
number of queries needed at a given level

term, a document only needs to be similar to the respective Wikipedia ar-
ticle. To compute the similarity between documents and Wikipedia arti-
cles, we represent each document and eachWikipedia article under a BM25
retrieval model, and compute the dot product for each document-article
pair. Given 450 000 CORE documents and 4 830 Wikipedia articles, this
yields an 450 000-by-4 830 similarity matrix, where each of the column vec-
tors contains the similarity distribution for oneWikipedia topic. Since these
document-topic similarity distributions tend to be long-tailed, with many
documents achieving a low similarity score, the sparsification criterion we
presented in Gollub and Stein (2010) is applied, setting similarities which
are not significantly above a computed expected similarity score to zero. For
every CORE document, we consider the set of Wikipedia articles with non-
zero similarity scores to be its keyqueries. We store the mapping µ from
each keyquery to documents in an inverted index. The mapping µ−1 from
each document to its keyqueries is stored in a reverted index for efficient
access during cluster formation.

Figure 7.5 shows the frequency distribution of keyqueries in the reverted
index. Given a fan-out parameter k = 12 and a target depth of three for the
taxonomy, keyquery-based taxonomy composition proceeds in a level-wise
manner, first splitting the entire collection into 12 top-level classes, then in-
crementally subdividing subclasses up to the leaf level. For the chosen tax-
onomy parameters, the overlaid vertical bars in Figure 7.5 show the optimal
result set sizes for the leaf, middle and top level, from left to right. The hori-
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Medicine ( 31%) 

Applied mathematics ( 26% ) 

History ( 32%) 

Agriculture ( 28% ) 

Divinity (academic discipline) ( 24% ) 

Design ( 23%) 

Earth science ( 33% ) 

Business ( 30%) 

Environmental science ( 29% ) 

Museology ( 19%) 

Life sciences ( 31% ) 

Statistics ( 23%) 

CORE ( 58%) 
Zoology 

Xenobiology 

Systems biology 

Neuroscience 

Medicinal chemistry 

Food science 

Ecology 

Developmental biology 

Cell (biology) 

Biochemistry ( 15% ) 

Photosynthesis 

Philosophy of chemistry 

Outline of cell biology 

Nitrogen 

Metabolism 

Heme 

Biomarker 

Activation 

Surgery 

Rheumatology 

Radiology 

Public health 

Psychiatry 

Pharmacy 

Pediatric psychology 

Jurisprudence 

Internal medicine ( 22% ) 

Clinical neuropsychology ( 21% ) 

Therapy 

Syndrome 

Patient safety 

Oncology 

Medical anthropology 

Hematology 

General practitioner 

Dental hygienist 

Figure 7.6: Excerpt of a partial keyquery-based taxonomy generated for the
CORE dataset. For each non-leaf class, the percentage of documents covered
by its subtree is shown in brackets next to the class label.

zontal cross bars superimposed on each level show theminimumnumber of
queries needed at a given depth. Note that the “Academic Disciplines” top-
ics alone suffice to fill out the top level of the taxonomy, whereas the lower
levels require the additional articles selected from document keyphrases.
As noted, the full set of Wikipedia topics forms the query space Q for the
cluster-formation process.

Taxonomy Composition

Composing the taxonomy with our MapRecude-based implementation of
Greedy Document Cover for the entire CORE dataset on our 40-node cluster
takes about 48 hours of wall-clock time. Taxonomy generation for an entire
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digital library taking a long time is not a major issue—the taxonomy can
be updated periodically by a nightly batch job. However, processing time
is problematic in a live retrieval setting, where the document set returned
by a user’s query is to be subdivided in real-time. As outlined above, we
propose an on-demand generation of taxonomy levels as a possible solution:
compute only those branches of the taxonomy that the user explores when
surveying the search results.

Results

Figure 7.6 shows an excerpt of our taxonomy for the CORE dataset. The
top level classes subdivide the collection with respect to the academic dis-
ciplines given as input with an average pairwise overlap of 12%. Through
the use of tailored Wikipedia articles, the top level of our taxonomy meets
the common expectations of a library classification system. The subclasses
for two of the top-level and mid-level categories are shown in the mid-
dle and on the right of the figure, respectively. For the second and third
level classes, we observe a clear semantic connection to the respective par-
ent classes. However, our approach does not produce an obvious semantic
connection between sibling classes; it’s not possible to guess the tenth sib-
ling from studying the first nine. The percentage of documents covered by
a given taxonomy subtree is shown in brackets next to each non-leaf label.
Our keyquery-based classification system covers a total of 58% of the CORE
subset considered in our experiment; the average coverage across all non-
leaf taxonomy classes is 26%, indicating that despite the use of ESA as re-
trieval model, finding a classification at a high level of abstraction is a major
challenge.

7.5 Summary

The rise of digital content in libraries has a deep impact on the foundations
of library management and forces us to revisit and rethink the established
library tools and processes. In this paper, we revisit library classification
systems and analyze their application portfolio in the digital era. What we
find is that classification systems are no longer urgently required to retrieve
relevant documents, but are rather supposed to complement the abilities of
a query-based search engine. Classification systems are a valuable tool for
digital libraries if they provide structured access to any given library subset,
if they complement the set with further relevant documents, and if they em-
bed the relevant documents into a broader context. To this end, we present
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a dynamic taxonomy composition framework, which acquires its classes di-
rectly from keyqueries against a library’s search engine. This close connec-
tion to the search engine brings a variety of advantages compared to existing
approaches, including cost-efficient maintenance and seamless integration
into search interfaces. Our experiments demonstrate the feasibility of our
approach despite the complexity of the query space.

For future work, we propose a qualitative assessment of our framework
under different retrieval models. Most promising in this regard seems the
use of explicit topic models in combination with lexical knowledge bases,
as our study on the CORE dataset substantiates. A retrieval model of this
kind is able to improve the quality of the class labels compared to standard
bag of word models. This is especially true for macroscopic concepts that
appear only rarely as words in the documents’ text.



8
Exploratory Search Pipes with Scoped

Facets
This chapter presents faceted search technology tailored to the peculiari-
ties of exploratory search tasks. In the context of DH projects, the technol-
ogy can be used to explore the annotations made during the corpus analy-
sis activity. In contrast to traditional faceted search systems, facets in our
system are arranged as a pipe, i.e., are applied sequentially one after the
other. Moreover, the facets in a pipe are not applied throughout the whole
sequence, but are limited to a user-definable scope, such that the search
query can be broadened by adding a facet to the pipe. By this modification,
the user interaction with our exploratory search engine resembles rather
an open walk through the facet space spanned by the connections between
documents and facets, than a progressive filtering of the document collec-
tion. We argue that this shift in the interaction paradigm is a much better fit
to exploratory search scenarios. A user study with a prototype implemen-
tation attests an improved usability of our system compared to traditional
faceted search systems for complex exploratory search tasks.

8.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to introduce scoped facets as a concept to
improve the exploratory search support of faceted retrieval systems. In line
with the introduction of exploratory search in Chapter 2, we consider the
search task of a user to be exploratory, if the user’s goal is to learn about
the contents of a document (sub-) collection rather than finding a specific
piece of information. In other words, exploratory searchers ask for the in-
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formation needs that could be answered on the basis of a specific document
collectionmore than they ask for the documents that could answer a specific
information need.

For example, a sub class of exploratory search is serendipity
search (Toms, 2000), where the users’ goal is to find interesting top-
ics to search for in subsequent focused search tasks. More elaborated
exploratory search tasks arise in the present context of digital humanities
research, where corpora are explored with the goal of answering and dis-
covering relevant research questions (cf. distant reading (Moretti, 2013)),
but also in computational social science or investigative journalism. Even
further, exploratory search tasks arise from vague memories (Blanc-Brude
and Scapin, 2007), where users have to retrieve forgotten keywords which
are necessary to formulate a focused search query, or because users want to
attest the lack of relevant documents in a collection, for which all reasonable
search queries have to be found and tested (cf. negative search (Garfield,
1970)).

Besides query suggestions, which allow users to get a glimpse into the
information needs supported by a search engine, the use of facets as a
paradigm to facilitate learning about and browsing through the contents
of a document collection has been proposed to support exploratory search
tasks (see Section 8.2). By presenting a set of relevant facets next to the
search results for a query, so the intuition, exploratory searchers can start
their searchwith a broad query, and then proceedwith selecting facet terms
to progressively narrowdown into smaller result sets. While this search sce-
nario covers an essential activity of exploratory searchers, we like to argue
in line with White and Roth (2009) that supporting the opposite scenario,
starting out from a small result set, then broadening the query to refocus on
related but different document subsets, is at least equally important.

To improve the exploratory search experience of users in this regard,
we introduce the concept of scoped facets in conjunction with exploratory
search pipes in Chapter 8.3. In contrast to traditional faceted search sys-
tems known e.g. from e-commerce sites or digital libraries, our proposal is
to arrange facets selected by the user sequentially in a pipe. At each position
of the pipe, the user can choose which prior facets should be evaluated to
determine the relevant documents at this position. If this facet scope does
not comprise all prior facets, the resulting search query is broadened, po-
tentially leading to documents not present in previous exploration steps.
With the concept of facet scopes, the user can conveniently switch between
narrowing down and broadening the current search query. And since even
broadening the query means progressing in the pipe, the full exploration
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path is retained over the whole search session, allowing the user to reflect
on the search directions taken.

The usability of our proposal is evaluated by the means of a user study,
wherewe ask participants to solve exploratory search taskswith a prototyp-
ical implementation of our concept and a classical faceted search system as
baseline. The design and results of this study are presented in detail in Sec-
tion 8.4. While for simple search tasks the overall usability of both systems
is assessed equally as being of average quality, the usability differs signif-
icantly for complex exploratory search tasks. Here, the usability score for
our system increases from average to good, while the usability score for the
baseline system decreases from average to bad.

8.2 Related Work

As already noted, exploratory search had been coined as an information re-
trieval topic around 2005. From a historical perspective, exploratory search
picked up on information retrieval problems such as subject search (Bates,
1986) and search result clustering (Cutting et al., 1992), which address
broad or vague information needs of users by providing topical overviews
over retrieved document sets. Exploratory search departures from these
problems in the respect that no longer the focus is on supporting users find-
ing relevant documents, but is generalized to the task of supporting users
learning about and investigating the contents of a specific document collec-
tion (including “which subtopics are addressed in my search results?” as
one example) (Marchionini, 2006).

Over the years, a variety of exploratory search systems, like the Flamenco
browser (Yee et al., 2003), the mSpace Explorer (schraefel et al., 2006), the
Relation Browser (Capra and Marchionini, 2008), Querium (Golovchinsky
et al., 2012), or SearchLens (Chang et al., 2019) have been presented. A
commonality of all these exploratory search systems is that they employ
facet-like structures as their primary exploratory search feature. Concern-
ing our proposal of exploratory search pipeswith scoped facets, themSpace
Explorer represents the most relevant prior work, as it also implements the
idea of a sequential arrangements of facets. However, without the concept
of scoped facets, adding facets to the sequence may only result in more spe-
cific queries. Hence, the added value over traditional faceted search systems
concerning exploratory search support is limited in the mSpace explorer in
our view.

A further stream of relevant research originates from the semantic web
community, where faceted search systems have meanwhile been proposed
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for the exploration of ontologies (see Tzitzikas et al. (2017) for a recent sur-
vey). The systemsmost related to our work from this stream of research are
gFacet (Heim et al., 2010), and the proprietary semspect system1. In these
two systems, the facets selected by a user are laid out not as a sequence but
as a graph, visualized on a two-dimensional plane. Though the representa-
tion of the exploratory search path as a graph is more powerful in the sense
that it allows branching at any position of the path, the two-dimensional
layout makes displaying and interacting with (especially long) facet terms
challenging, which is why we opted for a linear sequence, instead. More
importantly, as holds for the mSpace Explorer, also these two systems do
not consider the broadening of a search query by reducing the facet scope,
but always apply all facets that share a common path.

8.3 Approach

In this section, we formalize the concept of exploratory search pipes with
scoped facets, and present how this concept is implemented in the proto-
type system podascope that we use in our evaluation. We roughly follow the
notation of Sacco and Tzitzikas (2009), and define a faceted search system
as the quadruple S = ((T,≤), D, I,Q), where (T,≤) is a taxonomywhich it-
self consists of a terminology T with a root term, as well as a partial order≤
over T called subsumptions, which defines the parent-child relationships
between the terms in T . Every term in T is represented by a term id, a la-
bel, as well as an optional description. Terms that are subsumed only by
the root node are called facets, and belong to the facet set F ⊂ T . Further
on,D denotes the document collection that can be explored by our system.
Each document in D consists of fields, i.e., key-values pairs with keys such
as “authors”, “title”, “entities”, etc.. For all keys which refer to a term in T ,
we take all unique values and add them as leaf terms to the taxonomy. From
these values, we also infer the relations between the documents in D and
the terms in T . These term-document relations are denoted by I , a func-
tion I : T → 2D commonly referred to as interpretation. Ultimately, Q is
the set of all queries that can be formulated over T using standard boolean
operators.

Faceted Search The starting point for our formalization is a user who
wants to explore the subset of documents Dq that are relevant for a user
specified search query q. To allow the user to issue keyword based search

1http://semspect.de/

http://semspect.de/
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Figure 8.1: Screenshot of our exploratory search prototype highlighting the ben-
efits of facet scopes. By adding the first facet (shown collapsed at the bottom)
with a reduced scope to the pipe again, similar terms with respect to the inter-
mediate facets can be determined.

queries, our prototype initially provides a search box for keyword based
searches within the fields of D. To facilitate faceted search, the subset of
facets F which are associated withDq via ≤ and I are displayed next to the
search results. A screenshot of our prototype, where the remaining facets
available for a search query are shown in the top most element, is provided
in Figure 8.1. Users can browse through the facets by clicking on the naviga-
tion element next to the child count of a facet. The current browsing path is
displayed left hand to a term search box, which can also be used to navigate
back up in the taxonomy. By selecting a facet term, the user can, as usual,
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add the term to the current search query.

Exploratory Search Pipes With the concept described so far, the user can
search and browse through the relevant facets, but cannot select terms from
different facets and explore the relations between them. To this end, we
introduce the concept of a facet sequence which we refer to as a pipe p =

(e0, . . . , en). In fact, the initial facet element shown in response to search
query represents already the first element of a pipe. To add an element to p,
in our prototype, a set of controls including a plus-button appears below an
elementwhen hovering over it. Clicking on the plus-button adds a newpipe
element above, which then shows the relevant facets at this position of the
pipe. To illustrate the concept, Figure 8.1 shows a pipe with five elements.

As a special feature of our prototype system, we decided to compute as
term scores for a facet term t not the number of documents in Dq that are
associated with t by default, but rather the number of distinct terms from
the facets above and below that are connected with t through Dq. Though
users are more familiar with document counts as term scores (Wilson and
m.c. schraefel, 2006), we choose the concept of up- and down-scores in our
prototype as it is more expressive: By re-arranging the facets in the pipe,
users can explore the relationships between arbitrary facet pairs. Document
counts can always be obtained by inserting a facet with a 1:1 relationship to
the document collectionD as a neighboring element (such as the collapsed
“Publications” facet in Figure 8.1).

Leaving the introduction of scoped facets to the next subsection, the term
scores for a pair of neighboring pipe elements (ei−1, ei) are computed as fol-
lows: With all currently selected terms in the pipe elements {ek | k = [0, i]},
a query is formulated and run against our system to retrieve the set of rele-
vant documents Di ⊆ D at pipe position i. Following common practice, all
selected terms of one pipe element are joined to an expression with disjunc-
tions (or) in the query, while these expressions themselves are joined with
conjunctions (and):

Di = {d|d ∈ ∩ik=0(∪t∈ekI(t))}.

I.e., Di contains those documents that are associated with at least one se-
lected term in every pipe element ek. To compute the term scores for each
term in ei, it is counted how many distinct terms of ei−1 are related to the
term through Di:

score(t) = |{tj |tj ∈ ei−1 ∧ ∃ d : d ∈ Di, I(t), I(tj)}|
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The resulting counts are referred to as the up-scores of the terms in ei. Canon-
ically, the down-scores of the terms in ei−1 are computed by counting the
number of distinct relations to terms in ei. As shown in Figure 8.1, the up-
anddown-scores are displayed in the two leftmost columns of the child term
table. Since the first and the last pipe-elements have only one neighbor, only
one of the score types is defined, respectively.

Scoped Facets With the concept described so far, the documents that can
be explored at pipe element ei are limited to the retrieved documentsDi−1,
i.e., users can always only build subsets of the currently retrieved docu-
ments by adding a new element to the pipe. We argue that this limitation is
undesirable, as users may want to begin an exploratory search with a very
specific query, and then explore the document collection from there.

One possibility to overcome this limitation would be to only consider,
for the computation of term scores at position i, the terms of ei−1 and ei to
formulate the respective search query. This solution, however, would trade
the possibility of broadening a search by inserting a pipe element with the
possibility to progressively narrow down the search results with more than
one facet (e.g. in order to find the papers an author published at a specific
conference).

Instead, we propose to give the user the possibility to specify the pipe
elements which should be considered for the term scoring at each position
of the pipe by introducing the concept of scopes. The scope si of a pipe
element ei is an integer in the range [0, i]. The scope determineswhich of the
pipe elements below ei, i.e., {ek | k = [i − s, i]}, shall be taken into account
for the computation of the term scores of ei. By default, the scope is set
to s = i, which means that all prior pipe elements are considered. In the
special case of s = 0, the pipe element ei is considered a new starting point,
and no term relations are computed for (ei−1, ei). To set the scope of a facet
in our prototype, the controls of our user interface feature a range slider (cf.
second pipe element from top in Figure 8.1).

Though a simple concept, with the introduction of facet scopes, our sys-
tem gains a powerful exploratory search feature which sets it apart from
prior work. A special usage pattern of facet scopes that we observe is that
users apply a reduced scope to discover facet terms which are similar with
respect to intermediate facets. For example, in Figure 8.1, the user discovers
conferences similar to ICTIR in terms of author overlap.
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Figure 8.2: Results of the user study. The usability of both systems are assessed
as average for simple search tasks (dashed lines). For complex search tasks, the
usability of our prototype podascope (red) increases to good. For the baseline
system (black) it decreases to bad.

8.4 Evaluation

In order to evaluate our concept, we conducted a user study with 14 par-
ticipants. As a baseline to compare our prototype system podascope with,
we choose the digital library DBLP2, which indexes a large dataset of cur-
rently around 4.5 million computer science research paper records. DBLP
was chosen as our baseline system for two reasons: (1) The dataset indexed
by DBLP is freely available, such that we could index the same data with
our research prototpye. (2) The domain of DBLP matches the interests of
our 14 participants (all researchers in various computer science disciplines),
which is according to Kules and Capra (2008) a desirable circumstance for
the evaluation of exploratory search systems.

In our user study, wewere interested in twomain questions: (1)Does our
proposal of exploratory search pipes with scoped facets harm the search ex-
perience of users with simple search tasks that do not require query broad-
ening? (2) Does our proposal increase the user experience for search tasks
which are complex (do require query broadening)?

To answer these questions, the user study was divided into two parts. In
the first part of the study, the participants were asked to solve five simple
search taskswith both systems. During the study, an adviser was physically
present and assisted the participants if needed. One half of the participants
always started solving the task with the baseline system, whereas the other

2https://dblp.uni-trier.de/

https://dblp.uni-trier.de/
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half started with our prototype. The five simple search tasks were:
• Find all papers with “exploratory search” in the title.
• How many authors published on this topic?
• Which author published the most papers on this topic?
• At which conferences did he/she publish these papers?
• What other papers did he/she publish?

After solving the simple search tasks, the participants were asked to eval-
uate the systems by answering the user experience questionnaire UEQ-S 3,
which asks for four pragmatic and four hedonic quality dimensions. The re-
sults of this first evaluation is presented in Figure 8.2 (dashed lines). With
an overall mean quality score of 0.88 (podascope) and 0.66 (DBLP), the
user experience of both systems is assessed comparably well by the annota-
tors, leading us to the conclusion that our concept did not harm the search
experience for simple search tasks.

In the second part of the study, the participants were asked to solve the
following three complex search tasks:

• Which five conferences are most similar to “ICTIR” in terms of author over-
lap?

• In how many years did each of these conferences take place?
• Who published most papers at these conferences?

To solve these tasks, the facet scope has to be reduced in our prototype
system (cf. Figure 8.1). For the baseline system, solving the tasks requires
to first select all relevant facet terms of the intermediate query (e.g. all IC-
TIR authors), and then de-selecting the facets terms of the first query. Since
DBLP does not allow to select multiple terms of a facet to formulate a dis-
junctive query, the first complex task could be solved only roughly with
this system by selecting one of the authors. After working on the tasks, the
participants were asked to answer the UEQ-S again (see solid lines in Fig-
ure 8.2): Whereas the baseline system is assessed worse than before (mean
UEQ-S score of−0.85), the user experience score of our system increases to
1.48, leading us to the conclusion that our concept improves the exploratory
search experience for the case of complex search tasks.

8.5 Summary

Our concept of exploratory search pipes with scoped facets contributes a
novel and powerful exploratory search paradigm that facilitates the intu-
itive, continuous, and dynamic exploration of annotated corpora. The user

3https://www.ueq-online.org/

https://www.ueq-online.org/
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study conducted on the basis of a prototype of our concept in an exploratory
search system revealed that for simple search tasks, our paradigm does not
harm the overall search experience of users. For complex search tasks re-
quiring the broadening of current search queries, the usability of our system
is perceived as superior to a traditional exploratory search system.
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Topical Sequence Profiling

This chapter introduces the problem of topical sequence profiling as a fur-
ther technology to explore corpora which have been annotated with car-
dinal facets, i.e., which allow to divide a corpus into sequences of sub-
collections. Given a sequence of text collections, such as the annual proceed-
ings of a conference, the topical sequence profile is the most diverse explicit
topic embedding for that sequence that is both representative and minimal.
Topic embeddings represent a text collection sequence as numerical topic
vectors by storing the relevance of each text collection for each topic. Topic
embeddings are called explicit, if human readable labels are provided for
the topics. A topic embedding is representative for a sequence, if for each
text collection the percentage of documents that address at least one of the
topics exceeds a predefined threshold. If no topic can be removed from the
embedding without loosing representativeness, the embedding is minimal.
From the set of all minimal representative embeddings, the one with the
highest mean topic variance is sought and termed as the topical sequence
profile. Topical sequence profiling can be used to highlight significant top-
ical developments, such as raise, decline, or oscillation. The computation
of topical sequence profiles is made up of two steps, topic acquisition and
topic selection. In the first step, the sequence’s text collections are mined
for representative candidate topics. As a source for semantically meaning-
ful topic labels, we propose the use of Wikipedia article titles, whereas the
respective articles are used to build a classifier for the assignment of topics
to documents. Within the second step, the subset of candidate topics that
constitutes the topical sequence profile is determined, for which we present
an efficient greedy selection strategy. We demonstrate the potential of top-
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Table 9.1: Concept for the visualization of topical sequence profiles. The se-
quence flows from left to right, the topics from top to bottom in descending or-
der of their diversity. The height of each of the bars in the cells is proportional
to the topic coverage valuesTij . Colors encode raising (green), declining (red),
and oscillating (gray) topics.

Topic D1 D2 D3 D4

Topic 1 5% 6% 15% 20%

Topic 2 14% 6% 15% 5%

Topic 3 15% 12% 11% 8%

Coverage 15% 15% 15% 15%

ical sequence profiling as an effective DH technology with a case study on
a sequence of conference proceedings.

9.1 Introduction

The capability tomine and visualize insights fromdata has become the basis
for competition and growth of companies, and it causes an increasing de-
mand for data science experts and technology (Manyika et al., 2011). This
is also true for the digital humanities, where the distant reading (Moretti,
2013) of annotated corpora by the means of corpus visualization is becom-
ing an established research practice. In this chapter, we reveal data science
technology for the analysis of sequences of text collections. Interesting se-
quences of this kind may be daily business news feeds, the social media
mentions of a company over time frames, or the collected annual proceed-
ings of a research field. Our working hypothesis is that in cases such as
those mentioned, statistical insights into the topic distribution of both the
individual text collections and the topic development over the sequence is
of a high value for the respective stakeholders; however, the amount of po-
tentially relevant topics often prohibits a comprehensive examination. To
provide stakeholders with a selection of topics that is informative on the
one hand and small enough to be surveyed quickly on the other, we intro-
duce the problem of topical sequence profiling. Taking the annual proceed-
ings of a research field as illustrative example, the goal of topical sequence
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profiling is to showcase research topics that peak as “hot topic” in distinct
years, but show a significant decline throughout the remaining years. We
argue that, in contrast to topics that never peak or that constantly belong to
the “usual suspects”, especially from these topics valuable insights can be
expected.

9.1.1 Problem Definition

The problem of topical sequence profiling can be stated as follows. Given
a sequence of text collections D,D = (D1, D2, . . . , Dn), where each D ∈ D
is a set of documents, find the most diverse, explicit topic embedding T∗

for the sequence that is both minimal and representative. T∗ is called the
topical sequence profile of D.

A topic embeddingT can be considered as a matrix that represents each
D ∈ D as a column of k topics,

T =


D1 · · · Dn

t1 T11 T1n... . . .
tk Tk1 Tkn

.
The matrix entries Tij are denoted as topic coverage and correspond to

the percentage of documents in Dj that are relevant for topic ti. To com-
pose a topic embedding T, first a set of topics has to be acquired and as-
signed to the documents in D. Subsequent to the presentation of related
work in Section 9.2, an algorithm for this topic acquisition step that utilizes
Wikipedia articles as a topic resource and employs text classification to la-
bel documents with these topics is introduced in Section 9.3.1. Once a topic
set has been acquired and assigned, topic embeddings can be composed by
selecting specific topic subsets.

Table 9.1 illustrates our concept for the visualization of topic embeddings,
which depicts the rows Ti: of an embedding in the form of bar charts. In
order to become interpretable for users, the topics have to be made explicit,
i.e., a semantically meaningful label must accompany each bar chart. While
our approach utilizes Wikipedia titles as explicit topic labels, latent topic
models such as LDA (Blei et al., 2003) or doc2vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014)
could be employed in combination with topic labeling.

A topic embedding should reveal insights into the topic distribution of
each text collection. We call a topic embedding representative for a sequence,
if for every D ∈ D, the percentage of documents covered by at least one of
the embedded topics exceeds a predefined threshold c ∈ [0, 100]. Since one
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document may be relevant for multiple topics, the collection coverage for
Dj is in general not the sum over column T:j but less or equal. We state the
collection coverage for every D ∈ D in the last row of our visualization.

To address the requirement of a topic embedding to be of a manageable
size, the notion of minimality is introduced: A topic embedding is minimal
if no topic can be removed without losing representativeness. From all rep-
resentative minimal topic embeddings we are interested in the instance T∗
that on average contains the most diverse topics. Section 9.3.2 introduces an
effective greedy strategy to the optimization problem of finding T∗ based
on a representative non-minimal topic embeddingT. As a measure of topic
diversity, we propose the variance of the topic distributions. Our choice is
motivated by the fact that in order to achieve high topic variance, the topic
coverage for the individual text collections must deviate significantly from
themean. This happens if the topic coverage peaks for some text collections
and is low elsewhere.

To conveniently spot raising, declining, or oscillation topics in our visual-
ization, we apply linear regression to the topic coverage values of each topic
and color-code the slope of the resulting regression curve (cf. Table 9.1). A
positive slope (raise) is encoded by green bars, a negative slope (decline)
by red bars. The lighter the color, the steeper the slope. Zero slope is en-
coded by gray bars and, in case the topic’s diversity is high, represents an
oscillating topic.

The potential of topical sequence profiling as a DH tool is highlighted
with a case study on the basis of conference proceedings in Section 9.4, and
we close with a discussion of our contributions in Section 9.5.

9.2 Related Work

Although, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the problem
of topical sequence profiling, a close relation exists to the task of labeling a
clustering of documents, for which we point out the state of the art in this
section. The problem of cluster labeling can be framed as follows. Given a
clustering C = {C1, . . . , Cn}, where each C ∈ C is a set of documents, find a
set of explicit topics (the cluster labels) that characterize each of the clusters.
Obviously, the above sequence D can be interpreted as a clustering, and a
topic embedding T may be used to represent the (binary) assignment of
labels to clusters. Moreover, both problems include a topic acquisition step
that facilitates the composition of T. The most obvious way to acquire ex-
plicit topics is to extract (key-) words (Geraci et al., 2006; Stein and Meyer
zu Eißen, 2004), phrases (Erbs et al., 2013; Treeratpituk and Callan, 2006),
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or queries (Gollub et al., 2013a) from the documents in the text collections
that are relevant with respect to a retrieval model. The main disadvantage
of these approaches is that the label of a relevant topic may not appear in
a document, or at least not in a statistically significant way (Carmel et al.,
2009). To overcome this problem, the use of external knowledge resources
as a source for explicit topics can be considered state of the art. Proposed
resources are thesauri such as WordNet (Wei et al., 2015b), linked open
databases such as Dbpedia (Hulpus et al., 2013), or encyclopedias such as
Wikipedia (Carmel et al., 2009; Scaiella et al., 2012; Syed et al., 2008; Wei
et al., 2015a). Depending on the resource, different classification strategies
are proposed, which decidewhether or not an external topic is relevant for a
document. For example, Carmel et al. formulate search queries from docu-
ment keyphrases against Wikipedia, and classify the top articles as relevant
topics. By contrast, the Wikipedia-based approach that we apply for topic
acquisition is adopted from the ESA retrieval model, which relies on the
cosine similarity between a document and an article for relevance assess-
ments (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007).

What distinguishes topical sequence profiling from cluster labeling are
the properties topics should satisfy. While we strive for a set of topics that
is minimal, representative, and diverse, the desired properties of cluster la-
bels are different. Stein and Meyer zu Eißen (2004) have compiled a set of
commonly accepted properties, which are listed in Table 9.2; a formal spec-
ification of the respective semantics is detailed in their paper. Though half
of the properties coincide with our definition of minimality and representa-
tiveness, the properties unique, discriminating, and contiguous collidewith
our definition of diversity.

9.3 Approach

The approach for computing the topical sequence profile for a sequence D
comprises two steps. In the first step, the topic acquisition step, a compre-
hensive set of explicit topics is determined, and the topic coverage of each
text collection is assessed for each of the topics. The result of the topic ac-
quisition step is a topic embeddingT that is representative but notminimal.
In the second step, topics are removed fromTwith the objective to find the
most diverse minimal topic embedding T∗.
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Table 9.2: Comparison of topical sequence profiling and cluster labeling with
respect to desired topic label properties.

Property Cluster Labeling Sequence Profiling
Unique 3 6

Summarizing 3 3

Expressive 3 3

Discriminating 3 6

Contiguous 3 6

Irredundant 3 3

Minimal 3 3

Representative 3 3

Diverse 6 3

9.3.1 Topic Acquisition

As pointed out in Section 9.2, there are several ways for obtaining a set of
explicit topics that are tailored to a collection of documents. In line with the
state of the art, our approach of choice is to consider the titles of Wikipedia
articles as explicit topics. To decide whether a document is relevant for a
Wikipedia topic or not, the cosine similarity between the vector space rep-
resentations of the Wikipedia article and the document is computed under
the BM25model (Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009). To make the binary deci-
sion upon relevance, which is needed to compute the topic coverage values
Tij , we apply again our unsupervised sparsification criterion (Gollub and
Stein, 2010). Themain idea of this approach is to compute for every topic an
expected similarity score based on the aggregated vector representation of
the whole sequence. Only if the similarity score of a document exceeds the
expected value, the document is classified as being relevant for the topic.

With more than five million English articles, the pairwise computation
of similarities between Wikipedia articles and sequence documents is inef-
ficient for large sequences, and an efficient strategy is desired that deter-
mines a subset of articles that contain the topics of T∗ with full recall and
acceptable precision. To this end, we reuse the aggregated vector represen-
tation of the sequence and determine its most similar Wikipedia articles.
The rationale is that if the text collections of the sequence have a common
general topic domain (such as a common research field), the most similar
articles of the aggregated vector should reveal this. Using these articles as
seeds, we can traverse the Wikipedia link graph until a representative topic
embedding T is obtained that is tailored to the sequence. To optimize the
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quality of the traversal, we consider only links that have been clicked at
least ten times according to a Wikipedia clickstream dataset (Wulczyn and
Taraborelli, 2015).

9.3.2 Topic Selection

Given the representative topic embedding T of the topic acquisition step,
the optimization problem of the topic selection step is to determine the sub-
set of topics inT that maximizes the average topic diversity and satisfies the
minimality property:

maximize
1

k

k∑
i=1

Var(Ti:)

subject to T is minimal

Note that the above optimization problem is an instance of the set cover
problem, and hence it cannot be solved efficiently for large sequences. Here
we present, in form of Pseudocode 6, an efficient greedy strategy to find an
approximate solution. First, the rows (topics) of the given topic embedding
T are sorted by diversity in ascending order, and T∗ is initialized with T.
Then, for each of the k topics in T, starting with the least diverse topic,
it is checked whether the removal of the topic still yields a representative
topic embedding. If so, the topic is removed from T∗. After applying this
procedure, T∗ is minimal, and since the topics are removed in ascending
order of their diversity, the algorithm strives for maximizing the average
topic diversity.

Pseudocode 6 Greedy Topic Selection
Input: Topic Embedding T

Output: Topic Embedding T∗

1: sortAscending(T)
2: T∗ ← T

3: for i = 1; i ≤ k; i = i+ 1 do
4: if representative(T∗ \T∗i:) then T∗ ← T∗ \T∗i:
5: return T∗
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9.4 Case Study

Due to the complexity of the task, a thorough evaluation of the usefulness
of topical sequence profiling in practical scenarios would require an exten-
sive user study. In this work, however, we resort to a case study on the basis
of a sequence of SIGIR conference proceedings to gather first empirical in-
sights into the performance of our approach. We choose SIGIR proceedings
since we, and likely the reader, are familiar with the information retrieval
research domain. What we wish to obtain is a topical sequence profile that
(1) consists of reasonable information retrieval research topics that are ob-
jectively representative, and that (2) show an interesting development over
the years. We consider proceedings from 2007 to 2015 which results in the
following sequence.

D Year # Papers D Year # Papers
D1 2007 198 D6 2012 216
D2 2008 193 D7 2013 205
D3 2009 193 D8 2014 226
D4 2010 214 D9 2015 193
D5 2011 232

Topic Acquisition. First we obtain a small set of seed Wikipedia articles that
match the general topic domain of the sequence to facilitate an efficient ac-
quisition of a representative topic embeddingT. For this purpose, the BM25
vector space representations for all papers in D are aggregated. In terms
of the cosine similarity with this aggregated vector, the ten most similar
Wikipedia articles obtained are:

1. Concept Search (0.678)

2. Information Retrieval (0.593)

3. Human-Computer Information Retrieval (0.588)

4. Web Query Classification (0.582)

5. Enterprise Search (0.549)

6. Search engine technology (0.540)

7. Document retrieval (0.539)

8. Cognitive models of information retrieval (0.524)
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9. Federated search (0.524)

10. Web search query (0.518)

Starting from these ten articles, the Wikipedia link graph is traversed in a
breadth first manner and every sequence document is classified against the
visited articles. With a collection coverage threshold c of 80%, the traver-
sal stopped with a representative topic embedding T after visiting 12̇61
Wikipedia articles, which indicates that link graph traversal based on seed
articles leads to significant efficiency improvements over the classification
against the whole Wikipedia.
Topic Selection. The topical sequence profile T∗ obtained after applying
Greedy Topic Selection to T with c set to 60% is illustrated in Table 9.3.
Since each of the proceedings contain about 200 documents, a topic cover-
age of one percent roughly corresponds to two papers that have been as-
signed to a topic in a specific year. The topical sequence profile consists of
19 topics. I.e., altogether, these topics are representative for each of the years
and no topic can be removed without loosing representativeness. Though
some of the topics may be interpretable only after looking up the respective
Wikipedia article, a reasonable selection from information retrieval research
can be observed. “Library Classification” is declining and the most diverse
topic, followed by “Query” and the raising topics “Search engine results
page” and “Endeca”. The topics “InnoDB” and “Hidden Markov model”
show oscillating behavior. The collection coverage values at the bottom re-
veal that the document coverage for 2014 prevents the removal of further
topics (reaches c).

Table 9.3: Topical sequence profile for the proceedings of the SIGIR conference
from 2007 to 2015. The sequence flows from left to right, the topics, in descend-
ing order of their diversity, from top to bottom. The height of each cell is propor-
tional to the coverage of the topic in the respective year. Colors encode raising
(green), declining (red), and oscillating (gray) topics.

Topic 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Library
classification 14.6% 12.4% 11.9% 10.7% 6.0% 11.1% 5.9% 2.7% 5.7%

Query 14.1% 12.4% 15.0% 17.8% 12.1% 11.6% 9.3% 6.2% 6.2%

Search engine
results page 10.6% 8.3% 14.0% 12.1% 19.0% 13.4% 13.2% 16.7% 16.1%
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Endeca 9.1% 6.7% 11.9% 10.3% 15.5% 13.4% 13.7% 13.6% 17.1%

Extended
Boolean
model

10.1% 13.0% 6.7% 12.1% 7.8% 5.1% 5.9% 3.5% 7.8%

Database
search engine 10.1% 8.8% 14.5% 10.3% 17.7% 11.1% 13.2% 15.5% 14.0%

InnoDB 14.1% 11.4% 17.1% 14.5% 9.9% 12.5% 8.8% 13.6% 16.6%

World Wide
Web 10.1% 10.9% 8.8% 11.2% 13.8% 5.1% 8.3% 7.0% 6.2%

Taxonomy
for search
engines

8.1% 5.7% 8.3% 5.6% 13.4% 9.7% 9.8% 12.4% 9.8%

Full text
database 9.1% 10.4% 5.7% 8.9% 3.4% 4.6% 4.4% 5.0% 3.6%

Natural
language
programming

5.6% 12.4% 6.2% 6.1% 5.6% 4.6% 6.8% 3.1% 7.3%

Probabilistic
relevance
model

10.1% 10.4% 7.3% 10.3% 8.2% 5.6% 7.8% 2.7% 7.3%

Classification 10.6% 11.4% 8.8% 8.4% 6.0% 9.3% 7.3% 3.9% 5.7%

Text
segmentation 9.6% 12.4% 5.7% 7.5% 6.9% 6.9% 5.9% 6.2% 4.7%

Latent
Dirichlet
allocation

7.1% 11.9% 10.4% 8.4% 7.8% 5.6% 8.8% 4.7% 7.3%

Data mining 6.6% 11.9% 9.3% 7.9% 13.4% 10.2% 12.7% 9.7% 9.8%

Hidden
Markov
model

7.6% 9.3% 6.2% 8.9% 5.2% 4.6% 6.3% 5.8% 10.9%
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Cosine
similarity 7.1% 6.7% 7.3% 6.1% 5.6% 2.3% 3.9% 4.3% 9.3%

Gensim 7.1% 13.0% 9.8% 7.5% 8.2% 9.3% 7.8% 8.5% 6.2%

Coverage 75% 76% 78% 74% 72% 67% 67% 60% 71%

9.5 Summary

With topical sequence profiling, we contribute a new research problem for
the analysis and visualization of sequential text collections. In contrast to
cluster labeling, sequence profiles aimat revealing representative topics that
are subject to significant changes in terms of their coverage throughout a se-
quence of text collections. The presented case study revealed that the com-
putation of topical sequence profiles is efficient and produces promising re-
sults. For practical applications, we observe that through interactive topical
sequence profiles, which update after users explicitly remove or pin topics
from the profile, the perceived quality can be further increased. Due to the
efficiency of the greedy topic selection algorithm, the updating of a profile
in response to user interaction can be achieved instantaneously. Further, the
post-acquisition of topics based on a given topical sequence profile seems
worth considering. Looking again at the SIGIR profile in Table 9.3, it ap-
pears that the post-acquisition of a raising topic that contributes to the col-
lection coverage of 2014 would help balancing both the collection coverage
values as well as the ratio of raising, declining, and oscillating topics.
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10
Conclusion

The digital humanities strive to answer humanities research questions
through the acquisition and analysis of a digital corpus. The thesis models
this process by the means of five research activities, namely research ques-
tion development and modeling, corpus acquisition and analysis, as well
as result dissemination. From Chapters 4 to 9, information retrieval tech-
nologies were presented which are tailored to the IR tasks that arise during
the first four of the five research activities. The presented technologies ap-
proach the IR tasks related work search, recall-oriented search, search in
meta-data, dynamic taxonomy composition, exploratory search, and search
result profiling. In the course, most of the technologies make use of the
keyquery paradigm, which proposes an additional search operation that
returns relevant search queries for a given set of input documents. In this
final chapter, I like to conclude by focusing on the remaining research activ-
ity: the dissemination of research results.

10.1 A holistic view on the DH research process

From the point on where, during the corpus analysis activity, a research
corpus has been annotated according to a researchmodel, the answer to the
modeled research question can be obtained by querying a faceted search en-
gine that indexes the annotated corpus. E.g., the exploratory search engine
presented in Chapter 8 could be used to index the annotations of organism
names and experiment descriptions within a corpus of 19th century life sci-
ence publications. To obtain an answer to the question of organism use in
19th century life science experiments, a faceted search pipe with an organ-
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min °C % dB class
17 32 31 64 B

Figure 10.1: Visual representation of the information nutrition label. Time,
temperature, transparency, volume, and credibility are taken as quantities to
describe the five nutrition fact categories (1) effort, (2) kairos, (3) logos,
(4) pathos, and (5) ethos.

isms facet, which is filtered for annotations within experiment descriptions,
could be build. The result in the organism facet would display, by default,
as a list of organisms names with respective frequency scores, which could
then be published as a research result. Hence, from a holistic viewpoint,
solving the specific IR tasks that arise during the individual research ac-
tivities contributes to solving a higher order IR task: the development of a
faceted search engine that ultimately returns a direct answer to the research
questions posed. In other words, what IR4DH advocates is the development
of search technology that is eventually capable of directly answering specific hu-
manities research questions based on the evidence in a corpus. As a benefit of
consequently applying IR4DH in digital humanities projects, such search
technology could be disseminated as part of a research publication to give
readers the ability to explore a published research result down to individ-
ual annotations, a feature that would greatly contribute to the transparency
and credibility of DH research.

10.2 (Re)search Result Presentation

Lists as a visual paradigm are in general well suited for the presentation of
facet values. For the sake of result dissemination, however, more sophis-
ticated facet representations may be achievable in individual cases. This
pertains especially to facets with a cardinal scale, such as dates, physical
quantities, or the relative location of components in complex objects. In
the following, two of such facet representations from my research are pre-
sented.

10.2.1 The Information Nutrition Label

The first facet representation is a visualization of the information nutrition
label, which was proposed by Fuhr et al. (2017). Like its food counterpart,
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the information nutrition label is supposed to help people making more in-
formed decisions upon which news items to consume. As an attempt to
convey information nutrition facts by an intuitive, unambiguous, and in-
telligible label representation, we propose in Gollub et al. (2018b) a label
design that first groups the 13 original information nutrition dimensions
into five categories, and then associates each category with a well-known
quantity from physics and finance. An illustration of the design is given in
Figure 10.1. Each of the five categories is visualized by a rounded rectan-
gle featuring a category symbol and an article-specific category value. For
the latter, both the absolute value as well as its relative position in the value
range are depicted. The semantics of each category are as follows.

Category (1) , effort, groups all dimensions that affect the time a reader
has to allot to comprehend an article. Besides verbosity, the dimensions
readability and technicality fall into this category. To express effort, we con-
sider time inminutes as an intuitive choice. The effort category allows read-
ers to checkwhether they have enough time to read an article and to identify
articles of a specific depth.

Category (2) , kairos, groups all dimensions that pertain to the trendi-
ness, momentum, or hotness of an article or a topic, i.e., topicality and vi-
rality. As a quantity to express kairos, we consider the temperature in the
range of 0 − 100°C as intuitive. The kairos category can bring articles to
readers’ attentions which would be “out of their bubble” otherwise.

Category (3) , logos, groups all dimensions that capture howwell an au-
thor supports her claims with evidence, i.e., factuality and verifiability. As
a quantity to express logos, we consider transparency in the range from 0
- 100% as intuitive. The logos category can help readers to assess the jour-
nalistic quality of an article up front.

Category (4) , pathos, groups all dimensions that are related to subjectiv-
ity and discrepancies, i.e., emotion, opinion, and controversy. As a quantity
to express pathos, we consider volume, measured as sound pressure, as in-
tuitive. The pathos category can help readers creating awareness that com-
munities sharing alternative arguments or opinions likely exist.

Category (5) , ethos, finally groups all dimensions related to the credi-
bility of an author or publisher, i.e., authority, credibility, and trust. As a
quantity to express ethos, we consider credit ratings in the range from A+
to D, as used in finance,1 as an adequate choice. The ethos category can
help readers assessing the risk of becoming misinformed or, alternatively,
the potential of learning about non-mainstream viewpoints.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_credit_rating#Credit_rating_tiers

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_credit_rating#Credit_rating_tiers
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We see three advantages when using the proposed categories as at-
tributes for the information nutrition label instead of the original dimen-
sions. First, the reduced number of attributes makes the label both easier
to present and easier to digest in practical settings. Second, by resorting
to well-known quantities for the categories, readers can intuitively inter-
pret the label without the need of detailed instructions. Third, the chosen
quantities allow for the design of a non-textual visualization of the nutrition
label.

10.2.2 Philosophical Bodies

The second sophisticated facet representation is the result of a DH pilot
study conducted in a collaboration with media scientists and product de-
signers (Schmidgen et al., 2021). The primary research question of the
study asked for the conceptions of the human body that have been devel-
oped in the philosophical discourse of modernity. A secondary research
question asked whether the physicalization of facet representations by the
means of 3D printing provides added value for the analysis and dissemina-
tion of research results.

As corpus for the study the collected writings of seven German philoso-
phers were acquired, as well as the German Wikipedia which served as
a reference sub corpus. In order to model the primary research question,
we assumed that what we call the conception of the human body can be
determined by the use of terms referring to individual body parts in the
corpus. Drawing on lexical resources such as Dornseiff’s “Der deutsche
Wortschatz nach Sachgruppen” (in English: “The German vocabulary in
subject groups”), but also physiological and psychological dictionaries of
the 19th and early 20th centuries, we created a linguistic model of the
human body which assigns body-related terms to one of five regions:
face/head, arm/hand, torso/abdomen, leg/foot, and a general region for
non or weakly localized elements such as skin, muscle, or blood. By anno-
tating and indexing the corpus according to the linguistic body model, the
frequencies with which terms from individual body regions occur in the
collective writings of a philosopher can be obtained.

For the physicalization of the results, a 3D model of the famous Penfield
homunculus was created using the computer-aided design environment
Rhinoceros 3D. This initial 3Dmodel served as a reference body, which was
set as corresponding to the frequency distribution of body regions in the
Wikipedia reference corpus. To represent the sub-corpora of the philoso-
phers, two boundary bodieswere defined that, taking into accountmaterial,
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Figure 10.2: Photographs of the digitally fabricated 3D-printed philosophical
bodies. From left to right the bodies represent (1) the Wikipedia reference,
(2) Kant, (3) Freud, (4) Heidegger, (5) Hegel, and (6) Luhmann.

morphologic, and production conditions, represent themaximumandmin-
imum extent of each body region, respectively. For proportional conversion
of relative term frequencies into geometric extents, the maximum extent of
a body region was associated with the case where all body-related terms
in a corpus refer to this one body region (100% relative frequency). The
complete absence of terms from a body region (0% relative frequency) was
associated with the minimum boundary body of that body region. Inter-
mediate values were linearly interpolated, taking into account the relative
frequency of the Wikipedia reference body as a fixed point.

Photographs of the 3D-printed “philosophical bodies” are shown in Fig-
ure 10.2. Looking at the bodies, it becomes apparent that each sculpture
has distinctive features that differ from the Wikipedia reference body (the
sculpture on the far left). For example, the comparatively small head of
the Kant sculpture, the less pronounced hands in the Hegel figure, and the
oversized torso in Freud’s and short legs in Heidegger’s are striking. The
most remarkable sculpture, however, is the one created with the collected
writings of Niklas Luhmann (the sculpture on the far right): In this corpus,
more than half of all body-related terms refer to arms and hands. Looking
at the figures in chronological order, an overarching development - such as
a consistent shift from the face to the hands - cannot be discerned, though.

In comparison with a representation of the research results as a list, the
three-dimensional representation as bodies has three features that make it
particularly suitable for our purposes.

(1) The human body is one of those ontological entities with which we
are all familiar. Miniaturizedmodels of the human body therefore do not re-
quire detailed explanation. Interpretation of the results („What is shown?”,
„What is characteristic?”) becomes an almost effortless and intuitive pro-
cess. (2) Furthermore, the space for projecting the data is precisely the
space the data is about, i.e., the space of the human body. Consequently,
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no explicit labels of the dimensions and no legends are required to define
the projection space - an advantage over other two- and three-dimensional
projections like diagrams and maps for which legends are required to com-
municate their specific meaning to the viewer. (3) Also, since geometric
modeling is used to encode the research results (rather than, for exam-
ple, color), the bodies easily capture the viewer’s attention, especially when
transformed into a sculpture via 3D printing. It is the Penfield homuncu-
lus’ striking yet arresting form that has contributed in a crucial way to its
success as an icon of brain research. This impressive form is now reused in
the field of digital humanities.

The validity especially of this third feature was reinforced by two ex-
hibitions of the sculptures. The uncommon exhibition format as such al-
ready ensured that the project could be shown in each case in an exposed
exhibition location that could not have been occupied by a conventional
poster presentation. Remarkably, the sculptures were not only frequently
viewed, but also in many cases photographed using smartphones and thus
re-contextualized into the digitalworld. Overall, the pilot study encouraged
us to apply physical 3D data visualization to other corpora and facets in the
future, thus opening up further digital humanities contexts.
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